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Abstract

The study of molecular nanomagnets is important not only for fundamental scientific

reasons, but also for applications in the miniaturisation of technology − the prospect

of storing data on individual nanomagnets is particularly exciting. By removing

unwanted interactions between dipole moments on neighbouring nanomagnets, non-

dipolar toroidal moments may allow for even denser data storage. Motivated by

this potential application (and by scientific curiosity for as-yet unknown benefits of

toroidal moments), my thesis covers a range of topics related to the modelling of

nanomagnets capable of producing toroidal magnetic states.

Firstly, I provide the context for my research by introducing the fields of single-

molecule magnetism, toroidal moments and molecular spintronics. Secondly, I anal-

yse the toroidal states arising from spin-frustration in a triangular nanomagnet of

three spin-1
2 centres with C3 symmetry. One breakthrough of this study, is that by

including antisymmetric exchange interactions arising from weak spin-orbit coupling,

non-dipolar toroidal states can be prepared in a ground-energy doublet, separated

from an excited doublet of non-toroidal dipolar states.

I then discuss a hypothetical experiment where the nanomagnet is placed in a

tunnelling spintronics device to split the steady-state, non-equilibrium populations

of toroidal states. I describe the optimal energetic regimes and device geometries to

achieve the best population splitting, and show how the splitting could be monitored

by measuring the extent to which a spin current’s polarisation is reversed by the

toroidal states.

Thirdly, I extend the investigation to a spin-frustrated triangular nanomagnet

with C2v symmetry, such that two sites have general spin S and the third site has
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spin S3 = 1
2 . The resulting toroidal states are intriguing for their complete lack

of reliance on spin-orbit coupling, which is typically required to produce toroidal

moments in isolated molecules. Again, I characterise the nanomagnet’s spin textures

and performance in a tunnelling spintronics device, describing the optimal energetic

regimes. Additionally, I explore the effects of changing S and delve deeper into the

mechanism by which the toroidal states’ populations are split.

Fourthly, I build on a previous study by Soncini, Langley, Murray, Rajaraman

and co-workers (Nat. Commun. 2017) to analyse a family of double-triangle com-

plexes of the type {Dy3MIIIDy3}X, where M = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Al and X = NO3,

Cl. Based on crystallographic data and ab initio calculations, I use parameter-

free models to calculate the complexes’ energy spectra, powder magnetisations and

direct-current magnetic susceptibilities. Confirming predicted trends and discover-

ing new trends in the complexes’ ferrotoroidic/antiferrotoroidic coupling, I describe

the first toroido-structural correlations ever to be reported. I then simulate the

dynamical magnetisation of these complexes, and by analysing their Zeeman spec-

tra and various relaxation mechanisms, I suggest how to improve their magnetic

hysteresis.

Much work still needs to be done to explore the fundamental properties of nano-

magnets with toroidal ground states, particularly after these discoveries of toroido-

structural correlations, and non-dipolar toroidal moments in ground-energy mani-

folds of triangles with zero/weak spin-orbit coupling. Thus, I outline the next steps

towards implementing toroidal moments in nanotechnology, and end this thesis with

a summary of the progress made.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The first part of any thesis should be the ‘why’ factor. Why should we care about this

research? Why is it important to science, or to society as a whole? The central theme

of this thesis is the toroidal moment, and how it pertains to molecular nanomagnets

and molecular spintronics. Though I find the combination of these three topics

to be utterly fascinating, even just for the sake of understanding the fundamental

peculiarities of condensed matter, I will begin with a discussion of why these research

fields will be useful to society in the long term. After briefly summarising the vast

literatures of these three fields, I will describe the research I have conducted under

the supervision of A/Prof. Alessandro Soncini. Lastly, I will summarise our progress

and outline future works prompted by our research. Throughout the thesis, my goal

is to convince you, the reader, that I have made a substantial contribution to the

scientific community’s knowledge of toroidal moments, molecular nanomagnets and

molecular spintronics.

One of the many problems the world is expected to face in the coming years, is

that of data storage. The International Data Centre recently predicted that more

data will be created in the next three years than were created in the last 30 years

combined.4 This is alarming due to the associated environmental impact of storing

these data. In 2010, data centres consumed approximately 1−1.5% of the world’s

electricity, but it is predicted that by 2030 this figure will haven risen to around

7.5%, or even 13% in the worst-case scenario.5 Despite the trend that an increasing

portion of this electricity is coming from renewable sources,5 the growing use of

1



1.1 Motivation 1. Introduction

cloud computing and internet services is causing data centres to have the fastest-

growing carbon footprint of any component of the information and communication

technology sector.6

The increasing capacity of hard disk drives and solid-state drives has helped to

improve the energy efficiency of data centres, and slowed the rise in their electricity

demand.7 For example, data transfer rates are higher in hard disk drives which

use smaller groups of aligned magnetic domains to store each bit of binary data,

since the read/write heads can access more data for each rotation of the disk.8

Innovative methods to increase the density of magnetically-stored data have been

proposed8–11 and implemented,12 so it is expected that the capacities of magnetic

hard drives will continue to grow over the coming decade.12 However, the technology

is inherently limited by the sizes of magnetic domains used to encode data, with

thermal self-erasure becoming particularly problematic below 10 nm.13 This raises

important questions: without further improvements to how densely data can be

stored, how will data centres cope with the world’s rapidly rising demand to store

data? Furthermore, if more and more drives are required to store these data, the

energy demand of data centres will increase at an even faster rate7 − what effect

will this have on their already-growing6 carbon footprint?

To address these problems of global importance, several new high-density media

have been proposed as replacements to conventional hard disk drives and solid-state

drives. For example, it has been shown that data can be encoded into and re-

trieved from deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) oligonucleotides, up to a density of 215

petabytes per gram.14 However, even if the high operating costs could be reduced,

the exceedingly slow read/write times prohibit the practical use of DNA to store

data.15 Alternatively, what if the combined goals of high-density storage and fast

read/write times could be achieved by magnetically storing data, not on bulk do-

mains, but on single molecules?16
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1.2 Single-molecule magnets

Single-molecule magnets (SMMs) became known as a potential medium to store bi-

nary data on the molecular scale in 1993, upon the discovery16 of magnetic bistability

in a previously synthesised17 and characterised18,19 Mn12-acetate complex. (That is,

individual Mn12-acetate molecules are most stable when their magnetic dipoles are

oriented either ‘up’ or ‘down’.)16 From 1993 onwards, dozens of publications reported

Mn12 derivatives with the general formula20 [Mn12O12(RCOO)16(H2O)x]·Y (for a list

see e.g. Table 4.4 in Ref. 21). Further motivation to explore SMMs came in 2001,

with the proposal to use electron spin resonance in SMMs like Mn12 or Fe8
22 for

quantum computing applications.23 As such, many new complexes exhibiting SMM

behaviour have been synthesised over the last few decades, including: SMMs based

on transition metal ions, lanthanide ions or actinide ions; mononuclear/single-ion

magnets (SIMs); polynuclear clusters, with either homo- or heterometallic combina-

tions; SMMs harnessing intramolecular dipolar coupling and/or exchange coupling,

possibly mediated by a radical species; etc. (The literature is seemingly endless. For

recent reviews see Refs. 24–32.)

But why is it necessary to continually search for new SMMs? Why do we not

already use ultra-high-density hard drives which store data using the magnetic bista-

bility of the original Mn12-acetate complex? To answer this question, and to pro-

vide the context for recent research into molecular nanomagnets (including the work

presented in this thesis), we must first understand the physical cause of magnetic

bistability.

A simplified treatment of the combined effect of a crystal field and spin-orbit

coupling on a spin centre (or on a group of coupled spin centres) leads to the following

effective spin Hamiltonian, known as the zero-field splitting (ZFS) Hamiltonian:21

ĤZFS = DŜ2
z + E

(
Ŝ2
x − Ŝ2

y

)
, (1.1)

where Ŝx, Ŝy and Ŝz are spin-operators along the molecular x/y/z-axes, and D and
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E are axial and rhombic ZFS parameters, respectively. If the crystal field has cubic

symmetry, there will be no energy splitting between pure spin states, whereas a

crystal field with axial symmetry allows D 6= 0 and E = 0, so the spin states are

no longer degenerate.21 Lower symmetry crystal fields allow both D and E to be

non-zero, with |E/D| ≤ 1
3 (a larger value of E would be equivalent to rotating the

x/y/z-axes used to define the spin operators in Eq. (1.1)).21

The terminology ‘zero-field splitting’ refers to the fact that different spin orien-

tations correspond to different energies, even in the absence of an applied magnetic

field − this property is known as magnetic anisotropy. The lowest energy configu-

ration for the case of axial or near-axial symmetry (E/D ≈ 0) depends on the sign

of D: if D > 0, the spin will be directed into the xy-plane to minimise S2
z (referred

to as easy-plane anisotropy); if D < 0, the spin will be directed along the z-axis to

maximise S2
z (referred to as easy-axis anisotropy).21 The latter case is observed in

SMMs, with the magnetic bistability resulting from the degeneracy of spin states

aligned along the positive or negative z-axes (‘up’ or ‘down’), while other spin direc-

tions are higher in energy, see Fig. 1.1.16 With E = 0, the energy levels are equal

to DM2
S, so the energy gap between the states MS = ±S and MS = 0 is |D|S2.

That is, the energy barrier to the reversal of the SMM’s magnetisation is |D|S2

(Fig. 1.1).

In the absence of a magnetic field, ‘up’ and ‘down’ spin states are degenerate

when E/D = 0, so an SMM is equally likely to be found in either state (Fig. 1.1). If

a magnetic field is applied along an SMM’s magnetic easy axis, the ‘up’ and ‘down’

spin states’ degeneracy will be removed by the Zeeman interaction:21

ĤZeeman = −M̂ ·H = gµBŜ ·H, (1.2)

where H is the magnetic field vector, and M̂ is the magnetic dipole moment operator,

which is related to the molecule’s spin operator Ŝ via the Landé g-factor g and the

Bohr magneton µB. In the presence of a magnetic field, an SMM is much more

likely to be found in the lower energy spin state after some time has passed (Fig.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram depicting the energy levels of spin states in an SMM with
easy-axis anisotropy resulting from an axial crystal field. The states with maximal
spin-projections along the z-axis of MS = ±S are separated by an energy barrier of
|D|S2. As such, this energy diagram is referred to as a double well potential. For a
system with an odd number of unpaired electrons, the highest energy manifold will
be an MS = ±1

2 doublet rather than the MS = 0 singlet shown here. Image concept
inspired by Ref. 33.

1.2, middle). After the magnetic field is turned off, the populations of the ‘up’ and

‘down’ spin states are initially unequal, despite the degeneracy having returned (Fig.

1.2, right). A defining feature of SMMs is that this population difference remains

for a non-negligible amount of time, even in individual molecules. By comparison,

the atomic/molecular building blocks of bulk ferromagnets rely on interactions with

neighbouring atoms/molecules in order to retain their magnetisation.21

This process is how data could be written onto an SMM, and the information

could be read out at a later time by measuring the SMM’s magnetisation.16 However,

similar to the problem of thermal self-erasure for data stored on small magnetic

domains,13 the data stored on SMMs are gradually lost as time goes by. This

is known as magnetic relaxation, and it occurs due to several mechanisms which

allow SMMs to return to their initial configurations with equally populated ‘up’ and

‘down’ spin states (Fig. 1.2, left). The last few decades have therefore seen a global

effort to produce SMMs which relax as slowly as possible, with theoreticians and
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Figure 1.2: Diagram depicting how the energies and populations of spin states in an
SMM are affected by a magnetic field. Image concept inspired by Refs. 34 and 35.

experimentalists working together to understand and prevent the mechanisms which

cause relaxation.

1.3 Mechanisms for magnetic relaxation

A significant portion of this thesis discusses my simulations and analyses of exper-

iments which measure how slowly various molecules magnetically relax. In these

experiments, the magnetisation of a sample (e.g. a single crystal) is measured while

the sample is subjected to a time-dependent magnetic field, which is cyclically in-

creased, decreased and reversed, see Fig. 1.3. If the sample exhibits slow magnetic

relaxation, the magnetisation’s behaviour (i.e. strength and direction) lags behind

the applied field’s behaviour, and a plot such as Fig. 1.3 is produced. This phe-

nomenon is known as magnetic hysteresis, and the type of plot in Fig. 1.3 is called

a hysteresis profile or hysteresis loop. Ferromagnets also display hysteresis as a

bulk property, but SMMs are special for their ability to display hysteresis on the

single-molecule scale, hence their name.21

Along with alternating-current (AC) magnetic susceptibility measurements, hys-

teresis profiles are commonly used to compare the slow magnetic relaxation in various

Soncini Research Group 6 J. M. Ashtree
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Figure 1.3: Generalised diagram showing the important features in a magnetic hys-
teresis profile. Horizontal axis: strength/direction of the applied magnetic field,
H. Vertical axis: strength/direction of the sample’s magnetisation, M . The sam-
ple’s initial response when the experiment begins is shown as a dashed line. The
directions in which the field is being swept at each stage in the cycle are indicated
by arrows. The maximum magnetisation recorded is the saturation magnetisation,
Msat. The magnetisation recorded once the field has been decreased back to zero
is the remnant magnetisation, Mrem. The field strength at which the magnetisation
reverses direction is the coercive field, Hc, also known as coercitive field.

SMMs. A useful quantifier is the blocking temperature, TB: originally defined as

the temperature which maximises the zero-field cooled direct-current (DC) magnetic

susceptibility;21,36 sometimes alternatively defined as the temperature at which an

SMM’s magnetic relaxation time is 100 seconds;37 but most commonly referred to

as the maximum temperature at which zero-field hysteresis can be reasonably ob-

served (interpretations of ‘reasonably’ differ, but a sweep rate of around 20 Oe/s

is typical).38 Definitions aside, the blocking temperature concept aids comparisons

of different SMMs, and provided a clear goal − a blocking temperature above the

boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77 K) would greatly improve the practicality of us-

ing SMMs to store data. This goal was very closely approached38,39 and eventually

achieved40 after decades of theoretical and experimental insights were made into

how SMMs relax. Nonetheless, it is important to keep pushing the boundaries of

research by seeking SMMs with even higher blocking temperatures and even longer

relaxation times. So, to facilitate discussions of my hysteresis simulations, which
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will hopefully set a new benchmark for the analysis of hysteresis trends in a family

of lanthanide clusters, I will now introduce the various mechanisms by which SMMs

magnetically relax.

These relaxation mechanisms are depicted in Fig. 1.4, and can be classified

into two main, interconnected categories: quantum tunnelling of the magnetisation

(QTM), and spin-phonon coupling. In broad terms, abrupt steps in a hysteresis

profile are indicative of QTM or thermally-assisted QTM (TA-QTM),41,42 and de-

creases in Hc and/or Mrem measured at increasing temperatures are indicative of

various processes caused by spin-phonon coupling, including direct relaxation, Or-

bach relaxation, Raman relaxation, enhanced rates of QTM, and recently-identified

anharmonic contributions to under-barrier processes.43–48 I will now discuss each of

these mechanisms, and how they might be minimised in order to obtain the best

possible SMMs.

Figure 1.4: Diagram showing the various ways in which an SMM can magnetically
relax. See text for description. Image concept inspired by Refs. 34 and 49.

Quantum tunnelling of the magnetisation can occur when the wavefunctions of

states on opposite sides of the double well energy barrier are mixed.43 A common

source of mixing is the presence of a magnetic field whose direction is partly/fully

perpendicular to the molecule’s spin-quantisation axis (z-axis).21 Such a field can

mix wavefunctions of different spin states through varying orders of perturbation

theory, depending on the difference in MS between the states involved. Even in

the absence of a magnetic field, spin states’ wavefunctions may be mixed due to

Soncini Research Group 8 J. M. Ashtree
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rhombic terms in the molecule’s ligand field,21 which can be partitioned into differ-

ent components using various techniques to obtain equivalent angular momentum

irreducible tensor operators. Of these techniques, the Stevens operators approach

is one of the most popular, especially to describe the splitting of lanthanide ions’

ground spin-orbit multiplets.50

When opposite spin states are mixed, a slight energy difference referred to as the

‘tunnel splitting’ is produced, and as per the basic theory of quantum tunnelling,

larger tunnel splittings are symptomatic of faster tunnelling rates.21 Although the

rate at which QTM occurs is largest when the two yet-to-be-mixed states are degen-

erate (known as resonant tunnelling),42 experiments on Mn12-acetate showed that

tunnelling could also occur when the states were not precisely degenerate.51 The rate

of tunnelling followed a homogeneously broadened, Lorentzian-shaped dependence

on the energy difference between the states involved, so could not be attributed to

sources of inhomogeneous broadening such as hyperfine coupling.51 This prompted

a detailed theoretical analysis of the effect of incoherent tunnel splitting on slow

magnetic relaxation in SMMs.44 It was found that the broadening parameter for the

Lorentzian distribution can be explicitly calculated from the temperature-dependent

rates of spin-phonon transitions out of the chosen states.44∗

A strategy used to reduce the rate of QTM, is to maintain a weak magnetic field

along the spin-quantisation axis to offset the energies of MS = ±S states. However,

this may lead to accidental degeneracies between other pairs of states which respond

to the field in different ways, e.g. the MS = S−2 state may be lowered in energy to

meet the MS = −S + 1 state. So, if a molecule is excited from the ground MS = S

state to the low-lying MS = S − 2 state, e.g. by spin-phonon coupling (see below),

tunnelling can then occur to the MS = −S+ 1 state, and the SMM’s magnetisation

∗These findings were later discussed in the context of spintronics experiments52 and hysteresis
experiments,53 including our own work presented here: For the specific case of the double-triangle
lanthanide clusters investigated at low temperatures in Chapter 4, we found other sources of
incoherent tunnelling broadening to be dominant. These sources may have included disorder in
the magnetic field’s orientation, or not all molecules in the single crystal being perfectly aligned,
or hyperfine interactions with 161Dy, 163Dy, 13C, 1H, etc. nuclei, combined with intermolecular
dipole-dipole interactions blurring the energy levels to the extent that broadening from spin-phonon
transitions was no longer relevant.
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can be reversed. This is an example of TA-QTM, which can occur with or without

the presence of a magnetic field (a zero-field example is depicted in Fig. 1.4).

Because QTM processes are through-barrier relaxation mechanisms (Fig. 1.4),

they can occur even at very low temperatures. (For example, this thesis discusses

tunnelling observed in hysteresis experiments conducted at 0.02 K.) As a reversible

process which acts in either direction, tunnelling always tends to equalise the pop-

ulations of the states involved.43 These two characteristics mean tunnelling is a

common source of magnetic relaxation in SMMs,21 and by extension, tunnelling is

also a common source of headaches for researchers. Clearly, better strategies are

needed to prevent the fundamental cause of tunnelling − the mixing of wavefunc-

tions of states on opposite sides of the double well potential, mainly due to rhombic

terms in the crystal field, magnetic fields transverse to the spin-quantisation axis,

and spin-phonon coupling.46 Crystal fields can be altered by synthetic means, and

magnetic fields can be controlled by careful experimental conditions, but what really

is spin-phonon coupling?

Direct spin-phonon relaxation is the process by which a molecule’s excited spin

state can couple to an inter- or intramolecular vibration (or a mix due to anhar-

monicities) to transfer energy from the molecular spin degrees of freedom to the

vibrational modes, see Fig. 1.4. Spin-phonon excitations occur in the reverse di-

rection, with an incoming phonon being absorbed by the molecular spin degrees

of freedom, and the phonon’s energy being used to excite the molecular spin to a

higher energy state.21

It is also possible for a molecular spin to sequentially absorb phonons in a series

of steps which each arise from first-order perturbation theory, and thereby ‘climb’

to the top of the energy barrier to reversal of the magnetisation.49 Once at the

top of the energy barrier, the molecule can relax via single/multiple spin-phonon

transitions into either of the ground spin states. This multi-step ‘excitation then

relaxation’ process is known as the Orbach mechanism, see Fig. 1.4.

Alternatively, the molecular spin can be re-oriented in a single step by the Ra-
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man mechanism, whereby an incoming phonon of arbitrary energy is inelastically

scattered by the SMM.43 This can be understood as a second-order process in which

the molecular spin absorbs a phonon, is promoted to a virtual excited state, and

emits a second phonon (Fig. 1.4). The energy difference between the absorbed and

emitted phonons corresponds to the energy difference between the initial and final

spin states of the SMM. Thus, like QTM/TA-QTM, spin-phonon coupling also acts

to redistribute the populations of spin states until the ensemble of SMMs no longer

has a net magnetisation.

To reduce the rates of phonon-induced magnetic relaxation, particularly via the

Orbach mechanism, experimentalists’ initial efforts focused on synthesising polynu-

clear complexes with larger spins in order to raise the height of the |D|S2 energy

barrier in Fig. 1.4. Although complexes with increasingly huge values of S were

produced,54–58 their energy barriers and magnetic relaxation rates did not improve

as had been hoped: the current record-holder of S = 91 only has an energy barrier

of around 3.3 K,58 whereas the original Mn12-acetate complex with S = 10 has an

energy barrier of around 70 K.33 The reason for this disappointing trend is apparent

from a more thorough treatment of spin-orbit coupling and ZFS than that presented

in Eq. (1.1) − the axial parameter D is inversely proportional to S2.35 Combined

with the difficulties of aligning the local anisotropy axes of various coupled spin cen-

tres,35 the pursuit of raising the |D|S2 energy barrier by synthesising polynuclear

complexes with huge values of S was doomed from the start. Thus, the focus shifted

towards synthesising mononuclear/single-ion magnets (SIMs) with smaller S values

but substantially larger |D| values.35,59,60

This approach was met with more success, but also led to more questions: larger

barriers are not always correlated with slower relaxation,61 and complexes with

similarly high energy barriers can show vastly different relaxation dynamics.62 (E.g.

compare dysprosium SIMs with an effective energy barrier of Ueff = 1815 K and a

blocking temperature of TB = 14 K in Ref. 36, vs. Ueff = 1837 K and TB = 60 K

in Ref. 39.) A more thorough understanding of spin-phonon coupling is therefore
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crucial in order to improve magnetic relaxation times in SMMs.

In 2000, a theoretical analysis44 of magnetic relaxation data42,51 for the famous

Mn12-acetate SMM showed that the rates of phonon-induced spin-excitations and

spin-relaxations could be calculated from the uniaxial anisotropy strength, the mass

density of the Mn12 crystal, and the speed of sound through the crystal. Since the

latter is difficult to measure in single crystals, the authors treated the sound velocity

as a fitting parameter and thereby found good agreement with magnetic relaxation

experiments.44 So, although significant progress was made towards understanding

spin-phonon transitions, the question of why complexes with similar energy barriers

behaved so differently remained unanswered.

Fortunately, it was later shown that ab initio calculations can be used to de-

termine the strength of spin-phonon coupling.38,45,63–66 In 2017, the energies of

spin-orbit coupled J states in the aforementioned dysprosocenium complex with TB

= 60 K were calculated for various distorted geometries along the normal modes of

gas-phase intramolecular vibrations.38 The spin-phonon coupling was then deter-

mined by studying how changes in the crystal field potential were linked to changes

in the J states’ energies.38 After simulating the molecule’s spin dynamics and iden-

tifying the dominant cause of magnetic relaxation, the authors proposed changes

to the complex’s chemical structure to dampen certain intramolecular vibrations.38

Thus, the insights from theoretical calculations led to the synthesis of a related com-

plex showing even slower magnetic relaxation, with a blocking temperature (80 K)

above the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77 K).40

Also in 2017, a more general ab initio strategy introducing (i) ab initio vibrations

of the crystal unit cell, and (ii) a correction accounting for anharmonic contributions,

was implemented45 for a general S = 1 system, and for a previously synthesised and

characterised67 mononuclear iron complex with S = 2. In this study, the authors

were even more rigorous, including crystal phonons as well as intramolecular vi-

brations in a fully quantum mechanical formalism to calculate spin Hamiltonians,

spin-phonon couplings and full-phonon spectra.45 From a stochastic treatment of
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phonon dissipation, it was shown that the broadening of phonons’ spectral functions

(due to their finite lifetimes, an effective description of the effects of anharmonici-

ties) enabled off-resonant, under-barrier spin relaxation.45 That is, the surprisingly

fast magnetic relaxation in many complexes with large energy barriers could be

explained by interactions with lower-energy, anharmonic phonons.45 Thus, in ad-

dition to QTM needing to be suppressed, it is especially important to understand

spin-phonon transitions so that they can be minimised.

While these ab initio techniques for modelling spin-phonon coupling are achiev-

able for relatively small systems, they become impractical for larger systems of multi-

ple interacting magnetic sites, such as the family of double-triangle {Dy3MIIIDy3}X

complexes discussed in this thesis. Instead, to simulate these large complexes’ mag-

netic hystereses across a range of temperatures, we further elaborated and used the

method developed and implemented in Ref. 53. In that study,53 the hysteresis of the

parent complex {Dy3CrIIIDy3}NO3 was directly simulated using an effective Debye

model for spin-phonon rates21 and a well-known formalism for incoherent tunnelling

rates (see e.g. Ref. 44), but generalised in Ref. 53 to simulate non-stationary

time-dependent dynamics. Despite the necessarily partial phenomenological char-

acter of this approach, we identified several trends in the hysteresis profiles of the

{Dy3MIIIDy3}X family, and proposed a strategy to improve the hysteresis.

1.4 Toroidal moments

Other than fundamental scientific understanding, one of the main motivations to

improve the relaxation times of SMMs is to eventually use them for ultra-high den-

sity data storage. However, as stated earlier, innovative methods of storing data on

bulk magnetic domains will enable this more conventional technology to continue

shrinking over the coming decade, approaching the limit of around 10 nm.8–13 So,

in order for SMMs to replace bulk magnetic domains as the leading data storage

medium, SMMs must be able to retain their magnetisation despite being situated

within nanometres of each other. Additionally, an SMM’s magnetisation should not
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be altered by the process of reading/writing data on neighbouring SMMs, which

would likely involve the use of magnetic fields, or electric/spin currents which cre-

ate magnetic fields. These two requirements constitute significant challenges, since

dipole-dipole coupling (Fig. 1.5) and Zeeman interactions with stray magnetic fields

can increase the rates of magnetic relaxation in SMMs (particularly tunnelling rates,

see previous section).21

Figure 1.5: Schematic showing how the energies of spin states on two closely-packed
SMMs can be affected by dipolar coupling. Since there are two equally probable
ways in which the system can relax, the data stored on the SMMs are lost. Not
shown: transverse magnetic fields and dipolar couplings are also a source of mixing
between wavefunctions of spin states on opposite sides of the double well potential,
so can increase the rates of QTM/TA-QTM which cause relaxation.

An obvious way to overcome the spatial restrictions imposed by dipolar coupling

and the Zeeman interaction, would be to continue the current efforts to synthesise

SMMs with ever-slower relaxation rates. Alternatively, a more strategic approach

would be to avoid these unwanted interactions by storing data on molecules which

lack net dipole moments.68 Other than scientific curiosity, the latter strategy was

possibly the largest motivation for me to conduct the research presented in this

thesis. The core theme of my thesis is the toroidal moment, and I will now explain

how molecules which possess toroidal moments, but lack net dipole moments, may

be used to develop nanoscale devices.

Also known as the anapole moment,69 the toroidal moment can be defined as

the time-odd, space-odd component of the general magnetic quadrupole moment,70

and can be visualised as a vortex of magnetic moments. For example, a toroidal

moment can be produced on the macroscopic scale by bending a solenoid into the
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shape of a torus,69 so that an internal ‘circular’ magnetic field is created by the

winding currents.70–72 A system of aligned toroidal moments is referred to as fer-

rotoroidic, and along with ferroelectric, ferroelastic and ferromagnetic orders, the

ferrotoroidic order completes the range of primary ferroics with all possible combina-

tions of time-reversal and space-inversion symmetries.73 From this unique symmetry

requirement, it can be shown that all ferrotoroidic materials must display antisym-

metric off-diagonal tensor components to the linear magnetoelectric effect − that is,

applied magnetic fields can induce electric polarisations, and applied electric fields

can induce magnetisations.74

The magnetoelectric effect is particularly fascinating for its potential applica-

tions in multifunctional devices,75 prompting researchers to search for ferrotoroidic

materials by employing sophisticated experimental techniques such as second har-

monic generation microscopy, spherical neutron polarimetry and magnetoelectric

measurements.76 However, since the discovery in 2007 of co-existing antiferromag-

netic and ferrotoroidic bulk domains in LiCoPO4,73 researchers have had limited

success, partly due to the difficulty of detecting the ferrotoroidic order on a macro-

scopic scale.76 Meanwhile, a related search for the toroidal moment and the asso-

ciated magnetoelectric effect in individual molecules has been incredibly successful

(see below).

On the molecular scale, toroidal moments can arise from head-to-tail arrange-

ments of individual magnetic dipole moments in molecular wheels (see Fig. 1.6).68

For these systems, the toroidal moment can be calculated as the expectation value

of the following operator:68,74

τ̂ = gJµB
N∑
q=1

r̂q × Ĵq, (1.3)

where N is the number of magnetic sites in the molecular wheel, r̂q is the radial

vector operator of site q, and Ĵq is the total angular momentum vector operator of

site q. Conventions differ regarding the sign and magnitude of the proportionality

constant in front of the sum in Eq. (1.3). Furthermore, the literature on toroidal
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moments sometimes substitutes gJµBĴq for: (i) a magnetic dipole moment operator

−M̂q, with or without the negative sign depending on the convention chosen for the

proportionality constant in Eq. (1.3); (ii) a pseudospin operator geffµBˆ̃sq in a non-

collinear Ising model; or (iii) a spin operator gµBŜq if there is no contribution to the

magnetic dipole moment from orbital angular momentum (i.e. negligible spin-orbit

coupling). However, regardless of the convention used, these vector operators are

all collinear, so the physical situation is unchanged − the magnetic dipole moments

of N sites are arranged in a vortex-like pattern. As an example, a case with N = 3

is depicted in Fig. 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Example of a pure toroidal moment in a molecular wheel, similar to the
nanomagnets discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. Toroidal moments are maximised by
configurations where the spins are perpendicular to the radial vectors (i.e. tangen-
tial), and all follow the same vortex direction (i.e. clockwise or anticlockwise). The
toroidal order parameter τ is a vector perpendicular to the plane of the molecular
wheel.

From the operator definition in Eq. (1.3), it is possible for toroidal moments

and dipole moments to co-exist in the same states. The simplest example is a single

dipole moment whose position vector is not collinear with the dipole direction, see

Fig. 1.7. Clearly, the toroidal moment in such a state depends on the location

of the origin, and re-defining the origin to coincide with the location of the dipole

moment will cause the toroidal moment to vanish. Furthermore, it can be explicitly

shown in the general case70 that a toroidal moment will only be invariant with

respect to all possible changes in the coordinate system, if there is no associated

net dipole moment. (See Eq. (55) in Ref. 70 and discussion therein.) Dipolar
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states with origin-dependent toroidal moments like in Fig. 1.7 are referred to in

this thesis as ‘impure’, in constrast to non-dipolar states with origin-independent

toroidal moments like in Fig. 1.6, which are termed ‘pure’. In this thesis, I will

focus mostly on molecules with unambiguously-defined, pure toroidal states. This is

because unlike impure toroidal states with net dipole moments, non-dipolar toroidal

states are appealing for their unique interactions with external magnetic fields − or

rather, their lack thereof.

Figure 1.7: Examples of dipolar systems with impure toroidal moments obtained
via the operator in Eq. (1.3). (Left) Shifting the location of the origin, marked by
a cross, to coincide with the location of the magnetic dipole will cause the toroidal
moment to vanish. (Right) Shifting the origin to be closer to the larger dipole will
cause the toroidal moment to vanish.

In addition to being the antisymmetric component of a general magnetic quad-

rupole moment, an equivalent definition of the microscopic toroidal moment is the

derivative of a molecule’s interaction energy with respect to the curl of a perturbing

magnetic field:70

Ĥtor = −1
2 τ̂ · (∇×H)r=0 , (1.4)

where the curl of the magnetic field is evaluated at the centre of the molecule.† In

other words, Eq. (1.4) states that clockwise and anticlockwise toroidal configurations
†The definition of the toroidal moment in Eq. (1.4) can also be obtained from a general

phenomenological expansion of the free energy of a bulk system subjected to an external, inho-
mogeneous magnetic field; see e.g. Refs. 74 and 77. Alternatively, Eq. (1.4) can be derived by
considering the effect of the full Zeeman Hamiltonian for a non-uniform magnetic field upon a
microscopic system, such as the generalised model in Ref. 68 where molecular toroidal states arise
from the interplay between local magnetic anisotropy and isotropic exchange interactions.
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are degenerate unless a curling magnetic field is applied to the system.

With the exception of a current passing through the molecule itself, variations

in the direction of typical magnetic fields are very small on the scale of a single

molecule, so the interaction energy in Eq. (1.4) is negligible.74 As such, the en-

ergies of non-dipolar toroidal states are essentially unaffected by the presence of

external magnetic fields − the clockwise and anticlockwise toroidal states remain

degenerate.78,79 Similarly, dipole-dipole couplings between the component spins of

neighbouring toroidal systems decay rapidly with distance, as the individual inter-

actions mostly cancel out if the toroidal states lack net dipole moments (Fig. 1.8).68

Figure 1.8: Schematic depicting the cancellation of dipolar couplings between
molecules with pure toroidal moments. If the individual molecules lack net dipole
moments, the energy of the clockwise-anticlockwise configuration (left) is similar to
that of the clockwise-clockwise configuration (right).§ Without a strong energetic
preference between the two toroidal configurations, the rate of relaxation should be
reduced, so data stored using toroidal states ought to be retained for longer than
data stored using dipolar magnetic states such as those depicted in Fig. 1.5.

Let us now return to our initial motivation to explore toroidal moments: we

desired a means to store data on molecules which were packed closely together, but

the enhanced relaxation rates of SMMs subjected to dipolar/Zeeman interactions

may limit their applications in data storage. So, rather than encoding data as up or

down orientations of dipole moments, what if we could use clockwise or anticlockwise

configurations of pure toroidal states to store data?68

Of course, this avenue of research poses its own unique set of challenges. Firstly,

suitable molecules would need to be synthesised, then optimised to sustain stable
§There is a slight energetic difference between the two toroidal configurations, but it decays

much more rapidly with distance than the energetic difference shown in Fig. 1.5.68 This means
toroidal molecules can be packed more closely together than dipolar molecules.
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toroidal states with long relaxation times rivalling those of SMMs. Secondly, since

pure toroidal moments do not interact with homogeneous magnetic fields, clever

methods must be devised in order to read/write data onto clockwise and anticlock-

wise toroidal states. Although the scientific community has made significant progress

towards addressing these challenges, much more work still needs to be done. As such,

these two challenges − finding new and better molecules with toroidal ground states,

and manipulating those states in a controlled manner − will serve as the context

for the research presented in the following chapters. But first, I will dedicate the

remainder of this introductory chapter to summarising the progress already made

in these areas.

1.5 Single-molecule toroics

Molecules with toroidal ground states are called single-molecule toroics (SMTs).

Though many different SMTs have been synthesised and characterised, it could be

argued that SMTs have not ‘matured’ to the same extent that SMMs have. That is,

while the study of SMMs has evolved significantly since 1993 (see earlier sections),

the vast majority of SMTs have not strayed far from a generalised family of molecules

predicted in 2008. The prediction can be summarised as follows: molecular toroidal

states can arise from non-collinear orientations of spins as a result of the interplay

between strong local magnetic anisotropy (due to strong spin-orbit coupling) and

weak isotropic exchange interactions.68

This prediction was confirmed the same year it was made, upon the discov-

ery78,79 of toroidal ground states in a previously synthesised triangular Dy3 complex,[
DyIII

3 (µ3 -OH)2 L3Cl (H2O)5] Cl3 where HL = ortho-vanillin.80 This discovery was

made possible by the combined efforts of theoreticians and experimentalists − al-

though molecular toroidal states have not yet been directly detected by experiments,

their existence can be inferred from theoretical models which examine the effects

of toroidal states on experimental data. In the case of the Dy3 triangle, data from

DC magnetic susceptibility and low-temperature magnetisation measurements indi-
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cated the complex’s ground states were essentially non-magnetic, despite each Dy ion

possessing a large magnetic moment.78,79 This peculiar finding was explained by ab

initio calculations, which showed that the magnetic easy axes in the Dy ions’ ground

Kramers doublets were oriented tangentially and almost co-planar with the triangle,

similar to the arrangement depicted in Fig. 1.6.78 Thus, a non-collinear Ising model

with weakly antiferromagnetic exchange coupling produced toroidal ground states,

which had very small net magnetic moments due to the cancellation of individual

Dy moments, and gave excellent agreement with experimental data.78

Once the first SMT had been discovered,78,79 many research groups began syn-

thesising new molecules with the goal of producing toroidal states.81 Early works

primarily focused on using Dy ions, due to their strong spin-orbit coupling lead-

ing to large magnetic moments with strong anisotropy, meaning that Dy ions could

then be used to produce non-collinear arrangements of magnetic moments.81 Not

only were other Dy3 triangles synthesised,82 but also Dy4 squares,83 parallelograms84

and cubanes,85 and Dy6 hexagons.86–90 Pairs of Dy3 triangles were linked together,

either with adjacent edges to increase the size of the toroidal moment,91 or with

adjacent vertices to obtain slower magnetic relaxation rates.92,93¶ Calculations for

a polymeric chain of Dy3 triangles linked by chiral copper complexes predicted that

ferrotoroidic coupling between the Dy3 triangles could be induced by applying a

magnetic field at low temperatures.95 Other choices of magnetic ions were also

explored, such as uranium triangles96 and heterometallic macrocycles Dy6Cu6 and

Tb6Cu6.97,98

Heterometallic double-triangle complexes {LnIII
3 CrIIILnIII

3 } are particularly rele-

vant to the research presented in Chapter 4.53,99 Toroidal moments have been found

in the separate Ln3 triangles for Ln = Tb, Dy and Ho, but not for Ln = Er. Inter-

triangle dipolar coupling was found to favour ferrotoroidic states in the Dy case,53

and a similar claim was made for the Tb and Ho cases, though less rigorously.99 As

¶SMTs often possess excited magnetic states which exhibit slow relaxation, with analogous
relaxation mechanisms to those discussed in the earlier section pertaining to SMMs.81,94 For
example, the double-triangle complexes whose magnetisation dynamics are discussed in Chapter 4
could be categorised as both SMMs and SMTs.
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such, the research discussed in Chapter 4 extends the methods of Ref. 53 to analyse

ferrotoroidic coupling (and antiferrotoroidic coupling) in a family of {DyIII
3 MIIIDyIII

3 }

complexes with various bridging M ions and co-anions.

The archetypal Dy3 triangle
[
DyIII

3 (µ3 -OH)2 L3Cl (H2O)5] Cl3 was also the sub-

ject of further analyses,82,100 with theoretical works predicting spin-electric cou-

pling,101 the quantum, non-equilibrium linear magnetoelectric effect,102 and macro-

scopic quantum tunnelling of the toroidal moment.103 These three phenomena were

later predicted to also occur in a Dy4 parallelogram.104 Clearly, SMTs are a rich

source of properties to be explored by experimentalists and theoreticians alike, but

so far, I have only discussed SMTs featuring rare-earth ions with strong spin-orbit

coupling. This is because the literature is dominated by SMTs which are analo-

gous to the original family of molecules predicted in 2008.68 (See Ref. 94 for a

recent review of SMTs.) Such a narrow approach to SMTs may prevent discoveries

which could eventually lead to the practical implementation of toroidal moments

in technologies which harness their diverse properties. Therefore, a major aim of

the research presented in Chapters 2 and 3 is to expand the field of SMTs from

the strong spin-orbit coupling limit to regimes with weak or zero spin-orbit cou-

pling. Rather than relying on strong magnetic anisotropy to produce non-collinear

arrangements of spins, we explore the possibilities of obtaining toroidal moments

through spin-frustration.

Spin-frustration occurs in antiferromagnetically-coupled systems with an odd

number of spin centres.105 The simplest example is depicted in Fig. 1.9, where

three spin-1
2 centres are arranged in a triangle. Two sites can be favourably oriented

according to antiferromagnetic coupling, but the third site cannot be anti-parallel

to both sites simultaneously. This results in a degeneracy between the various ‘frus-

trated’ states with two favourable interactions and one unfavourable interaction,

and this degeneracy can lead to some interesting properties in molecular nanomag-

nets.105,106 For example, antiferromagnetic rings have been studied for their inter-

esting dynamical behaviour,107–110 the coherent manipulation of electron spins using
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microwave pulses,111,112 and the potential to implement qubits on spin-triangles us-

ing electric113,114 or magnetic fields.115 In spin-1
2 triangles such as Cu3 complexes116

or the V3 core of V15 clusters,117 one can take linear combinations of frustrated

states with opposing magnetic moments to obtain chiral, non-collinear spin states

associated with orbital currents.74,113,114,118,119

Figure 1.9: Schematic depicting spin-frustration in a triangular nanomagnet with
antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between three spin-1

2 centres. Since the three
spins cannot all be anti-parallel simultaneously, the resulting degenerate spin-
frustrated manifold can give rise to non-collinear spin textures. Image concept
inspired by Ref. 106.

Furthermore, theoretical studies have shown that toroidal moments can be in-

duced in V3 and Cu3 by the application of magnetic120 or electric fields.121 Extended

systems of frustrated spin-1
2 triangles can exhibit toroidal moments without the as-

sistance of external fields, but these toroidal states are degenerate with non-toroidal

states which may have dipole moments.74 Similarly, vibronic interactions in V15

clusters can lead to a Jahn-Teller effect which induces toroidal moments, but these

states also possess net dipole moments,122 which limits their applications in data

storage devices for the reasons described above.

As opposed to these analyses of spin-frustrated triangles with toroidal moments

which are field-induced,120,121 degenerate with non-toroidal/dipolar states,74 or origin-

dependent due to associated net dipole moments,122 Chapters 2 and 3 of this the-

sis discuss pure toroidal moments in ground doublets/quartets which are energeti-

cally separate from non-toroidal/dipolar states, and are intrinsic to individual spin-

frustrated triangles. That is, our investigations of toroidal moments in the weak or
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zero spin-orbit coupling regimes have distinct advantages over previous investiga-

tions which attempted to broaden the search for SMTs beyond the strong spin-orbit

coupling regime.

1.6 Molecular spintronics

The fact that pure toroidal moments do not interact with homogeneous magnetic

fields70 raises an important question: how could toroidal states be used in techno-

logical devices, e.g. to store data as clockwise or anticlockwise states, given that

current technology is unable to create magnetic fields with significant curls on a

molecular scale?74 In order to discuss the answer123 to this question, I must first

introduce the rapidly-growing field of molecular spintronics.

Unlike in conventional electronics where the spins of electrons are ignored, spin-

based electronics (spintronics) involves the injection of spin-polarised electrons into

a system, the controlled manipulation of those electron spins, and their subsequent

detection.124 In this manner, a greater amount of information can be conveyed by

measuring a current’s strength and its polarisation. On the macroscopic scale, the

field of spintronics has its origins in the 1988 discovery of giant magnetoresistance

(GMR) in an Fe/Cr/Fe multilayer (ferromagnetic/non-magnetic/ferromagnetic).125

By using a magnetic field to control the magnetisation of one of the Fe layers, the

multilayer’s resistivity was almost halved for a parallel Fe-Fe configuration compared

to the anti-parallel case, due to a reduced amount of spin-dependent scattering of

polarised electrons.125 Within a decade, the discovery of GMR had revolutionised

the technology industry, an example being the ‘read’ heads in magnetic hard drives

which use GMR to detect the orientations of magnetic domains.126

Driven by increases in data processing speeds and decreases in electricity con-

sumption, the field of spintronics grew as new multilayer architectures were devel-

oped, and new magnetic materials produced currents with stronger spin-polarisation

ratios (e.g. even more spin-up electrons compared to spin-down).127 In a discovery

which is particularly revelant to the research presented in Chapters 2 and 3, it was
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found that the magnetisation of a freely-oriented ferromagnetic layer could be re-

versibly controlled according to the direction of flow of a spin-polarised current.128

Further breakthroughs were made in the early-2000s,129 as spintronics progressed

to the microscopic scale by incorporating advances in the field of molecular elec-

tronics,130 such as the development of break junctions where two metallic leads are

connected by a single molecule.131 Thus, the field of molecular spintronics was

born.132

The types of systems inserted into molecular spintronics devices range broadly,

from organic spin-carriers such as conjugated polymers and fullerenes,133,134 to

smaller systems such as one or more SMMs135 (or even a combination of both

fullerenes and SMMs).136–138 Additionally, the electron current may flow in a direc-

tion parallel to the substrate, as is the case for break junction devices, or perpendic-

ular to the substrate, as for experiments involving scanning tunnelling microscopes

(STMs).139–142 Here, I will focus on the study of break junction devices involving a

single SMM, before extending the discussion to SMTs in Chapters 2 and 3.

As the archetypal SMM, derivatives of Mn12 were the first magnetic molecules

to be examined by molecular spintronics experiments.143,144 In these experiments,

Mn12 molecules were adsorbed onto gold nanowires which had been deposited onto

an Al/Al2O3 gate using electron-beam lithography.143,144 The wires were then con-

trollably broken by electromigration to produce nanometre-sized gaps145 in which

single Mn12 molecules could become trapped. Importantly for our purposes in Chap-

ters 2 and 3, the magnetic properties of the Mn12 derivatives were not significantly

affected upon functionalising the outer ligand shells with thiol groups in order to

obtain better contacts with the gold nanowires.143

In both experiments, the break junctions’ differential conductances dI/dVB were

measured as functions of the gate voltage, VG, and of the bias voltage between the

two electrodes, VB. (The gate voltage modulates the relative energies of different re-

dox manifolds; the bias voltage controls the direction of the current and determines

how much energy each tunnelling electron can transfer to the nanomagnet.) The
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main trends measured for the differential conductances were similar to the simplified

illustration for a two-level system shown in Fig. 1.10.143,144 Such a plot indicates

weak coupling between the nanomagnet and the leads, causing Coulomb Blockade

behaviour and incoherent electron transport via sequential tunnelling steps, as de-

scribed below.135,146

Figure 1.10: Simplified illustration of differential conductance dI/dVB for a two-level
SMM weakly coupled to electrodes in a break junction device, shown as a function
of the gate voltage, VG, and of the bias voltage, VB. Regions of large differential
conductance are indicated by blue shading. See text and Fig. 1.11 for descriptions
of the physical processes leading to high or low differential conductances at the
positions marked 1−4. The orange dashed line indicates the ‘cross-section’ through
which several plots in Chapters 2 and 3 depict I vs. VB.

At the position marked ‘1’ in Fig. 1.10, electrons cannot tunnel from the leads‖

onto the SMM because the singly-reduced redox state with (n + 1)-electrons is too

high in energy relative to the redox-neutral state with n-electrons. As such, the SMM

remains in the n-electron state, and no current flows through the device. (This is

referred to as the Coulomb Blockade regime, also see Fig. 1.11). Position ‘2’ is the

charge degeneracy point, where the gate voltage induces a resonance between the

n- and (n + 1)-electron states. Here, no energy is required for electrons to tunnel
‖The terms ‘nanowires’, ‘electrodes’ and ‘leads’ are used interchangeably here.
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Figure 1.11: Schematics of energy levels allowing/preventing sequential tunnelling
of electrons through a simplified two-level SMM weakly coupled to a source lead and
a drain lead. The occupancies of electron-energy levels on the leads are controlled
by a bias voltage, VB, which if applied in the ‘forward’ direction, will raise (lower)
the Fermi level on the source lead (drain lead). (That is, the total voltage drop
between the leads is 2VB.) A gate voltage, VG, controls the energy gap between the
singly-reduced redox state with (n + 1)-electrons and the redox-neutral state with
n-electrons. For larger energy gaps, larger bias voltages are required in order for
tunnelling electrons to have enough energy to promote the SMM from the n-electron
state to the (n + 1)-electron state. If this requirement is met, individual electrons
can tunnel between the SMM and the leads in sequential steps. The four different
combinations of VG and VB shown here correspond to the four positions marked in
Fig. 1.10.

between the leads and the SMM, so a current can easily flow in either direction by

sequential electron-tunnelling steps of lead→ SMM→ lead. Small changes in VB will

greatly affect the current’s strength and direction, so the differential conductance

is high at ‘2’ (represented by shaded blue region). Alternatively, a large differential

conductance can also be obtained without lowering the (n+1)-electron state’s energy,

if a sufficiently large bias voltage is applied. This is the case at position ‘3’, where

the Fermi level on one of the leads is high enough for tunnelling electrons to promote

the SMM from the n-electron state to the (n+ 1)-electron state. Once both the n-
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and (n + 1)-electron states are energetically accessible and the current is flowing,

further changes in VB or VG have little effect on the strength of the current. As

such, the differential conductance is small at position ‘4’ (no blue shading there).

Of course, the situation described above and depicted in Figs. 1.10 and 1.11

has been simplified significantly. Real SMMs have more than one energy level per

redox state, and slight changes in VG and/or VB can open additional conductance

pathways, e.g. due to vibronic excitations becoming energetically accessible.147,148

For example, an electron on the source lead could tunnel onto an SMM which was

initially in its ground n-electron state before being promoted to an excited (n+ 1)-

electron state. Such a process would produce an extra pair of diagonal lines in the

differential conductance plot, as the conductance would increase near the values of

VG and VB which allow the tunnelling electron to have enough energy to undergo

this transition.143 Therefore, by carefully monitoring the differential conductance,

one can deduce the molecule’s energy spectrum (e.g. due to magnetic anisotropy)

for redox-manifolds which are otherwise difficult to characterise.143 Furthermore,

when the electron tunnels from the SMM onto the drain lead, the SMM may be left

in an excited n-electron state, rather than in the original ground n-electron state.

The net energy transfer between the tunnelling electron and the molecule can then

be analysed to obtain further spectroscopic information.149 Importantly, the energy

delivered to the SMM can be used to overcome the magnetic anisotropy barrier, and

hence reverse the SMM’s magnetisation at a much faster rate than would otherwise

be possible without the tunnelling electrons.144

Another simplification of the above scenario is that it only included incoher-

ent, sequential tunnelling processes caused by weak coupling between the SMM and

the leads. Though this regime is commonly observed for break junction devices,150

stronger coupling can cause coherent transport processes to occur as well, where

the conduction electron’s wavefunction is partially or fully delocalised between the

leads and the molecule. One such coherent transport process is co-tunnelling (ob-

tained through second- or higher-order perturbation theory in the molecule-leads
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coupling),151 which involves the electron moving from one lead to another in a sin-

gle step which proceeds via a virtual state with the electron on the SMM.144 Another

coherent process is the Kondo effect (obtained through a non-perturbative treatment

of strong molecule-leads coupling),152 where tunnelling proceeds near VB = 0 by the

formation of a many-body spin singlet between electrons on the leads and unpaired

electrons (typically only one) on the SMM.153,154

To some extent, the strength of the molecule-leads coupling can be controlled,

e.g. by adjusting the anchoring geometry155 or by mechanically stretching break

junctions to adjust the distance between the molecule and the leads.156 Although

the effects of coherent transport can be used to learn more about the energetic

characteristics of SMMs,157–159 our models in Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the case

of incoherent, sequential tunnelling caused by weak molecule-leads coupling, as the

experimental evidence146,150 shows this is the most relevant transport regime for

SMM devices.

Of course, since the earliest molecular spintronics experiments involving Mn12

were conducted,143,144 other choices of SMMs have also been investigated, such as

[Fe4(OCH3)6(dpm)6] and [TbPc2]− · N(C4H9) +
4 (Hdpm = dipivaloylmethane;160 Pc

= dianion of phthalocyanine).161 While the results of the Fe4 experiments158,159,162

were somewhat similar to the Mn12 experiments in a qualitative sense (mostly in-

coherent transport observed as described above, with some minor effects of coher-

ent transport), the TbPc2 SMM shows remarkable versatility. No discussion of

molecular spintronics involving SMMs would be complete without mentioning some

fascinating properties of devices based on TbPc2:

• The Pc ligands can be easily functionalised to improve grafting through π-π

interactions onto graphene163,164 or carbon nanotubes.136–138 Even without

functionalisation, the Pc ligands adsorb reasonably well onto an Au/HfO2

gate165 or graphene electrodes on an SiC wafer.166

• The Tb3+ nuclear spin I = 3
2 can hyperfine couple with the ground Ising-like

electronic spin multiplet J = 6, which is split into MJ doublets by strongly
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axial magnetic anisotropy from the D4d-symmetric arrangement of the Pc lig-

ands. The ground MJ = ±6 states can then exchange couple to electrons tun-

nelling through the Pc ligands, thus allowing the nuclear or electronic spins

to be read out electrically by measuring the device conductance for different

magnetic field directions.165,167

• Multiple TbPc2 molecules adsorbed onto one carbon nanotube transistor pro-

duce a supramolecular spin-valve effect136,137 (i.e. GMR dependent on the

relative orientations of the Tb electronic spins).138

• Oscillating electric fields can modulate the hyperfine coupling strength via the

static hyperfine Stark shift. Since the hyperfine coupling effectively determines

the magnetic environment of the nucleus, electric fields can thereby induce

nuclear spin resonance.168

• Landau-Zener transition dynamics between electronic spin states can be in-

duced by dephasing from continuously measuring the current.169

• The I = 3
2 nuclear spin can be coherently manipulated by electric fields in

order to run Grover’s quantum search algorithm.170

The numerous experiments conducted on TbPc2 also offer lots of opportunities for

theoretical modelling. For example, early interpretations of experimental data in-

voked exotic coherent behaviours, such as spin-dependent Fano resonances138,171 and

the Kondo effect.167 However, such experimental features (and more) have since been

modelled successfully using incoherent, sequential tunnelling and Coulomb Blockade

behaviour,172,173 i.e. using a similar regime of weak molecule-leads coupling as used

in Chapters 2 and 3.∗∗

Although great progress has been made since the first SMM-based molecular

spintronics devices were fabricated in 2005,143 significant challenges still lie ahead.

Such challenges include the chemical instability of some types of nanomagnets upon
∗∗In some regards, Refs. 172 and 173 could be seen as having more in common with the

research presented in Chapter 4, due to the shared use of finitely-broadened energy levels and
time-dependent transition rates between states.
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being grafted onto surfaces,174,175 non-uniform electrode interfaces sharply affecting

tunnelling amplitudes,176 dynamic changes in molecular geometry leading to fluctu-

ations in the conductance,177 and the difficult (yet achievable)178 task of chemically

functionalising substrates/ligands in order to control the spatial densities and ori-

entations of SMMs adsorbed to surfaces. In particular, the challenge of injecting

spins into individual nanomagnets embedded in break junctions must be overcome

in order for the research presented in Chapters 2 and 3 to be experimentally realised.

On this front, we remain cautiously optimistic that spin-injection will be achieved

in the near future for the following reasons: spin currents are routinely driven

through individual atoms/molecules by spin-polarised STM tips;179–182 new mate-

rials for spin-valves are regularly produced and characterised;183–186 spin-diffusion

lengths through organic materials such as graphene have been capable of exceed-

ing 100 µm for almost a decade;187 and molecular spintronics devices with SMMs

situated on/between graphene electrodes have already been produced.164,166 Fur-

thermore, there is a great motivation to experimentally achieve spin-injection in

break junction devices, as many theoretical studies indicate spin-polarised leads

would allow for a diverse range of applications, including spin-charge conversion,

current-induced switching of SMM magnetisations, and the amplification, pumping

and polarisation reversal of spin currents.188–193

Similar to these earlier theoretical works, we neglect the engineering-related chal-

lenges mentioned above, and focus on idealised scenarios which result in the best

spintronics performances possible. That is, the spintronics models presented in

Chapters 2 and 3 assume the source leads are fully spin-polarised, the SMTs’ mag-

netic/structural properties are not significantly altered upon being embedded in the

device,158,194 and the SMTs’ ligands have been carefully designed in three ways:

(i) to facilitate sequential electron tunnelling rather than coherent transport (e.g.

achieved using alkyl spacers);153 (ii) to give stable contacts with the leads (e.g.

thiol end-groups have a strong affinity for gold nanowires, which could serve as the

non-magnetic drain leads);143 (iii) to allow control over the orientation in which the
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SMTs graft onto the substrate178 (unless otherwise stated, we assume the source

leads’ polarisation directions lie in the planes of our spin-frustrated triangular com-

plexes).

Under these ideal conditions, we show that a spin current injected into an SMT

with weak/zero spin-orbit coupling would cause spin-transfer torque to split the

populations of clockwise and anticlockwise toroidal states. This process would then

be monitored by measuring the extent to which the spin current’s polarisation is

reversed upon exiting the device, with this spin-switching effect serving as a signa-

ture of the toroidal spin texture. Even if non-ideal experimental conditions cause

the devices’ performances to be too poor for technology-related purposes, an exper-

imental test for the presence of molecular toroidal states would be highly valued by

the molecular magnetism community. That is, current experimental techniques can

only prove the absence of a net magnetic moment in a ground state, rather than

prove the presence of a toroidal moment in a ground state.

A similar spintronics experiment to detect toroidal states has been proposed pre-

viously, involving a triangular SMT with strong magnetic anisotropy due to strong

spin-orbit coupling, such as Dy3.123 By comparison, the devices proposed in Chap-

ters 2 and 3 possess the distinct advantage that their extents of population splitting

and spin-switching are much larger than for the device investigated in Ref. 123,

which would greatly assist in the experimental detection of their toroidal states.

However, the devices proposed here are not without disadvantages. Firstly, if the

magnetic field created by a ferromagnetic lead is strong enough, a spin-frustrated

manifold could lose its degeneracy, and without the mixing of spin-frustrated states,

the toroidal states discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 would no longer exist. This prob-

lem might be avoided by placing a non-magnetic, efficient spin-carrier between the

ferromagnetic electrode and the frustrated SMT, such as high-mobility epitaxial

graphene.187 Secondly, it has been shown that the exchange coupling in antiferro-

magnetic rings can be affected by structural distortions upon grafting to surfaces,195

though the extent of this effect would likely vary on a case-by-case basis. If these
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two factors negatively impact the toroidal states in frustrated SMTs, spintronics

devices based on SMTs with strong magnetic anisotropy may be more robust after

all.123

Regardless of the chosen regime for strong/weak/zero spin-orbit coupling, the

successful detection of toroidal states requires that excited dipolar magnetic states

must not be stabilised enough by adsorption-induced structural/magnetic changes

such that dipolar magnetic states become the new ground states. To this end, it is

important to find ways to stabilise the toroidal ground states of SMTs while rais-

ing the energies of dipolar magnetic states. Such a tuning of energetic spectra is

a central goal of the research presented in Chapter 4. Additionally, the strategies

presented in Chapter 4 to destabilise dipolar magnetic states (e.g. by using dia-

magnetic bridging ions) also coincide with the strategies to stabilise ferrotoroidic

states with respect to antiferrotoroidic states. Aside from the fundamental interest

in ferrotoroidic states described earlier, the ability to optimise ferrotoroidic coupling

may also be important for spintronics applications. That is, now that spintronics

devices have been proposed for triangular SMTs in all three regimes of spin-orbit

coupling strengths, a logical next step would be to investigate the performances of

devices based on double-triangle SMTs with ferrotoroidic coupling.

1.7 Overview of thesis

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, I present a

published article1 which discusses how toroidal states can arise in an equilateral

triangle of spin-1
2 centres with antiferromagnetic exchange coupling. We analyse

the symmetries of toroidal and non-toroidal states, determine how the states’ en-

ergies are affected by antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya exchange coupling, and

demonstrate that the toroidal states have mixed spin-chiralities. We consider the

presence of an extra electron on the triangle which is exchange-coupled to the lo-

cal spins and is weakly delocalised around the triangle. We then propose that the

toroidal states in such a triangle could be detected by a tunnelling spintronics device
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with a fully-polarised source lead and an unpolarised drain lead. We discuss how

to optimise the triangle’s energetic regimes and the device’s geometry in order to

produce the largest reversal of a spin current’s polarisation and cause the largest

population splitting in the toroidal states. In principle, this population splitting

could serve as a way to write data onto individual clockwise/anticlockwise toroidal

states.

In Chapter 3, I build on the prior work of Soncini and Rao, who found that gen-

eralised spin-frustrated rings with any odd number of spin-centres can potentially

produce toroidal states, depending on how the spins are coupled.196 The general

rings capable of producing toroidal states can be classified into families, where an

individual half odd integer spin is antiferromagnetically coupled to two equivalent

groups of non-cancelling spins, with a mirror plane passing through the individ-

ual half odd integer spin.196 Such rings are topologically equivalent to isosceles

triangles, and this concept, together with specific theoretical studies focused on a

spin-frustrated three-membered ring with an isosceles spin connectivity,2 form the

foundation of Chapter 3: I consider the case of a spin-1
2 centre antiferromagnetically-

coupled to two other sites with equal spins S, with the exchange coupling obeying

C2v (i.e. isosceles) symmetry. I analyse the spin textures of the resulting toroidal

states and how they vary (or rather, do not vary) upon changes to the triangular

geometry. Then, similar to Chapter 2, I consider using the toroidal nanomagnet in

a tunnelling spintronics device with a fully-polarised source lead and an unpolarised

drain lead. I calculate the population splittings and spin currents for various choices

of S, energetic parameters and device geometries. Here, I mainly focus on the case of

equal exchange coupling between all three sites, as this leads to pure toroidal states

which can be tuned to optimise their spintronics performance. Whereas, in the case

of unequal exchange coupling, the toroidal states are not tunable and possess net

dipole moments, so are of less interest to the theme of this thesis.

In Chapter 4, I present a published article3 discussing how to optimise the

ferrotoroidic coupling and magnetic hysteresis in a series of double-triangle com-
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plexes belonging to the same family as the complex investigated in Ref. 53. This

work involved the contributions of many disciplines − synthesis, crystallography,

static/dynamic experimental measurements, density functional theory calculations,

ab initio scalar relativistic multiconfigurational calculations, the development of

model Hamiltonians for large spaces of magnetically coupled ions, and theoretical

modelling of spin dynamics. In addition to contributing to the model implementa-

tion, as well as performing calculations, my role was to combine all this informa-

tion to develop an understanding of the subtle trends observed in these complexes.

Specifically, these trends included: (i) how the complexes’ geometric proportions and

central bridging ions affect the complexes’ energy levels and ferrotoroidic (or anti-

ferrotoroidic) coupling; (ii) how the contrasting energy levels affect the complexes’

behaviours in powder magnetisation and DC magnetic susceptibility experiments,

and; (iii) how the central bridging ion determines whether a complex will display

slow or fast magnetic relaxation. This work is of dual importance, as it is relevant to

the established field of optimising magnetic hysteresis in SMMs, and to the relatively

new field of obtaining ferrotoroidic coupling in SMTs.

Finally, in Chapter 5, I briefly summarise the research presented herein and dis-

cuss the potential for future works, bringing together my findings under one common

theme: magnetisation and transport dynamics of nanomagnets with toroidal ground

states.
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Abstract

We theoretically investigate the ground state spin texture and spin transport prop-

erties of triangular rings with on-site spins Sq = 1
2 (q = 1, 2, 3). In the limit of strong

antiferromagnetic exchange coupling and weak spin-orbit coupling, we find it is pos-

sible to prepare a non-collinear degenerate ground state, with zero magnetic moment

and a non-zero toroidal moment, τ = gµB
∑
q rq×Sq, aligned along the C3 symmetry

axis. These pure toroidal states can be prepared: (i) within the four-fold degenerate

spin-frustrated ground state, even without any spin-orbit coupling; (ii) within the

ground Kramers doublet resulting from weak spin-orbit splitting of the four-fold de-

generate frustrated manifold via Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya antiferromagnetic exchange

coupling. We also investigate the relationship between toroidal states and chiral

spin states, characterised by the eigenvalues of the scalar spin chirality operator

χ̂ = 4√
3 Ŝ1 · Ŝ2× Ŝ3, and find that, since [τ̂ , χ̂] 6= 0, it is not possible to prepare states

that are both toroidal and chiral simultaneously. Finally, by setting up a quantum

transport model in the Coulomb Blockade regime, we find that a spin current in-

jected through a spin-polarised source electrode into the triangle is partially reversed

upon scattering with the molecular toroidal states. This spin-switching effect is in

fact a signature of molecular spin-transfer torque, which can be harnessed to modify

the non-equilibrium populations of the +τ and −τ toroidal states, thus to induce a

net toroidal magnetisation in the device using a spin current.

2.1 Introduction

A toroidal moment, also known as anapole moment,71 is generated by a vortex

arrangement of magnetic moments, which can have their origin in atomic spins and

orbital currents.73 It can be defined as the antisymmetric part of a general magnetic

quadrupole moment, which is odd under both time reversal and space inversion

transformations,70,74 and hence, in an ordered phase,73 it can give rise to a linear

magnetoelectric effect.197
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In molecules, pure toroidal moments were first identified in 2008, when molecular

quantum states having a large non-zero toroidal moment and a zero magnetic mo-

ment were predicted in strongly anisotropic molecular spin rings,68 and identified78,79

in a Dy3 triangle.80 These systems featured a non-magnetic degenerate ground state,

originating from the interplay between strong on-site magnetic anisotropy featuring

in-plane tangential easy-axes (thus requiring strong spin-orbit coupled systems), and

weak antiferromagnetic exchange coupling.68 Under such assumptions, the degener-

ate but non-magnetic ground state of the polynuclear ring-shaped complex displays a

non-zero toroidal moment defined as the expectation value of the following operator:

τ̂ = gµB
N∑
q=1

r̂q × Ŝq, (2.1)

where g is the Landé g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, N is the number of spin

centres in the ring, Ŝq is the spin operator of centre q, and r̂q is the position vector-

operator of centre q relative to the middle of the ring.

The discovery of a toroidal moment in the Dy3 triangular molecule78,79 sparked

a number of investigations of its magnetoelectric and molecular spintronics prop-

erties,102,103,123 as well as the identification and possible enhancement of toroidal

ground states in many other Dy3+-based polynuclear complexes53,91,93 and in chiral

heterometallic Cu2+/Dy3+ polymers.95 These systems were dubbed single-molecule

toroics,102 and are expected to be promising candidates to develop molecular spin-

tronics devices and molecular toroidal qubit devices. (See recent review by Ungur

et al.,81 and references therein.)

In order to harness toroidal states in spintronics devices, or to develop toroidal

molecular qubits for quantum computation, it is necessary to control the dynamics of

these states via external fields. It should be noted however that direct manipulation

of molecular quantum toroidal states using magnetic fields would require the control

at the molecular scale of magnetic field gradients with a non-zero curl component

∇×B.70,74 As experimental control of field inhomogeneities at the molecular scale

is not easily achievable, the use instead of electric currents102,103 or spin currents123
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to control the dynamics of toroidal states has been proposed as an alternative route

to toroidal state manipulation, expected to be within reach in the fast-evolving field

of experimental molecular spintronics.136,159,164–166,168,179,198 In particular, ground

states that are characterised by a toroidal moment have been shown to work as spin

switches in a molecular spintronics circuit.123 Also, the underlying spin-transfer

torque leading to the spin-switching effect can be harnessed to initialise the system’s

quantum state in one particular toroidal moment, +τ or −τ , perpendicular to the

molecular plane.123

All efforts described so far aimed at the characterisation of molecular toroidal

moments and the manipulation of their dynamics via electric or spin currents,

have been directed towards systems in the strong spin-orbit coupling and weak

exchange coupling limit. In particular, all these efforts have concerned strongly spin-

orbit coupled systems.81 A different route to achieve non-collinear canted spin mo-

ments, in weakly spin-orbit coupled molecules, consists of harnessing spin-frustrated

states in strongly antiferromagnetically exchange-coupled spin rings, such as Cu3 or

V3.21,74,111–113,118,119 In particular, it has been shown that spin triangles with lo-

cal spin-1
2 metal centres can be harnessed to achieve new chiral quantum numbers,

where the scalar spin chirality operator is defined as χ̂ = 4√
3 Ŝ1 · Ŝ2 × Ŝ3.74,113,118

Furthermore, it was shown in 2008 that through linear superpositions of states with

opposite spin chiralities, non-magnetic toroidal states could be realised.74 Here, we

characterise the symmetry properties and spin textures of these states, and propose

their application in a molecular spintronics device.

A subsequent proposal to achieve a toroidal moment in a frustrated spin triangle

was put forth in 2009, whereby a toroidal moment appeared in directions perpen-

dicular to a V3 triangle’s ideal C3 symmetry axis due to vibronic coupling effects.122

In that case, the toroidal moment was mainly a measure of the non-collinear spin

texture of the resulting spin states, and co-existed with a perpendicular magnetic

moment in the resulting spin states.122

Since the toroidal moment is the antisymmetric part of a general magnetic
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quadrupole operator, it follows that the toroidal moment is origin-dependent in

systems with a non-zero magnetic moment.70,74 In such systems, it is not possible

to provide an origin-independent definition of a toroidal spin state.70,74 Conversely,

in systems with zero magnetic moment, the toroidal moment is origin-independent,

as it is the first non-zero magnetic multipole moment. Hence, only systems with

zero magnetic moment but non-zero toroidal moment can be unambiguously char-

acterised by a pure toroidal spin texture.

In this paper we theoretically show that collective spin states characterised by

a pure toroidal moment, hence a zero magnetic moment, can indeed be achieved

in weakly spin-orbit coupled and strongly antiferromagnetically exchange-coupled

spin-frustrated triangular rings. Furthermore, we present a theoretical and compu-

tational quantum transport model in the Coulomb Blockade regime showing how

non-collinear toroidal spin states in spin-frustrated triangles can be harnessed in

spintronics circuits to reverse the sign of an injected spin current (spin-switching

effect). Our model also shows that such a spin-switching effect is in fact based on

a molecular spin-transfer torque effect, whereby the injected spin current induces

a non-zero toroidal polarisation in the spin-frustrated triangular device. In other

words, our results show that a spin current can be harnessed to electrically manip-

ulate pure toroidal spin states within the weak spin-orbit coupling limit.

2.2 Pure toroidal states in spin-frustrated trian-

gles

We define our molecular wheel as three spin-1
2 atomic centres, arranged as an equi-

lateral triangle lying in the XY-plane, with its centre at the origin. The full spin-

Hamiltonian reads113

Ĥ0 = −Jex
3∑
q=1

Ŝq · Ŝq+1 +DDM

3∑
q=1

(
Ŝq × Ŝq+1

)
Z
, (2.2)
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with contributions from Heisenberg exchange coupling and the symmetry-allowed

component of the antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) exchange interaction

produced by spin-orbit coupling.113 Assuming an antiferromagnetic exchange cou-

pling constant (i.e. Jex < 0), the ground exchange manifold will be spin-frustrated,

displaying two degenerate Stot = 1
2 Kramers doublets. These ground doublets are

separated from the Stot = 3
2 excited state by an energy gap of 3

2Jex. The pair of

doublets is split into ground states and excited states by the DM interaction. (See

also Refs. 113, 118.) The wavefunctions of the two Kramers doublets are symmetry-

determined, using the relevant spinor group C∗3 .

We consider the product basis of all possible spin states, {|γ1γ2γ3〉}, where γq is

the spin-projection of centre q along the common Z-quantisation axis, lying along

the C3 symmetry axis. For each centre, γq = ±1
2 (or α and β, respectively). To

determine the behavior of {|γ1γ2γ3〉} under the rotational symmetry operations Ĉ3±,

we must first understand the behavior of a single spin component, being either |αq〉

or |βq〉.

The transformation properties of spin-1
2 eigenfunctions under a Ĉ3± rotation

read, where ε± = e±2πi/3,

Ĉ3±

[
|αq〉 |βq〉

]
=
[
−ε± |αq±1〉 −ε∓ |βq±1〉

]
. (2.3)

When Ĉ3+ (Ĉ3−) acts on the composite state |γ1γ2γ3〉, the phase factors in Eq. (2.3)

for the α and β components on different centres are compounded, while the spins

are preserved, but cyclically permuted as |γ3γ1γ2〉 (|γ2γ3γ1〉).

Consider the projectors P̂Γ = ∑
OX

∗
Γ(Ô)Ô for the relevant spinor irreducible rep-

resentations (irreps) Γ = A3/2,
1E1/2,

2E1/2, with characters XΓ(Ô) under symmetry

operations Ô. We apply these projectors to the states |βαα〉 and |αββ〉. The rota-

tion operators in the projectors transform |βαα〉 and |αββ〉 into all the elements of

{|γ1γ2γ3〉} with spin-projection Mtot = ±1
2 . The phase factors ensure the elements

are combined to form symmetry-adapted eigenstates of Ĥ0, Eq. (2.2).

Here, we only show the states in the ground exchange spin-frustrated manifold.
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Interestingly, these states can be classified not only by spin and by the irreps of the

C∗3 spinor group, but also by the ±1 eigenvalues of the scalar spin chirality oper-

ator, χ̂.113 We obtain the symmetry-adapted states as follows, using the notation

|Γ,Mtot, χ〉:

√
3
∣∣∣A3/2,+1/2,+1

〉
= |βαα〉+ ε+ |αβα〉+ ε− |ααβ〉 ,

√
3
∣∣∣A3/2,−1/2,−1

〉
= |αββ〉+ ε− |βαβ〉+ ε+ |ββα〉 ,

√
3
∣∣∣1E1/2,+1/2,−1

〉
= |βαα〉+ ε− |αβα〉+ ε+ |ααβ〉 ,

√
3
∣∣∣2E1/2,−1/2,+1

〉
= |αββ〉+ ε+ |βαβ〉+ ε− |ββα〉 . (2.4)

As alluded to above, the DM interaction splits the degeneracy of this manifold

into two doublets, the energies being +
√

3
2 DDM for the A3/2 states and −

√
3

2 DDM for

the E1/2 states. (See also Refs. 113 and 118.)

We orient our triangle with one vertex on the X-axis at X = R > 0, so the three

atoms’ position vectors form angles θq with the X-axis: θ1 = 0, θ2 = 2π
3 , θ3 = −2π

3 .

The Z-component of the toroidal moment operator τ̂ , Eq. (2.1), then reads

τ̂Z = −igµBR2

3∑
q=1

e−iθq Ŝq+ − eiθq Ŝq−, (2.5)

where Ŝq± = ŜqX ± iŜqY .

In the spin-frustrated manifold, the matrix representation of τ̂Z has non-zero

elements only within the A3/2 doublet, and only between states of opposite spin

chirality and opposite spin-projection Mtot. Since the A3/2 doublet is degenerate,

the eigenstates of τ̂Z within the doublet form an equally valid representation of

the doublet.∗ The eigenstates are termed |τ1〉 and |τ2〉, and have opposite toroidal

∗Since the toroidal states are formed by linear combinations of the chiral states, and vice versa,
an experimental observation of the triangle’s spin texture would yield different results depending
on the measurement method. A homogeneous magnetic field would cause a linear Zeeman effect
which lifts the degeneracy of the chiral states, preventing the formation of toroidal states. Thus,
the chiral (dipolar) states would be observed. In practice, to prepare the A3/2 Kramers doublet
in a toroidal configuration, a splitting field gradient ∇×B should be applied along the Z-axis,70

or, equivalently, a current should flow along the Z-direction.103 Here, we show that a spin current
passing through the triangle is also capable of producing a net toroidal magnetisation.
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moments, mixed chirality and zero magnetic moment,

√
2 |τ1,2〉 = ±

∣∣∣A3/2,+1/2,+1
〉

+ i
∣∣∣A3/2,−1/2,−1

〉
. (2.6)

For both ground states |τ1〉 and |τ2〉, the total spin expectation values are zero,

see Eq. (2.7). The local spin-components’ expectation values all lie in the XY-plane,

and form toroidal vortex spin textures, shown in Fig. 2.1,

〈SqX〉 = ∓1
3 sin θq 〈SqY 〉 = ±1

3 cos θq 〈SqZ〉 = 0. (2.7)

Figure 2.1: (Colour online) The toroidal states |τ1〉 (left) and |τ2〉 (right) display
mixed chirality, zero net dipole moment, and an in-plane circular magnetism (green).
Expectation values for local spins 〈Sq〉 are oriented tangentially, with magnitudes of
1
3 (blue). Toroidal moments τ are perpendicular to the plane of the triangle (red).

Incidentally, we note here that [τ̂ , χ̂] = τ̂ χ̂ − χ̂τ̂ 6= 0. We thus find it is not

necessarily appropriate to refer to systems with a toroidal moment in their ground

state as ‘chiral states’.79,96 This is to be expected for our system, since the pure

toroidal states’ local spin expectation values all lie in a plane, and all local spin

operators on different centres commute with each other. Thus, each spin will be

perpendicular to the cross-product of its two neighbors, so the states should have

zero spin chirality. On a side-note, we report that the eigenstates of τ̂X and τ̂Y mix

the A3/2 and E1/2 doublets, so toroidal moments in the X- and Y-directions are only
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possible when DDM = 0. These toroidal states have net magnetic moments in the

Z-direction, as in Ref. 122, such that 〈SqX〉 = 〈SqY 〉 = 0, 〈SqZ〉 = ±1
2 , and 〈Stot,Z〉

= ±1
2 . The excited exchange Stot = 3

2 states are completely non-toroidal.

Next, we will address the question of how such ground states behave in a se-

quential tunnelling molecular spintronics device.

2.3 The spin transport problem

2.3.1 The charge-transfer toroidal states

To explore the possibility of using these toroidal states in a frustrated molecular

nanomagnet to achieve spin-switching and the associated spin-transfer torque, we

set up a spin transport model in the sequential tunnelling regime. Our hypothetical

spintronics device is depicted in Fig. 2.2. The source and drain leads are weakly

hybridised with the spin triangle via the tunnelling Hamiltonian,52,123,147,199–202

ĤT =
3∑
q=1

1stBZ∑
k

S,D∑
L

↑,↓∑
γ

βqL
(
â†qγ ĉkLγ + ĉ†kLγ âqγ

)
, (2.8)

where âqγ and â†qγ annihilate and create, respectively, an electron on centre q with

spin γ; ĉkLγ and ĉ†kLγ annihilate and create, respectively, an electron with wavenum-

ber k and spin γ on lead L; k varies in the first Brillouin zone characterising a

lead’s electronic band structure; L = S,D for the source and drain leads; γ = ±1
2 is

quantised along the source spin-polarisation axis, which is defined to be parallel to

the Y-axis, see Fig. 2.2; βqL is the coupling coefficient between centre q and lead L,

and is modeled as being inversely proportional to the square of the distance from

centre q to lead L.

The analytical model for the device we are presenting here uses the ideal geometry

shown in Fig. 2.2, with the triangle coplanar to the leads’ spin-quantisation axes.

Later, we present the results of a more general model, and explain why this geometry

produces the strongest spin-transfer torque.
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2. Equilateral spin triangles 2.3 The spin transport problem

Figure 2.2: (Colour online) Hypothetical spintronics device based on a toroidal
nanomagnet. An external bias potential is applied to the source and drain leads so
their Fermi levels are µS = +eVB and µD = −eVB. An external gate potential VG =
t−JH

2e induces a resonance between the neutral and singly-charged ground states. The
source lead is spin-polarised; the drain lead is unpolarised. The device geometry is
parametrised by the angles (φ, ζ, ω), corresponding to consecutive rotations about
the (space-fixed) Z-, Y- and X-axes. The device is shown with the ideal geometry,
(φ, ζ, ω) = (π3 , 0, 0), and the spin texture of uncharged state |τ2〉.

Since the leads are weakly hybridised with the triangle, we work under a model

of sequential tunnelling: an electron can only tunnel from the source lead onto

the triangle, after the preceding electron has tunnelled from the triangle to the

drain. This is the Coulomb Blockade regime, in which doubly-charged states of the

triangle are assumed to be much higher in energy than the neutral and singly-charged

states.52,123,147,199–202

In our models, we use incoherent rate equations under the Born-Markov approx-

imation. That is, we assume the leads are weakly coupled to the triangle, remain

close to thermal equilibrium, and relax quickly, and we consider coherences between

different states of the triangle to be negligible. The resulting master equation for

the non-equilibrium populations of neutral states and singly-charged states then
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2.3 The spin transport problem 2. Equilateral spin triangles

becomes52,123,147,199–202

dPj
dt

=
∑
i 6=j

PiWi→j − Pj
∑
i 6=j

Wj→i, (2.9)

where Wm→n is the charging/discharging rate from initial state |m〉 to final state

|n〉.

Hence, we must now develop a model for the charge-transfer states for the singly-

reduced triangle. We assume the Heisenberg exchange coupling between the atomic

centres to be the dominant energetic interaction, and treat other interactions as

perturbations.† The first-order Hamiltonian Ĥ1 of the singly-charged triangle then

has three components,113,114,123,147

ĤDM = DDM

3∑
q=1

(
Ŝq × Ŝq+1

)
Z
,

ĤHund = −JH
3∑
q=1

↑,↓∑
γ,δ

(
â†qγ âqδ (σ)γδ · Ŝq

)
,

Ĥhop = t
3∑
q=1

↑,↓∑
γ

(
â†qγ âq+1,γ + â†q+1,γ âqγ

)
. (2.10)

These three components are: (i) the DM interaction; (ii) a Hund’s rule exchange-

type interaction between the extra electron’s spin and the local atomic spin arising

from the uncharged states, with coupling constant JH ; (iii) a hopping term describing

intramolecular charge transfer of the extra electron between the atomic centres, with

hopping parameter t. The three Pauli matrices are collected in the vector of matrices

σ. The subscripts in (σ)γδ denote the row and column, respectively, of the elements

to be used in the dot product with Ŝq.

We solve the DM and Hund interactions simultaneously under the limit of strong

Heisenberg exchange, and treat the hopping term as a further perturbation. That

†Furthermore, we assume the extra electron resides in the conduction bands of ligands close to
the three atomic sites, rather than residing on the atomic sites themselves. This way, the presence
of the extra electron does not interfere with the DM and Heisenberg exchange interactions discussed
above (e.g. by making an atomic site diamagnetic), so the triangle’s toroidal states are preserved.
See Ref. 147 for a discussion of a molecular spintronics device where the tunnelling electron resides
in the d-orbitals of the atomic sites, and thereby produces a double-exchange blockade mechanism.
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is, our solution for the charge-transfer states will apply to the regime: −Jex �

|DDM | , |JH | � |t|.

We describe the charge-transfer states using a basis of three localised atomic

orbitals, denoted as |qγ〉 for the extra electron being on centre q with spin γ initially

quantised along the C3-axis (same direction as the Z-axis of the triangle, see Fig.

2.2). The ground state manifold from Heisenberg exchange coupling produces two

toroidal and two non-toroidal uncharged states, see Sec. 2.2. The direct product

basis of these four uncharged states, three orbitals and two electron spins, yields a

24-dimensional Hilbert space for the charged system: |τi〉 ⊗ |qγ〉 = |τi; qγ〉, where

i = 1, 2, 3, 4; q = 1, 2, 3; γ = ±1
2 ;
∣∣∣1E1/2,+1

2 ,−1
〉
≡ |τ3〉;

∣∣∣2E1/2,−1
2 ,+1

〉
≡ |τ4〉.

Firstly, we consider the DM interaction. From Eq. (2.10), we see that ĤDM is

not affected by the extra electron. Because the product basis elements |τi; qγ〉 form

an orthonormal set, we then have

〈τj; q′γ′| ĤDM |τi; qγ〉 = ξiδijδqq′δγγ′ , (2.11)

where δij is the Kronecker delta, and the DM energies are ξ1 = ξ2 = +
√

3
2 DDM and

ξ3 = ξ4 = −
√

3
2 DDM . That is, the matrix representation HDM of the DM interaction

is diagonal in the product basis.

Secondly, we consider the Hund interaction. In Eq. (2.10), ĤHund does not couple

states with the extra electron on different atomic centres. That is, 〈τj; q′γ′|ĤHund|τi; qγ〉

= 0 if q 6= q′. Therefore, the matrix representation HHund in the direct product basis

{|τi; qγ〉} will be block-diagonal, partitioned into three 8× 8 problems. Each block

will correspond to the eight basis elements possible for each centre (four possible

spin textures, two possible spins for the extra electron),

ĤHund
.= HHund = −JH

3∑
q=1

XY Z∑
λ

σqλ ⊗ Tqλ, (2.12)

where the matrices Tqλ are the representations of Ŝq in the uncharged basis {|τi〉}.

The elements of Tqλ are Tij,qλ = 〈τi| Ŝqλ |τj〉, evaluated as matrix multiplications
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between the representations of 〈τi|, Ŝqλ and |τj〉 in the old product basis: {|γ1γ2γ3〉}

= {|ααα〉 , |ααβ〉, |αβα〉, |αββ〉, |βαα〉, |βαβ〉, |ββα〉, |βββ〉}. The representations

of Ŝqλ are built by taking the Kronecker products of the Pauli matrices and the

2 × 2 unit matrix in the appropriate order for site q: Ŝ1λ
.= ~σλ/2 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1, Ŝ2λ

.=

1⊗ ~σλ/2⊗ 1, Ŝ3λ
.= 1⊗ 1⊗ ~σλ/2.

We diagonalise the matrix HDM +HHund to obtain 24 eigenstates, with energies,

E1 = E2 = E3 =
√

3DDM − JH
2 ,

E4 = ... = E9 =
−JH −

√
27D2

DM + 4J2
H

6 ,

E10 = E11 = E12 = −
√

3DDM − JH
2 ,

E13 = E14 = E15 =
5JH −

√
27D2

DM + 16J2
H

6 ,

E16 = ... = E21 =
−JH +

√
27D2

DM + 4J2
H

6 ,

E22 = E23 = E24 =
5JH +

√
27D2

DM + 16J2
H

6 . (2.13)

We want to study the spin transport properties of toroidal states, and hence

choose DDM < 0. For both cases, JH > 0 and JH < 0, we find triply-degenerate

ground states which are always the ground states when DDM < 0, regardless of the

ratio |JH | : |DDM |.‡ Without loss of generality, we discuss the case JH > 0. That

is, we assume ferromagnetic coupling between the local atomic spins and the extra

electron’s spin, which is the physically most likely situation.

When DDM < 0 and JH > 0, the extra electron aligns its spin along the toroidal

spin textures produced by |τ1〉 and |τ2〉. So, to simplify the expressions for the ground

states, we quantise our basis for the extra electron not along the C3-axis, but rather

along the tangential vectors to each atomic centre. (The tangential vectors are

equivalent to the directions of the local spin expectation values in |τ1〉, shown in

Fig. 2.1.) The new non-collinear basis is termed {|τi; γq〉}, where ↑ q and ↓ q denote

‡For JH > 0, the ground energies are E1, E2, E3. For JH < 0, the ground energies are
E13, E14, E15 [see Eq. (2.13)].
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that the extra electron is located on centre q, and the electron’s spin is parallel or

anti-parallel to the local tangential axis on centre q, respectively. Explicitly, we have

|↑ q〉 = 2−1/2[e−i(θq/2+π/4) |αq〉+ ei(θq/2+π/4) |βq〉],

|↓ q〉 = 2−1/2[−e−i(θq/2+π/4) |αq〉+ ei(θq/2+π/4) |βq〉]. (2.14)

The expressions for the charge-transfer ground states when DDM < 0 and JH > 0

then become, for q = 1, 2 or 3,

|Ψq〉 = 2−1/2 (|τ1; ↑ q〉 − |τ2; ↓ q〉) . (2.15)

We now allow the extra electron to be weakly delocalised across the three atomic

centres. Assuming Ĥhop represents the smallest energy scale, we re-iterate pertur-

bation theory to investigate the splitting of the charge-transfer ground states in Eq.

(2.15). Since Ĥhop is totally symmetric, its matrix representation will be block-

diagonal in a basis of symmetry-adapted functions, see Eq. (2.10). The symmetry

group of the reduced triangle is still C∗3 , but now there is an even number of elec-

trons. So, we require the projectors of the vector irreps A, 1E and 2E, instead of

the spinor irreps used in Sec. 2.2.

Combining Eqs. (2.3) and (2.14), we find Ĉ3+ |γ1〉 = |γ2〉 and Ĉ3− |γ1〉 = |γ3〉.

By writing |τ1〉 and |τ2〉 in the old basis {|γ1γ2γ3〉}, we find Ĉ3± |τ1,2〉 = − |τ1,2〉. As

such, applying the projectors of A, 1E and 2E to a charge-transfer state such as

|Ψ1〉 produces the symmetry-adapted states below

|A〉 = 3− 1
2 (|Ψ1〉 − |Ψ2〉 − |Ψ3〉) ,

|E1,2〉 = 3− 1
2 (|Ψ1〉 − ε± |Ψ2〉 − ε∓ |Ψ3〉) . (2.16)

From Eqs. (2.10), (2.14) and (2.16), we find that |A〉, |E1〉 and |E2〉 are eigen-
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states of Ĥhop,

Ĥhop |E1,2〉 = t

2 |E1,2〉 , Ĥhop |A〉 = −t |A〉 . (2.17)

At temperatures kBT � |t|, we can select only the ground state(s) among |A〉,

|E1〉 and |E2〉. Since typically t < 0, |E1〉 and |E2〉 are the ground states of the

charge-transfer system, see Eq. (2.17). In the next section, we will use the ground

states |τ1,2〉 and |E1,2〉 to develop an analytical spin transport model, working under

the limit, −Jex � −DDM , JH � −t � kBT > 0.

2.3.2 Spin-switching and population-splitting

Assuming weak coupling between the triangle and the leads, we use the Fermi Golden

Rule to compute the rates of all tunnelling processes through the triangle.123,199–201

Assuming that the lead-molecule coupling matrix elements (βqL) and the densities

of spin states in the leads (ρLγ) are approximately energy-independent around the

Fermi energies of the leads, in evaluating the charging/discharging rates between

a charged state |Ej〉 and a triangle-lead entangled state |τi;Lγ〉 generated by the

molecule-lead Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.8), the sum over k can be turned into an energy

integral, resulting in147

WLγ
τi→Ej

= 2πρLγ
~
| 〈Ej|

3∑
q=1

βqLa
†
qγ |τi〉 |2FL(∆E,τ ),

WLγ
Ej→τi

= 2πρLγ
~
| 〈τi|

3∑
q=1

βqLaqγ |Ej〉 |2 [1− FL(∆E,τ )] , (2.18)

where FL(ξ) =
[
1 + exp

(
ξ−µL

kBT

)]−1
, and ∆E,τ is the energy gap between the charge-

transfer ground state |E1,2〉 and the toroidal ground state of the uncharged triangle

|τ1,2〉. When the conduction window is small (i.e. at low temperature and weak bias

voltage), an external gate voltage VG is applied so that ∆E,τ → 0. From Eq. (2.16),

we see that |E1〉 and |E2〉 differ only by a phase factor in their components, hence

WLγ
τi→E1 = WLγ

τi→E2 and WLγ
E1→τi

= WLγ
E2→τi

.
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In an ideal device, the source would be fully spin-up polarised, and the drain

would be unpolarised: ρS↓ = 0, ρD↑ = ρD↓ = 1
2 ρS↑. So, for the geometry (φ, ζ, ω) =

(π3 , 0, 0), with coupling coefficients {β1S, β2S, β3S, β1D, β2D, β3D} = {0, βS, 0, βD, 0, βD},

the local spin on centre two in |τ2〉 is parallel to the source’s spin-polarisation, see

Fig. 2.2.

This alignment causes charging from the source lead to be done exclusively to

|τ2〉 when JH is ferromagnetic. However, when discharging to the drain, it is possible

to repopulate both |τ1〉 and |τ2〉. So, as electrons are driven by the bias voltage from

the source to the drain, the device gradually transfers non-equilibrium population

from |τ2〉 to |τ1〉. Conversely, when electrons flow against the bias voltage, |τ2〉 is

repopulated. Thus, the populations of |τ1〉 and |τ2〉 are split by the bias voltage, see

Fig. 2.3. Next, we will quantify this effect.

The master equation, Eq. (2.9), can be solved analytically under the steady-state

approximation, to give

Pτ1 = η
[
4β2

S exp
(
eVB
kBT

)
+ 5β2

D

]
,

P τ2 = η
[
4β2

S exp
(−eVB
kBT

)
+ 5β2

D

]
,

PE1 = PE2 ≡ PE = η
[
4β2

S + 5β2
D exp

(−eVB
kBT

)]
, (2.19)

where η is a normalisation constant.

Notice that as VB/T increases, Pτ1 approaches unity while Pτ2 and PE approach

zero, see Fig. 2.3. Therefore, by controlling VB/T , one might be able to control the

splitting between Pτ1 and Pτ2, and initialise a toroidal qubit as |τ1〉. To initialise a

qubit as |τ2〉, one would only need to reverse the direction of the bias voltage.

This population splitting can be viewed as evidence for spin-transfer torque, with

rotating electron spins altering the triangle’s spin texture. To quantify the strength

of spin-transfer torque, we calculate the extent of switching of the polarisation of the

spin currents through the source and drain leads. For the ideal geometry (φ, ζ, ω)
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Figure 2.3: (Colour online) Non-equilibrium populations vs. eVB/kBT , showing
Pτ1, Pτ2, and PE1 = PE2 ≡ PE, see Eq. (2.19). The bias voltage VB splits the
populations of the ground toroidal states |τ1〉 and |τ2〉, as spin transport is done
via |τ2〉 and |E1,2〉. Analytical calculation in the four-state model, ideal geometry,
βS/βD = 2, JH > 0.

= (π3 , 0, 0), the spin currents are (see also Fig. 2.4) as follows:

I↑S − I
↓
S = 10πeβ2

Sβ
2
DηρS↑

3~

[
1− exp

(−eVB
kBT

)]
,

I↑D − I
↓
D = −4

5
(
I↑S − I

↓
S

)
. (2.20)

Figure 2.4: (Colour online) Source and drain spin currents vs. eVB/kBT . The spin
current’s polarisation is partially reversed by the toroidal spin texture of the triangle,
giving −(I↑D − I↓D)/(I↑S − I↓S) = 0.8, see Eq. (2.20). Analytical calculation in the
four-state model, ideal geometry, βS/βD = 2, ρS↑ = 1 cm.

This is a significant spin-switching effect, which is independent of VB, T , βS and

βD, as long as these parameters are small enough for our approximations to be valid.
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Next, we wrote a computer program to calculate the non-equilibrium populations

of all 28 states and, from them, determine the spin current and the strength of spin-

switching: −(I↑D − I↓D)/(I↑S − I↓S). The program has been used to diagonalise the

charged triangle’s first-order Hamiltonian without perturbation theory, and thus to

confirm the findings of the analytical model, and to explore further details concerning

the device’s properties, including a study of its spin-switching performance as a

function of its spatial orientation with respect to the spin-polarised source lead.

For example, we find that our device produces stronger spin-switching when

|JH/t| � 1, as in Fig. 2.5(a), because: (i) if intramolecular charge transfer can

compete with Hund coupling to local spins, the extra electron may tunnel to the

drain lead before its spin is altered; (ii) the Hund coupling produces a spin-torque on

the tunnelling electron as it crosses the triangle. However, if the electron is strongly

delocalised and couples to multiple centres simultaneously, the spin-torque will be

diminished.

Figure 2.5: (Colour online) (a, blue circles) Spin-switching vs. Loge |JH/t|, varying
t for fixed JH = 10 cm−1, T = 50 mK. The ideal regime for strong switching is
|JH/t| � 1. (b, red squares) Spin-switching vs. Loge |kBT/t|, varying T for fixed
JH = 10 cm−1, t = −0.1 cm−1. The ideal regime for strong switching is −t� kBT .
Both calculations done with 28-state numerical program, ideal geometry, βS/βD = 2,
eVB = 0.001 cm−1, JH/DDM = −

√
3.

Our device also performs best when −t� kBT , so |E1〉 and |E2〉 are populated

rather than |A〉, as in Fig. 2.5(b). This is because the tunnelling electron can
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discharge to the drain via centres one and three when (φ,ζ,ω) = (π3 ,0,0), see Fig.

2.2. Discharging from |E1,2〉 to |τ2〉, these two pathways interfere favourably, but

when discharging from |A〉 to |τ2〉, the |Ψ3〉 component’s phase in Eq. (2.16) causes

the pathways to interfere unfavourably. Thus, when −t � kBT and (φ,ζ,ω) =

(π3 ,0,0), the strength of switching decreases by 37% if the drain only couples to one

centre, rather than to both centres equally.

The geometry (φ,ζ,ω) = (π3 ,0,0) in Fig. 2.2 is ‘ideal’ for three reasons. Firstly,

the selectivity for |τ1〉 or |τ2〉 upon charging from the source is strongest when there

is only one centre coupled to the source, and its spin is aligned with the source’s

spin-polarisation. This requires sinω = 0, small |sin ζ|, and φ = π
3 , π, 5π

3 , see Fig.

2.6. When the alignment is imperfect, the charging selectivity is worsened further

by increasing VB/T and/or βS/βD.

Figure 2.6: (Colour online) (a, blue circles) Spin-switching vs. φ, for fixed ζ = ω
= 0, βqS = {Max[0, cos(φ + θq + π)]}2 cm−1, βqD = {Max[0, cos(φ + θq)]}2 cm−1.
There are local maxima when an atomic centre’s tangential axis is aligned with a
lead’s spin-quantisation axis. (b, red squares) Spin-switching vs. ω, for fixed φ =
π
3 , ζ = 0, (β1S, β2S, β3S, β1D, β2D, β3D) = (0, 1, 0, 3

4 , 0, 3
4) cm−1. There are minima

when the triangle’s plane is perpendicular to the leads’ spin-quantisation axes. (c,
green diamonds) Spin-switching vs. ζ, for fixed φ = π

3 , ω = 0, β1S = β3S = 1
4β2D

= 1
4 sin2

(
ζ
2

)
cm−1, β1D = β3D = 1

4β2S = 1
4 cos2

(
ζ
2

)
cm−1. There are minima when

each lead couples to all three centres equally. Each calculation done with 28-state
numerical program, eVB = 0.001 cm−1, JH/DDM = −

√
3, JH/t = −100, T = 10

mK.

Secondly, it is desirable that the centre(s) coupled to the drain have spin(s)
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aligned vertically, along the drain’s spin-quantisation axis, e.g. sinω = 0, φ = 0,
2π
3 , 4π

3 . However, we found that charging selectivity is more important. Choosing

sinω = 0 and φ = π
3 , π, 5π

3 is the best compromise between charging selectivity and

having a vertical spin coupled to the drain, see Fig. 2.6(a,b).

Thirdly, a small |sin ζ| ensures each centre is only coupled to one lead. This

means the tunnelling electron must cross the triangle’s toroidal spin texture before

discharging from a particular centre, rather than discharging immediately without

its spin being altered, see Fig. 2.6(c). In this geometry, the bias voltage would

produce an electric field acting in the plane of the triangle, which would weaken the

spin switching by mixing the states with A and E symmetry. However, this effect

is minimised when −DDM � −t � eVB, so a small |sin ζ| is still desirable.

An interesting feature of Fig. 2.6 is that in-plane rotations do not greatly affect

the extent of spin-switching, but out-of-plane rotations do. Integrating over φ ∈

[0, 2π) in Fig. 2.6(a) gives an average spin-switching of 0.638, but in Fig. 2.6(b,c),

the averages over ω and ζ are 0.335 and 0.151, respectively. Thus, optimal spin

switching and optimal spin-transfer torque can be achieved by ensuring that the

triangle’s plane is parallel to the leads’ spin-quantisation axes, while some disorder

pertaining to in-plane rotations of the triangular toroidal device is not expected to

greatly affect our conclusions.

2.4 Summary

A triangular ring with on-site spins Sq = 1
2 , strong antiferromagnetic exchange cou-

pling and weak spin-orbit coupling, can be prepared in a non-collinear ground spin

state with zero magnetic moment and non-zero toroidal moment, τ = (0,0,±gRµB).

These toroidal states are prepared in the ground Kramers doublet from weak Dzyalo-

shinskii-Moriya antiferromagnetic exchange coupling, as coherent combinations of

states with A3/2 symmetry, opposite spin chirality and opposite spin-projection. In

the singly-charged triangle’s ground states, a weakly delocalised extra electron aligns

its spin along the triangle’s toroidal spin textures.
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The toroidal states of the spin triangle, and their charge-transfer derivatives,

were used to construct a model for spin transport through a three-terminal device

in the sequential tunnelling regime. Under optimal conditions, the device is found

to split the non-equilibrium populations of the ground toroidal states, stabilising

a non-zero toroidal polarisation in the molecular device. This also results in the

partial switching of the polarisation of a spin current passing through the triangle:

−(I↑D − I
↓
D)/(I↑S − I

↓
S) → 0.8. We predict that such a device would work best with a

planar geometry, and system parameters: −Jex � −DDM , |JH | � −t� kBT , eVB,

|βS|, |βD| > 0.

In conclusion, our results suggest that by controlling the bias voltage in a device

built according to our specifications, it will be possible to selectively control the

toroidal polarisation of the molecular device, which can be monitored by the amount

of spin-switching measured between an in-plane spin-polarised source electrode and,

e.g., a drain electrode having opposite spin-polarisation.
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3. Isosceles spin triangles

Author Contributions

A/Prof. Soncini proposed and coordinated the project, which started with his study

of a spin-frustrated triangle with S1 = S2 = S and S3 = 1
2 . He determined an exact

analytical expression of the toroidal eigenstates associated to the triangle’s ground

quartet, and the associated four non-zero toroidal moments, which also survive when

the quartet is split into two doublets. Dr. Rao and A/Prof. Soncini generalised these

results to an arbitrary half odd integer value of S3.

The candidate’s contribution focused on all aspects pertaining to the study of

this system in a spintronics device. To achieve this, he developed computer programs

to implement the results of both Dr. Rao and A/Prof. Soncini, but also to allow

more general calculations involving:

(i) arbitrary exchange coupling between the spin centres;

(ii) calculations of the energy eigenstates for the reduced states of the system where

an extra electron can sit on an extra atomic orbital on each spin site of the triangle,

and can interact via a Hund’s rule Hamiltonian with the triangle’s toroidal states;

(iii) setting up and solving the relevant quantum master equation to determine the

device’s spin current and steady-state, non-equilibrium populations of states.

All three authors contributed to the discussion of the results and the preparation

of the manuscript. Since the candidate was not the primary author of the published

manuscript, the following thesis chapter only presents original writing by the candi-

date, focusing on the candidate’s contribution to the project. Any background work

performed by others is clearly labelled as such.
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3.1 Introduction

A major limitation of the previous chapter on spin-frustrated triangular nanomag-

nets was the restrictive parameter regime required to achieve toroidal ground states

and successfully implement them in a tunnelling spintronics device. All three sites

had to be spin-1
2 , with equal strengths between all three sites for each of Jex, DDM,

JH and t. The triangle had to possess an equilateral geometry, without any struc-

tural distortions due to e.g. spin-electric coupling113 to the electric field created by

the bias voltage between the leads. Furthermore, the DM interaction had to have

a specific sign and magnitude relative to the other energetic parameters: −Jex �

−DDM, |JH | � −t > 0, which is not satisfied by a {Cu3} polyoxometalate with

DDM > 0 which might have otherwise been a promising candidate for our model.119

In this chapter, I will generalise the investigation to a broader family of triangular

nanomagnets with the additional degrees of freedom below:

1. Reduced symmetry requirement: Whereas the previous chapter dealt with

nanomagnets having three-fold rotational symmetry (Ĉ3), this chapter will

discuss nanomagnets with a lateral plane of symmetry (σ̂v). The significance

of this, is that modelling triangular nanomagnets which are ‘isosceles’ rather

than ‘equilateral’ allows for greater freedom in the energetic parameters and

local spins, which no longer need to be equal for all three sites. However,

I will show that the best performance in a spintronics device is achieved by

choosing the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg-exchange parameters to be similar

in strength between all three sites.

2. Variable site spins: The previous requirement that all three sites had to be

spin-1
2 has been removed. The sufficient criterion here is that two site spins

must be equal, in order to achieve the lateral plane of symmetry. That said,

the most interesting cases are where the unique site has half odd integer spin,

which is necessary to achieve spin-frustration. Otherwise, the site spins can

take on any value, and I will show that the best spintronics performance is
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produced by choosing the two equal site spins to be larger than the unique

site spin.

3. Negligible spin-orbit coupling: While this may initially sound like a restric-

tion,203,204 consider the scenario from an experimentalist’s point of view − it

would be difficult to synthetically control the sign and magnitude of the DM

interaction in such complex molecules. Removing this requirement in favour

of a more experimentally-predictable property, namely the lack of significant

spin-orbit coupling, will increase the chances of systems with toroidal moments

being synthesised in the near future. Furthermore, I will particularly highlight

the spintronics performance of a proposed nanomagnet with two spin-7
2 cen-

tres (e.g. Gd(III), with negligible spin-orbit coupling due to the uniformly

singly-occupied 4f7 subshell)∗ and one spin-1
2 centre (easily achieved with a

single unpaired electron, perhaps in a non-degenerate subspace to reduce the

possibility for spin-orbit coupling).

I will now formally introduce the family of molecules under investigation, proceeding

in a similar manner to the previous chapter − first discussing the isolated molecules

in their redox-neutral states, then considering their singly-reduced redox states, and

finally analysing their performance in a tunnelling spintronics device.

3.2 Background information

The dominant interaction in this family of molecules is usually described well by

using the Heisenberg isotropic exchange Hamiltonian, which reads:

Ĥex = −Jex
(
Ŝ1 · Ŝ2

)
− λex

(
Ŝ2 · Ŝ3 + Ŝ3 · Ŝ1

)
, (3.1)

∗Transition metal ions may be more suitable than Gd(III) to obtain the strong antiferromag-
netic coupling desired here, since exchange coupling involving lanthanide ions is often weak, as
is the case in isosceles triangles {GdIII

2 MnIV},205 {MnIII
2 GdIII},206 and {FeIII

2 GdIII}.206,207 Any
isotropic atom/ion would fit our model; Gd(III) is merely an example.
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S3

r3

r1
S S Site 2

Jex

λex

Site 3

Site 1

r2

λex

Figure 3.1: Visual representation of the Heisenberg exchange model applied to a
family of triangular nanomagnets with a lateral plane of symmetry.

where Ŝq is the spin vector-operator for site q. A visual representation of Eq. (3.1)

is depicted in Fig. 3.1. To achieve the lateral plane of symmetry, sites one and two

have equal spin S1 = S2 = S, while site three has spin S3. Likewise, the exchange

coupling constant between sites one and three, λex, is equal to that between sites two

and three, but is not necessarily equal to the exchange coupling constant between

sites one and two, Jex. Although the position vectors rq in Fig. 3.1 will be used

later on to calculate toroidal moments, the energetic effects of the ion positions are

sufficiently treated with Jex and λex.

Based on the results of the previous chapter, it would be reasonable to expect

spin-frustrated manifolds to yield toroidal states, and it would be desirable if the

toroidal states were also the ground states. To obtain a spin-frustrated ground

manifold, we choose the exchange coupling constants to be antiferromagnetic, i.e.

Jex, λex < 0.

For the case of S3 = 1
2 and general S, A/Prof. Soncini calculated: (i) analytical

expressions for the energies and eigenvectors of Eq. (3.1); (ii) the matrix represen-

tation of the toroidal moment operator on the basis of those eigenvectors, and; (iii)

analytical expressions for the toroidal moment operator’s eigenvalues and eigenvec-

tors, all as general functions of S. These results for S3 = 1
2 were then extended by
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Dr. Rao and A/Prof. Soncini to allow for arbitrary values of S3. My contribution

to the project consisted of using those toroidal eigenstates to build and study the

spintronics problem. I will now briefly rehearse the main findings of Dr. Rao and

A/Prof. Soncini, before describing my results in detail throughout the following

sections.

If we sum the spins S1 = S and S2 = S into a coupled spin S12 = S1 + S2,

and label the triangle’s total spin ST = S1 + S2 + S3, then the simple Kambe

vector coupling method208,209 yields the following expression for the eigenvalues of

Eq. (3.1):

E(S12, ST ) = −λex2 ST (ST + 1)− Jex − λex
2 S12(S12 + 1). (3.2)

The above expression is general for all values of S and S3. If we now choose S3

= 1/2 and focus on states with small values of S12 and ST , being indicators of

spin-frustration, the manifolds with the lowest energies consist of:

• States which are the ground states when |Jex| > |λex|, first excited states when

|λex| > |Jex| > |λex|
2 , arbitrarily labelled as the A doublet: E

(
S12 = 0, ST = 1

2

)
= −3λex

8

• States which are the ground states when |λex| > |Jex| > |λex|
8 , first excited states

when |Jex| > |λex|, arbitrarily labelled as the B doublet: E
(
S12 = 1, ST = 1

2

)
= −3λex

8 − (Jex − λex)

• States which are never the lowest nor the highest in energy for Jex, λex < 0:

E
(
S12 = 1, ST = 3

2

)
= −15λex

8 − (Jex − λex)

• States which are the ground states when |λex|
8 > |Jex|, but we will usually focus

on Jex ∼ λex: E
(
S12 = 2, ST = 3

2

)
= −15λex

8 − 3 (Jex − λex)

• States which are the highest in energy of those shown here when Jex, λex < 0:

E
(
S12 = 2, ST = 5

2

)
= −35λex

8 − 3 (Jex − λex)
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Note that when λex = Jex < 0, the degenerate A and B doublets form a ground

spin-frustrated quartet. This A + B quartet shows particularly promising results

for the spintronics problem, as will be discussed later. For now, our focus remains

on the isolated triangular system.

To analyse the case for a general value of S3, Dr. Rao and A/Prof. Soncini

proceeded as follows. Because S1 = S2 = S, the coupled spin S12 = S1 + S2 must

be an integer. Therefore, if S3 is an integer spin, the total spin ST will also be an

integer, and there will be no spin-frustration and no toroidal states. Conversely, if

S3 is a half odd integer spin, the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling will result in

ground spin-frustrated states with ST = Min(S3−S12, S12−S3). By analogy to the

case of S3 = 1
2 above, for general S3 the lowest energy manifolds for Jex, λex < 0 and

|λex|
8 < |Jex| are labelled as the A′ doublet if S3 − S12 = 1

2 , and as the B′ doublet if

S12 − S3 = 1
2 .

Dr. Rao and A/Prof. Soncini found that either of the spin-frustrated A′ or B′

doublets could give rise to toroidal states, and that if Jex = λex, the A′ and B′

doublets would be equal in energy, producing a quartet with four distinct toroidal

states (referred to as the A′ + B′ quartet). For example, in an equilateral geometry

with |rq| = R and S3 = n + 1
2 (for integer n; recall S3 must be a half odd integer),

the toroidal moments are oriented perpendicular to the plane, and the eigenvalues

of τ̂Z are:

τA′± = τB′± = ±(n+ 1) gµBR
2 (3.3)

in either of the non-degenerate A′ or B′ doublets (i.e. when Jex 6= λex), or

τ1′± =
+n+ 1

2 ±
√

1
3

(
S − n

2

)(
S + 1 + n

2

) gµBR,
τ2′± =

−n+ 1
2 ±

√
1
3

(
S − n

2

)(
S + 1 + n

2

) gµBR (3.4)

in the degenerate A′+B′ quartet (i.e. when Jex = λex). Notice that when S = S3 =
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1
2 (i.e. n = 0) and Jex = λex, the results from the previous chapter are reproduced:

τZ = ±gµBR in the A3/2 doublet, called τ1′± here, and τZ = 0 in the E1/2 doublet,

called τ2′± here (see Sec. 2.2).

3.3 Toroidal spin textures in the redox-neutral

states

Using A/Prof. Soncini’s expressions for the representations of the ladder operators

Ŝq± = ŜqX ± iŜqY on the A and B exchange doublets (see Ref. 2 for more infor-

mation), I wrote a computer program to calculate the local spin expectation values

in the eigenstates of τ̂Z for any triangular geometry with S3 = 1
2 and general S.

It was important to analyse these spin textures carefully, as they were pivotal to

my interpretations of the spintronics results. The computer program’s outputs are

displayed in Fig. 3.2 for the A/B doublets, and Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 for the A + B

quartet.

Interestingly, the toroidal states in the A and B doublets have local spin expec-

tation values which are completely independent of the value of S and the geometry

of the triangle. In |τA+〉 and |τA−〉, the only non-zero spin expectation value is on

site three, where
∣∣∣〈Ŝ3

〉∣∣∣ = 1
2 along the horizontal. In |τB+〉 and |τB−〉, all three sites

have non-zero spin expectation values along the horizontal, with
∣∣∣〈Ŝ1

〉∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣〈Ŝ2

〉∣∣∣
= 1

3 being parallel, and partially opposed by
∣∣∣〈Ŝ3

〉∣∣∣ = 1
6 . However, all these states

have net magnetic moments of 1
2gµB along the horizontal, meaning the toroidal mo-

ments are origin-dependent, and can vanish by careful placement of the origin (at

the S3 site for |τA±〉; below the triangle for |τB±〉). Though a little underwhelming

in appearance, the spin textures shown in Fig. 3.2 were still worth investigating for

spintronics applications, particularly because the spins are completely independent

of the geometry and chosen value of S, meaning the spintronics calculations are very

generalisable (see Sec. 3.6).

By comparison, the spin textures in the A + B quartet are strongly dependent
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|τA+〉, general S, general geometry

|τB+〉, general S, general geometry

|τA−〉, general S, general geometry

|τB−〉, general S, general geometry

Figure 3.2: Depictions of local spin expectation values (blue arrows) in the ground
states of triangles with different isosceles geometries, shown for general S (orange
sites) and S3 = 1

2 (brown site). The spin expectation values are independent of
S and the geometry, but it would be reasonable to expect correlations between
distances and exchange coupling strengths, indicated by the thicknesses of the black
connecting lines. Top: geometrically narrow triangles would be more likely to have
|Jex| > |λex|, causing the ground manifold to be the A doublet, with toroidal states
|τA+〉 (left) and |τA−〉 (right). Bottom: geometrically wide triangles would be more
likely to have |λex| > |Jex| > |λex|

8 , causing the ground manifold to be the B doublet,
with toroidal states |τB+〉 (left) and |τB−〉 (right).

on S and very weakly dependent on geometry, see Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. The main

features for an equilateral geometry are as follows:

(i) the local spin expectation values on sites one and two increase in magnitude

with S as
∣∣∣〈Ŝ1

〉∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣〈Ŝ2

〉∣∣∣ = 2S+1
6 ;

(ii) the local spin expectation values on sites one and two increase in angle to the

horizontal with S as ±Arccos
(

1
2S+1

)
, which can be measured from either the

positive or negative X-axis;

(iii) the local spin expectation value on site three is fixed along the horizontal with∣∣∣〈Ŝ3
〉∣∣∣ = 1

3 ;
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(iv) the net magnetic moment is zero in all four states, thus the toroidal moments

are origin-independent.

|τ1+〉, S = 7
2 , equilateral

|τ2+〉, S = 7
2 , equilateral

|τ1−〉, S = 7
2 , equilateral

|τ2−〉, S = 7
2 , equilateral

Figure 3.3: Depictions of local spin expectation values (blue arrows) in the ground
states of a triangle with equilateral geometry and Jex = λex, shown for S = 7

2 (orange
sites) and S3 = 1

2 (brown site). The anticlockwise states |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉 (left) are
mirror images of the clockwise states |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉 (right). The magnitudes of the
toroidal moments from the local spins on sites one and two are equally large in all
four states, with those spins’ directions determining the sign of the eigenvalue of τ̂Z .
The local spin on site three may either increase (top, |τ1±〉) or decrease (bottom,
|τ2±〉) the net toroidal moment.

However, except for the direction of
〈
Ŝ3
〉

which is always fixed along the hor-

izontal, each of these properties for an equilateral geometry is only approximately

conserved upon changing to isosceles geometries. Fortunately, these changes are

quite minor, so my upcoming findings on the spintronics performances of equilateral

triangles can still be easily generalised to isosceles triangles. For example, with S

= 7
2 and the wide geometry shown in Fig. 3.4 rather than an equilateral geometry,

slight changes to the spin expectation values’ magnitudes and directions result in
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tiny net magnetic moments of 0.031 gµB along the positive (negative) X-axis in |τ1+〉

and |τ2+〉 (|τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉). Similarly, using S = 7
2 and the narrow geometry in Fig.

3.4 gives net magnetic moments of 0.046 gµB, but along the opposite horizontal

directions: positive X-axis in |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉, negative X-axis in |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉.

|τ1+〉, S = 1
2 , equilateral

|τ1+〉, S = 7
2 , narrow

|τ1+〉, S = 2, equilateral

|τ1+〉, S = 7
2 , wide

Figure 3.4: Depictions of local spin expectation values (blue arrows) in toroidal state
|τ1+〉 in triangles with various geometries and values for S (orange sites), but with
fixed S3 = 1

2 (brown site). Top: Increases in the value of S lead to increases in the
magnitudes of

〈
Ŝ1
〉

and
〈
Ŝ2
〉

as 2S+1
6 , so to cancel the constant contribution of

〈
Ŝ3
〉

to the net magnetic moment, the angles of
〈
Ŝ1
〉

and
〈
Ŝ2
〉

to the horizontal must
also increase as ±Arccos

(
1

2S+1

)
. Bottom: If the exchange coupling parameters Jex

and λex are kept constant, changes in the triangular geometry only have a negligible
effect on the spin expectation values.

Comparing the net magnetic moments in these two cases, opposite types of

distortions (narrow vs. wide) lead to opposite directions of the net magnetic moment

in each of the toroidal states, and because the narrow geometry in Fig. 3.4 represents

a more significant distortion away from the equilateral case, its net magnetic moment

is slightly larger than for the wide geometry (0.046 gµB vs. 0.031 gµB). However,

considering the small sizes of these net moments compared to the local moments,
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it is clear that these geometric effects are of negligible importance, and the toroidal

states in the A+B quartet are essentially pure for any choice of S and geometry.

In light of these findings, in the following section I will discuss the spintronics

performances of geometrically-equilateral triangles with various values of S, operat-

ing under different energetic regimes and different device connectivities. Other than

considering the separate cases of |Jex| > |λex| (A doublet), |λex| > |Jex| > |λex|
8 (B

doublet) and |Jex| = |λex| (A + B quartet), where the strengths of exchange cou-

plings may serve as rough indicators of likely geometries, I will not directly analyse

the relatively minor quantitative changes introduced by non-equilateral geometries.

3.4 Key ingredients in the spintronics models

The spintronics device under investigation in this section is analogous to the device

studied in the previous chapter, except with the new family of nanomagnets replacing

the old spin-1
2 triangle, see Fig. 3.5. Using the skills and methods developed during

the previous project, I wrote computer programs to calculate the performance of

the new device under three separate, idealised energy regimes: an isolated ground

A doublet, an isolated ground B doublet, or an isolated ground A + B quartet.

These programs were more sophisticated than those discussed in Chapter 2, as they

allowed for general values of S (important only for the A + B quartet) and had

new degrees of freedom in the Hund exchange coupling and hopping parameters to

account for the lower symmetry. However, a limitation of the following sections is

that I focus on the case S3 = 1
2 , leaving investigations of the cases S3 = 3

2 , 5
2 , 7

2 ... as

topics for future work.

Once again, the spintronics device has the following features:

• The source lead is fully polarised and the drain lead is unpolarised.

• The Fermi levels in the two leads are offset by an external bias voltage.

• A gate voltage induces resonance between the ground redox-neutral states and

the ground singly-reduced states on the triangle.
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Figure 3.5: Depiction of the same tunnelling molecular spintronics device as in
Chapter 2, but using a member of the new family of heterometallic triangular nano-
magnets without spin-orbit coupling. The spin expectation values (blue arrows) are
shown for the state |τ1−〉 in the A + B quartet (i.e. Jex = λex), calculated using S
= 2.

• Doubly-reduced states on the triangle are considered to be energetically inac-

cessible (Coulomb Blockade regime).

• The triangle is weakly hybridised with the leads such that electrons can tunnel

between the source lead and the triangle, and between the triangle and the

drain lead, but the leads-triangle tunnelling rates are the slowest timescale in

the dynamical system.

• The electron-wavefunctions’ delocalisation across the entire device is negligibly

small, so there are no tunnelling events directly between the source and drain

leads.

• The leads remain close to thermal equilibrium and relax quickly after a tun-

nelling event takes place (Born-Markov approximation).

• The densities of spin-states on the leads, and the tunnelling amplitudes be-

tween the triangle’s vertices and the leads, are essentially independent of the
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momentum of the sequential tunnelling electron, within the energy range de-

fined by the conduction window determined by the (weak) applied bias voltage.

• I am interested in the long-term behaviour of the device, and therefore cal-

culate the steady-state solutions for the populations and spin currents, with

coherences between different states of the triangle considered to have a negli-

gible effect. (In the next chapter, I explore how coherences between states can

affect the time-resolved populations in a dynamical system.)

• The partial reversal of the spin current’s polarisation is indicative of a spin-

transfer torque acting on the electrons as they move across the toroidal spin

texture of the triangle.

The Hamiltonians are also the same as in Chapter 2, except that without spin-

orbit coupling there is no DM term. As a reminder, the tunnelling Hamiltonian ĤT

causes electrons to move between the leads and the triangle, the Hund exchange

coupling Hamiltonian ĤHund causes the tunnelling electrons to align (or anti-align,

depending on the sign of JHq) with the local spin on each site q, and the hopping

Hamiltonian Ĥhop causes the tunnelling electrons to be delocalised between the three

sites:

ĤT =
3∑
q=1

first BZ∑
k

S,D∑
L

↑,↓∑
γ

βqL
(
â†qγ ĉ

†
kLγ + ĉ†kLγ â

†
qγ

)
, (3.5)

ĤHund = −
3∑
q=1

↑,↓∑
γ,δ

JHq
(
â†qγ â

†
qδσγδ · Ŝq

)
, (3.6)

Ĥhop =
3∑
q=1

↑,↓∑
γ

tq,q+1
(
â†qγ â

†
q+1,γ + â†q+1,γ â

†
qγ

)
, (3.7)

where the free parameters βqL, JHq and tq,q+1 have the same definitions as in Sec.

2.3.1. However, due to the lower symmetry of the new triangles, not all of the three

Hund coupling parameters or three hopping parameters are equal, so it is necessary

to specify which sites are involved: JH1 = JH2 ≡ JH12 may differ from JH3, and t13

= t23 ≡ t3 may differ from t12.
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Each of the three Hamiltonians above is vital to the function of the device. For

instance, without ĤHund, tunnelling electrons would not be influenced by the toroidal

spin textures on the triangle, and there would be no spin-transfer torque to cause

spin-switching or split the populations of states on the triangle. Without either of

ĤT or Ĥhop, no current would flow through the triangle.

Building on the methods of the previous chapter, I used first-order degenerate

perturbation theory210 to simultaneously study the effects of ĤT , ĤHund and Ĥhop

within the ground manifolds created by Ĥex, Eq. (3.1). This meant that I could

explore the performances of the A doublet, B doublet and A + B quartet separately,

with the only constraint on the energetic parameters being: −Jex, −λex� JH12, JH3,

t12, t3, βqL, eVB, kBT . Note that this is a more generalised parameter space than

in the previous chapter, where the DM term had to be weaker than the exchange

coupling between sites, but stronger than the hopping term between sites.

Using the notation of labelling redox-neutral states as |τi〉 and singly-reduced

states as |rj〉, I applied the same methods as in Chapter 2 to derive the key equations

to calculate the steady-state non-equilibrium populations Pn, the Fermi Golden Rule

transition rates Wm→n, and the spin currents through the source and drain leads.

To summarise, the equations are:

dPn
dt

=
∑
m6=n

PmWm→n − Pn
∑
m 6=n

Wn→m ≈ 0 (steady-state approx.), (3.8)

WLγ
τi→rj

= 2πρLγ
~

∣∣∣∣∣∣〈rj|
3∑
q=1

βqLâ
†
qγ |τi〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

FL (∆E) , (3.9)

WLγ
rj→τi

= 2πρLγ
~

∣∣∣∣∣∣〈rj|
3∑
q=1

βqLâ
†
qγ |τi〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

[1− FL (∆E)] , (3.10)

I↑S − I
↓
S = e

∑
i,j

[(
W S↑
τi→rj

−W S↓
τi→rj

)
Pτi −

(
W S↑
rj→τi

−W S↓
rj→τi

)
Prj

]
, (3.11)

I↑D − I
↓
D = −e

∑
i,j

[(
WD↑
τi→rj

−WD↓
τi→rj

)
Pτi −

(
WD↑
rj→τi

−WD↓
rj→τi

)
Prj

]
, (3.12)

where ρLγ is the density of electron states with spin γ on lead L, the Fermi-Dirac pop-

ulations of electron energy levels on the leads are FL (∆E) =
[
1 + exp

(
∆E−µL

kBT

)]−1
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with Fermi levels µS = +eVB and µD = −eVB, and ∆E = E (rj) − E (τi) is the

energy difference between the singly-reduced state |rj〉 and the redox-neutral state

|τi〉 involved in the electron-tunnelling event.

To generalise the device connectivity for any orientation of the triangle, I needed

to find new expressions for the annihilation/creation operators appearing in Eqs.

(3.9) and (3.10). That is, I had to write the operators for extra electrons on the

triangle with spins quantised along the source lead’s polarisation direction, â(†)
q↑S

and

â
(†)
q↓S

(compatible with the annihilation/creation operators for electrons on the leads,

ĉ
(†)
kL↑S

and ĉ
(†)
kL↓S

), in terms of analogous operators quantised along the Z-axis of the

triangle, â(†)
q↑Z

and â
(†)
q↓Z

(perpendicular to the plane of the triangle, whatever its

orientation).

To do this, I used SU(2) matrices† to represent rotations of various angles about

various axes, and thereby connected these two choices for the quantisation axis of

â(†)
qγ . To account for rotational effects on the connections between the triangle and the

leads, I inserted trigonometric functions of angles φ, ω and ζ (see Sec. 2.3.1) into the

tunnelling amplitudes βqL. Then, I wrote code to insert these mathematical concepts

into the spintronics computer programs, thus setting the triangle’s orientation as yet

another free parameter.

Now that the methodology has been established, I will move on to the results of

the spintronics programs, starting with the A + B quartet, whose performance is

quite promising.

3.5 Spintronics performance of the A + B quartet

3.5.1 Analytical trends in the singly-reduced states

When Jex = λex so that the ground manifold is the spin-frustrated A + B quartet,

the presence of an extra spin-1
2 electron on any of the three vertices of the triangle

†The Lie group of n× n unitary matrices with a determinant of 1 is referred to as the ‘special
unitary group of degree n’, and denoted as SU(n). For information on how to apply SU(2) matrices
in quantum mechanics to represent rotation operators and convert between basis sets, see e.g. Ref.
210.
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will extend the Hilbert space to 4 × 2 × 3 = 24 dimensions:

{|τ1+〉 , |τ1−〉, |τ2+〉, |τ2−〉} ⊗ {|1 ↑Z〉 , |1 ↓Z〉, |2 ↑Z〉, |2 ↓Z〉, |3 ↑Z〉, |3 ↓Z〉},

where a basis element such as |τ1−; 2 ↓Z〉 means the local spins are in the |τ1−〉 ar-

rangement, and the extra electron is on site two with its spin oriented perpendicular

to the triangle’s plane, along the negative Z-axis.

Before proceeding to the numerical results of the spintronics program, let us first

consider the analytical solutions for the reduced triangles’ states. If we temporarily

exclude Ĥhop, an extra electron can only be on one site at a time, so ĤHund is

block-diagonal and can be solved analytically to give the following eigenvalues:

E1 = E2 = −JH12S,

E3 = E4 = E5 = E6 = E7 = E8 = −JH12 (S + 1)
3 ,

E9 = E10 = E11 = E12 = −JH3

2 ,

E13 = E14 = E15 = JH3

6 ,

E16 = 3JH3

2 ,

E17 = E18 = E19 = E20 = E21 = E22 = JH12S

3 ,

E23 = E24 = JH12 (S + 1) , (3.13)

where the values listed above are ordered according to their energies for ferromag-

netic JH12 and JH3, though this choice is arbitrary. Naturally, the presence of either

JH12 or JH3 in an eigenvalue indicates whether the extra electron is on sites one/two,

or on site three, and the sign of the eigenvalue indicates whether the extra electron

is aligned (negative sign, e.g. E1) or anti-aligned (positive sign, e.g. E24) with the

local spin.

If JH12 and JH3 have the same sign, the ground manifolds will always be a doublet

with the extra electron residing on sites one/two rather than site three if |JH12|S

> |JH3|S3, which will usually be the case since S ≥ 1
2 is a free parameter whereas

S3 is fixed as 1
2 . In this case, representing Ĥhop on either ground doublet of ĤHund
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(E1 and E2 for ferromagnetic JH12; E23 and E24 for antiferromagnetic JH12) leads

to eigenvalues of ± t12
2S+1 . That is, only delocalisation t12 between sites one and two

has an effect on the energies of the singly-reduced triangles − in this perturbative

treatment, the extra electron is never delocalised onto site three if |JH12|S > |JH3|S3,

so JH3 and t3 have no effect.

These analytical results for the A + B quartet provide useful insights into the

trends observed in the following section, where the parameters JH3 and t3 are found

to be less important than JH12 and t12, particularly when |JH12|S > |JH3|S3. That

said, perturbation theory between ĤHund and Ĥhop is not used in any of the plots

below, which are the outputs of a program which diagonalises the total Hamiltonian

ĤHund + Ĥhop. Furthermore, JH12, JH3, t12 and t3 are all free parameters allowed to

have any sign or magnitude, so some effects of JH3 and t3 will still be discussed.

3.5.2 Population splitting between clockwise and anticlock-

wise states

Numerically solving Eq. (3.8) for a range of bias voltages yields the populations

of states shown in Fig. 3.6. As expected from the analytical results, only two of

the 24 singly-reduced states are significantly populated when |JH12|S > |JH3|S3;

these states are labelled as Pr1 and Pr2, and are split in energy by t12. Changing

the sign of t12 swaps the labels for Pr1 and Pr2, but this has a negligible effect on

the populations of the redox-neutral states (see below). Because the extra electron

almost never resides on site three (e.g. ∼0.1% weighting) when |JH12|S > |JH3|S3,

changes in the values or signs of JH3 and t3 also have negligible impacts.

Importantly, for positive (negative) bias voltages, the anticlockwise toroidal

states |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉 are more (less) populated than the clockwise toroidal states

|τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉. This population splitting increases asymptotically as the bias voltage

increases, then remains constant until the bias voltage is so large that excited-Hund

states become energetically accessible, after which point the population splitting

gradually decreases. (This high-eVB regime is not shown graphically here, as the
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Figure 3.6: Non-equilibrium populations vs. bias voltage for the device connectivity
shown in Fig. 3.5, defined as θ = 0◦. The 22 excited-Hund states are negligibly
populated when E(excited)− E(ground) > eVB, kBT (populations not shown). This
plot is a representative of a broad parameter regime, and is mostly unaffected by
slight changes in the parameters used. Rather, the relative scales of the parameters
are important: |Jex| = |λex| � JH12S > JH3S3, t12, t3, βqL, eVB, kBT . The specific
parameters used for this sample calculation are: S = 7

2 , S3 = 1
2 , JH12 = JH3 =

10 cm−1, t12 = t3 = −1 cm−1, T = 1 K. Populations depend on the ratios of the
densities of spin states ρLγ and the ratios of the tunnelling amplitudes βqL (see text
for further information), which are set as: ρS↑ = 2 ρD↑ = 2 ρD↓, ρS↓ = 0 cm, β1S =
β2D, other βqL = 0 cm−1 due to the orientation dependence on θ = 0◦. The inset
depicts the spin expectation values for |τ1−〉 (top left) and |τ1+〉 (top right), which
are preferentially populated for backward or forward bias voltages, respectively.

key assumptions behind the model may not be valid at very large bias voltages, e.g.

other high-energy states on the triangle might become energetically accessible, such

as the ground doubly-reduced states, or excited redox-neutral states from Ĥex.)

The asymmetry in Fig. 3.6 upon reversing the bias voltage is consistent with

the asymmetry in the spintronics device itself. For eVB > 0, the net electron cur-

rent flows from the fully-polarised source lead into the nanomagnet, then outwards

through the unpolarised drain lead (see Fig. 3.5). Conversely, most electrons in-

jected into the nanomagnet are not polarised when eVB < 0, as the net electron

current flows from the drain lead towards the source lead. The device’s asymmetry

is inherent in the mechanism for population splitting discussed below.

Note that Fig. 3.6 was calculated using an up-polarised source lead and a ferro-

magnetic JH12, and that changing the direction of either of these parameters results
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in the anticlockwise/clockwise labels being reversed, see Fig. 3.7. Swapping the

labels for |τ1+〉 with |τ1−〉, and for |τ2+〉 with |τ2−〉, has no bearing on the function

of the device − the calculated spin currents are exactly the same (see Sec. 3.5.5).

As such, though the magnitude of the net toroidal magnetisation produced on the

triangle can be controlled by adjusting the bias voltage, its sign cannot be deter-

mined experimentally in the absence of a curling magnetic field, unless the sign of

JH12 and the source lead’s polarisation direction are already known.

Figure 3.7: Analogous plot to Fig. 3.6, except that the sign of JH12 has been reversed
so that it now represents an antiferromagnetic Hund exchange coupling. As a result,
the identities of the ground singly-reduced states have changed from Pr1 and Pr2 to
Pr23 and Pr24, and the ‘+’ and ‘−’ labels on the toroidal states have been swapped
with respect to the populations in Fig. 3.6. The inset depicts the spin expectation
values for |τ1+〉 (top left) and |τ1−〉 (top right), which are preferentially populated
for backward or forward bias voltages, respectively.

While the results in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 are quite promising, we must be sure

that this population splitting regime is not an isolated occurence, and that simi-

lar results can be obtained for other parameter regimes. Firstly, Figs. 3.6 and 3.7

were produced using |JH12|S > |JH3|S3, so we must consider what happens when

|JH12|S . |JH3|S3. In this case, the ground-Hund manifold includes states where

the extra electron can also reside on site three. This appears to reduce the amount

of spin-transfer torque acting on tunnelling electrons, because the amount of pop-

ulation splitting decreases when |JH12|S . |JH3|S3, see Fig. 3.8. Fortunately, this

detrimental effect can be avoided by synthetic means − choosing sites one and two
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to have much larger spins than site three increases the chance of obtaining the ideal

case of |JH12|S > |JH3|S3. Once the ground-Hund manifold only consists of states

with the extra electron on sites one or two, further increases in S have little effect,

see Fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Population splittings (Pτ1+ + Pτ2+) − (Pτ1− + Pτ2−) vs. bias voltage.
Plot calculated using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.6, except that S is allowed to
vary, and JH3 has been increased from 10 cm−1 to 40 cm−1 in order to better demon-
strate the importance of S. The best population splitting occurs when |JH12|S >
|JH3|S3, achieved here for S > 4S3 (that is, S > 2) because I arbitrarily chose 4JH12
= JH3. The inset depicts the spin expectation values for |τ1+〉 when S = 7

2 (top
right) or S = 1

2 (bottom right).

Secondly, we must inspect device connectivities other than that depicted in Fig.

3.5, where site one is close to the source lead, site two is close to the drain lead,

and site three is equally far from both leads. In Fig. 3.9, the population splitting is

plotted against a range of device connectivities where the triangle is rotated within

its plane. (Anticlockwise rotation about an axis perpendicular to the triangle’s

plane; θ = 0◦ corresponds to the orientation shown in Fig. 3.5.) It appears that the

best population splitting occurs when sites one and two are connected to different

leads. Regardless of the values of JH12, JH3, t12 or t3, there is never any clock-

wise/anticlockwise population splitting when θ = 90◦ or 270◦ (i.e. connectivities

with site three connected to one lead and sites one and two connected to the other

lead). These ‘zero splitting islands’ near θ = 90◦ and 270◦ become narrower as |t3|

grows to be on the same scale as |JH12| and |JH3|, but the grouped populations of
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the anticlockwise (Pτ1+ + Pτ2+) and clockwise (Pτ1− + Pτ2−) states always remain

equal when θ = 90◦ or 270◦. (See Sec. 3.5.3 for a discussion of individual states).

Figure 3.9: Population splittings (Pτ1+ + Pτ2+) − (Pτ1− + Pτ2−) vs. triangle’s
in-plane angle of rotation θ (measured anticlockwise in radians, see inset). Plot
calculated using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.6, except the bias voltage is
fixed as eVB/kBT = ±1. Since the tunnelling amplitudes βqL ought to decrease
with distance between site q and lead L, the angular dependencies are empir-
ically set as β1S ∝ Max [cos (θ + π/6) , 0], β2S ∝ Max [cos (θ + 5π/6) , 0], β3S ∝
Max [cos (θ − π/2) , 0], β1D ∝ Max [cos (θ − 5π/6) , 0], β2D ∝ Max [cos (θ − π/6) , 0],
β3D ∝ Max [cos (θ + π/2) , 0]. Increasing the exponent of the cosine terms causes
the peaks to be narrower, but the same trends are observed. Changing the overall
proportionality constant for the βqL terms has no effect on the populations, as the
ratios between various types of transition rates are unaffected.

An ideal device connectivity might be achieved experimentally by careful choice

of the ligands used in synthesising the triangular nanomagnets, as discussed later in

Sec. 3.7. However, the population splittings shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 are merely

illustrative examples of a broad parameter regime, and do not even represent the

device’s peak performance; Fig. 3.10 depicts the populations of states for device

connectivities corresponding to the local maxima in Fig. 3.9.

Having performed these calculations and analysed the results, my next task was

to conceive a mechanism for the population splitting which would explain all of

the behaviours observed, so I searched for trends in the numerical outputs for the

transition rates, Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10). I found that electrons are more likely to

tunnel between the polarised source lead and the triangle, in either direction, when

the initial Hund exchange coupling is favourable between the polarised electron and
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Figure 3.10: Analogous plots to Fig. 3.6, except that the triangle has been rotated to
the optimal angles of θ = 158.34◦ (left) and 307.71◦ (right). At these orientations,
favourable ratios of transition rates maximise the amount of population splitting
between clockwise and anticlockwise states. NB In the right panel, the lines for Pτ1−
and Pτ2− overlap. The insets depict the orientation of the triangular nanomagnet
for each value of θ.

the local spin closest to the source lead. This is important, because larger transition

rates lead to larger population transfers into/out of certain states, which can cause

population splitting.

For example, with ferromagnetic JH12 and θ = 0◦, the transition rates between

the source lead and the clockwise states, |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉, are around 2−4 times larger

than for the anticlockwise states, |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉. This is because when θ = 0◦, site

one is closest to the source lead and its local spin is mostly aligned with the source’s

polarisation direction for clockwise states, or mostly anti-aligned for anticlockwise

states. (Antiferromagnetic Hund coupling gives the opposite effect, with larger rates

for |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉.)

That said, if this spin-alignment effect on the transition rates occurs in both

directions, why are the larger charging rates for certain states not balanced by the

larger discharging rates for those states? This is where the bias voltage comes into

play − recall that in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), the charging and discharging rates are

proportional to different Fermi-Dirac factors, which are functions of eVB/kBT . For

a forward bias, the charging rates from the source lead increase, and the discharging

rates to the source lead decrease. Though this occurs proportionally for all four

redox-neutral states, the larger overall rates for |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉 lead to a larger

subtractive difference between their charging and discharging rates than for |τ1+〉
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and |τ2+〉. As a result, the net population transfer from |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉 to the

singly-reduced states |r1〉 and |r2〉 is greater than that from |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉.

Meanwhile, the drain lead is unpolarised, so the transition rates are identical for

all four redox-neutral states. For a forward bias voltage, the charging rates from the

drain lead decrease, and the discharging rates to the drain lead increase. This causes

a net population transfer from the singly-reduced states to the redox-neutral states,

with population being distributed evenly among each of |τ1−〉, |τ2−〉, |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉.

The overall effect is that |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉 are not completely replenished, having

lost more of their initial population to |r1〉 and |r2〉 compared to |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉.

As a result, |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉 become populated at the expense of |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉.

Conversely, for a backward bias voltage, the discrepancies between charging and

discharging rates are reversed, so |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉 become populated at the expense

of |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉.

Though the population splitting becomes larger if the bias voltage increases in

magnitude, due to the larger discrepancies between charging and discharging rates,

eventually a limit is reached where further increases in the bias have little effect.

At this stage, none of the six main states is ever fully saturated or fully depleted,

so why does this occur? An inspection of Eq. (3.8) reveals that the impact of a

transition rate is weighted according to the population of the initial state involved

in the transition. This means that although the charging rate for a clockwise initial

state may be, say, three times larger than for an anticlockwise initial state, if the

population of the anticlockwise state is three times larger than the population of

the clockwise state, an extra electron is equally likely to tunnel onto the triangle in

either state, so no further population splitting occurs.

3.5.3 Population splitting within clockwise and anticlock-

wise states

So far, I have explained the various possible population splittings between the anti-

clockwise and clockwise states, but I have not yet explained the splittings observed
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within the anticlockwise states or the clockwise states. That is, why are the popu-

lations in Figs. 3.6 or 3.7 of |τ1+〉 and |τ2+〉 not equal, and why are the populations

of |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉 not equal? This question was quite difficult to answer.

Before running the calculations for the populations, I had inspected the spin

textures in Fig. 3.3, and had observed that the local spin on site one deviated from

the source’s polarisation direction by the following values when S = 7
2 and θ = 0◦:

−172.819◦ for |τ1+〉, +172.819◦ for |τ2+〉, +7.181◦ for |τ1−〉, and −7.181◦ for |τ2−〉.

Based on this, I predicted that the populations of the two anticlockwise states would

be equal, but would differ from the populations of the two clockwise states, which

would be equal to each other. This prediction proved to be incorrect (see Figs. 3.6

and 3.7, with Pτ1+ 6= Pτ2+ and Pτ1− 6= Pτ2−).

Upon seeing the results from my computer program, I was quite surprised, and

was only convinced of their accuracy after having proofread the code, ran many

more calculations, and compared the results to a simpler six-state program which

used perturbation theory to solve Ĥhop within the ground manifold of ĤHund. Time

after time, both programs consistently showed population splittings between |τ1+〉

and |τ2+〉, and between |τ1−〉 and |τ2−〉, as per Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. For ferromagnetic

JH12, θ = 0◦ and a forward bias voltage, |τ1+〉 was more populated than |τ2+〉, and

|τ2−〉 was more populated than |τ1−〉. After inverting the triangle by setting θ =

180◦, the splittings were the other way around, as if the ‘1’ and ‘2’ labels had been

swapped, but otherwise the plots were identical, see Fig. 3.11.

On one hand, this makes sense, because the local spins on sites one and two in

upright |τ1+〉, |τ1−〉, |τ2+〉 and |τ2−〉 have the same directions as the local spins on

sites two and one in inverted |τ2+〉, |τ2−〉, |τ1+〉 and |τ1−〉, respectively, see Fig. 3.12.

On the other hand, if the populations were only affected by the magnitudes of the

local spins’ deviations from the source’s polarisation direction, this type of splitting

would not be present at all − thus, the mechanism described above does not capture

all the features of the population splitting.

Therefore, it would appear that in addition to the magnitudes of deviations, the
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Figure 3.11: Analogous plot to Fig. 3.6, except that the triangle has been inverted,
i.e. θ = 180◦. Similar to the case for θ = 0◦, the anticlockwise toroidal states are
preferentially populated for a forward bias voltage, and the clockwise toroidal states
are preferentially populated for a backward bias voltage. However, the ‘1’ and ‘2’
labels of the toroidal states have been swapped with respect to the populations in
Fig. 3.6. The inset depicts the spin expectation values for |τ2−〉 (top left) and
|τ2+〉 (top right), which are preferentially populated for backward or forward bias
voltages, respectively.

directions of deviations may also have an effect: for a forward bias voltage, the states

where the extra electron’s spin would need to rotate clockwise in order to align with

the local spin nearest to the source lead (|τ1+〉 and |τ2−〉 when θ = 0◦; |τ2+〉 and

|τ1−〉 when θ = 180◦) are more populated than the states where the extra electron’s

spin would need to rotate anticlockwise (|τ2+〉 and |τ1−〉 when θ = 0◦; |τ1+〉 and |τ2−〉

when θ = 180◦). Once again, this preference is reversed by using either a backward

bias voltage, an antiferromagnetic JH12, or a down-polarised source lead.

But what causes these population splittings between the ‘1’ and ‘2’ states? Log-

ically, the answer had to lie within the transition rates. As discussed above, larger

transition rates between the source lead and a given redox-neutral state cause that

state to be depleted by forward bias voltages (which cause larger charging rates from

the source lead) and replenished by backward bias voltages (which cause larger dis-

charging rates to the source lead). This effect was indeed happening again, except to
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Upright |τ1+〉

Inverted |τ2+〉

Upright |τ1−〉

Inverted |τ2−〉

Figure 3.12: Depictions of local spin expectation values (blue arrows) in the ground
states of a triangle with equilateral geometry and Jex = λex, shown for S = 7

2 (orange
sites) and S3 = 1

2 (brown site). For easier comparison of the spin textures, |τ1+〉 and
|τ1−〉 are shown upright (i.e. θ = 0◦, top), and |τ2+〉 and |τ2−〉 are shown inverted
(i.e. θ = 180◦, bottom). Effectively, the only difference between the upright ‘1’
states and inverted ‘2’ states is the location of site three, but the extra electron
rarely resides there, so the upright ‘1’ states behave similarly to the inverted ‘2’
states.

a lesser extent for ‘1’ vs. ‘2’ states (e.g. rates differing by a factor of ∼1.5 depending

on the directions of deviations from the source’s polarisation direction) compared

to the effect for ‘+’ vs. ‘−’ states (e.g. rates differing by a factor of ∼3 depend-

ing on the magnitudes of deviations from the source’s polarisation direction). This

comparison is consistent with the observation that in all the plots shown so far, the

populations are primarily ordered according to the direction of the toroidal moment

as ‘+’ or ‘−’, and secondarily ordered according to the conditions favouring either

the ‘1’ or ‘2’ states.

As further support for this updated mechanism, the effect of contrasting devia-
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tions between local spins and the source’s polarisation direction can be observed in

the S-dependence of the splittings between the ‘1’ and ‘2’ states for θ = 0◦, see Fig.

3.13. Larger values of S cause the local spins on sites one and two to be more closely

aligned with the source’s polarisation direction (see Fig. 3.4), thereby decreasing

the amount that the extra electron’s spin needs to rotate. In turn, this reduces the

preference for states requiring clockwise rotations over states requiring anticlockwise

rotations, and results in smaller splittings between the ‘1’ and ‘2’ states. (Recall

that ±Arccos
(

1
2S+1

)
are the possible angles made by the local spins on sites one

and two from either the positive or negative X-axis.)

Figure 3.13: Population splittings (Pτ1+ − Pτ2+) − (Pτ1− − Pτ2−) vs. bias voltage.
Plot calculated using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.6, except that S is allowed
to vary. As the value of S increases from 3

2 to 7
2 , the local spins on sites one and

two make smaller angles with the source’s polarisation direction, and the preferences
for Pτ1+ over Pτ2+, and for Pτ2− over Pτ1−, both decrease. This trend does not
continue for S = 1 at larger |eVB| or for S = 1

2 for all eVB, because when |JH12|S
∼ |JH3|S3, additional singly-reduced states become energetically accessible. The
inset depicts the spin expectation values for |τ1+〉 when S = 7

2 (top right) or S = 1
2

(bottom right).

3.5.4 Further exploration of the transition rates

Despite these observations, some questions remained − why does it matter which

way an extra electron rotates when it moves onto the triangle? If the population

splitting is caused by the initial Hund exchange coupling from when an extra electron

moves onto the triangle, what would that mean for the angular dependence of the
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transition rates?

Here, I made another prediction: the maximum in Pτ1+ at θ = 308◦ for S = 7/2

(see Fig. 3.10) should shift to smaller values of θ when S decreases. My logic was as

follows: (i) when θ = 0◦, the local spin on site one in |τ1+〉 becomes less anti-parallel

to the source’s polarisation direction for smaller values of S; (ii) therefore, smaller

values of S require larger clockwise rotations of the triangle away from θ = 0◦ in order

to achieve a fully anti-parallel arrangement; (iii) for ferromagnetic JH12, the charging

rates depleting |τ1+〉 under a forward bias voltage should be minimised by an anti-

parallel arrangement; (iv) intuitively, the maximum in Pτ1+ should coincide with

the minimum of the charging rates depleting |τ1+〉, so the maximum in Pτ1+ should

shift accordingly. (Likewise, I predicted that a similar effect would be observed for

Pτ2+, whose maximum near θ = 158◦ should shift to smaller values of θ when S

decreases.)

Once again, my intuition was proven wrong by my spintronics program. The

charging rates from the source lead do not have minima for precisely anti-parallel

arrangements between the source’s polarisation direction and the local spins, and do

not have maxima for precisely parallel arrangements, see Fig. 3.14. Also, the max-

ima/minima in the transition rates do not coincide exactly with the maxima/minima

in the populations of states, as it is the ratios between various types of transition

rates which determines the populations of states. Furthermore, as the value of S

decreases, the global maxima in Pτ1+ and Pτ2+ shift to slightly larger values of θ,

contradicting my predictions above (see Fig. 3.15).

Puzzled by this behaviour, I returned to the basics of what causes transition

rates to differ. I temporarily neglected the effects of Fermi-Dirac distributions in-

volving singly-reduced states split in energy by t12, and inspected the square moduli

of the tunnelling Hamiltonian’s matrix elements,
∣∣∣〈rj|∑3

q=1 βqLa
†
qγ |τi〉

∣∣∣2, see Eqs.

(3.9) and (3.10). To avoid complications from the orientation-dependent tunnelling

amplitudes βqL, I focused solely on the inner products 〈rj| τi; qγ〉.

Inspecting the compositions of singly-reduced states |r1〉 and |r2〉, I found each
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Figure 3.14: Total charging rates from source lead to either |r1〉 or |r2〉 vs. in-plane
angle of rotation θ (measured anticlockwise in radians, see inset). Plot calculated
using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.6, except the bias voltage is fixed as eVB/kBT
= 0. Orientations where the local spins on sites one and two are parallel (anti-
parallel) to the source’s polarisation direction do not coincide with orientations
where the respective charging rates have maxima (minima).

state has equal weightings of basis elements {|τi; qγ〉} derived from each of the

redox-neutral states |τ1±〉 and |τ2±〉. However, the phases of the basis elements’

coefficients differ depending on each element’s toroidal spin texture and direction of

the extra electron’s spin, quantised along the triangle’s Z-axis (i.e. perpendicular to

the triangle’s plane). Likewise, a singly-reduced state with the extra electron’s spin

quantised along the source’s polarisation direction, such as |τ1−; 2 ↑S〉, is built from

linear combinations of basis elements |τ1−; 2 ↑Z〉 and |τ1−; 2 ↓Z〉, whose coefficients’

Figure 3.15: Non-equilibrium populations of |τ1+〉 (left) and |τ2+〉 (right) vs. in-plane
angle of rotation θ (measured anticlockwise in radians). Plots calculated using the
same parameters as in Fig. 3.6, except that S is allowed to vary, and the bias voltage
is fixed as eVB/kBT = +1. As S increases, the global maxima shift slightly to the
left to compensate for the change in the direction of the local spin on the site nearest
to the source lead. The insets depict the spin expectation values of |τ1+〉 for S = 7

2
(left) and |τ2+〉 for S = 7

2 (right).
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relative phases depend on the orientation of the triangle with respect to the source’s

polarisation direction.

The transition rates are then calculated according to how the basis elements’

coefficients are multiplied in the inner product between the initial and final states.

For example, the charging rate from |τ1−〉 to |r2〉 includes the term |〈r2| τ1−; 2 ↑S〉|2,

whose contribution to the rate will be large (small) if the product of the coefficients of

|τ1−; 2 ↑Z〉 in each of |τ1−; 2 ↑S〉 and |r2〉 combines constructively (destructively) with

the product of the coefficients of |τ1−; 2 ↓Z〉 in each of |τ1−; 2 ↑S〉 and |r2〉. As usual,

the arbitrary choices for the overall phases of coefficients are rendered irrelevant

by the modulus operation, and only the relative phases between coefficients are

important.

To better understand how these inner products affect the transition rates, I

plotted the square moduli of the most important matrix elements of the tunnelling

Hamiltonian, see Fig. 3.16. Here, I temporarily removed all angular dependence

from the tunnelling amplitudes, and fixed them all as βqL = 1 cm−1 so that the

overlaps between initial and final states would be clearer. Unlike the transition rates,

where minima and maxima occurred for slight clockwise rotations of the triangle

(Fig. 3.14), removing the angular dependence from the tunnelling amplitudes led to

minima and maxima in the square moduli occurring for slight anticlockwise rotations

of the triangle. The peculiar angular dependence observed for the populations of

states, such as electrons ‘preferring’ to rotate their spins in a certain direction when

tunnelling onto the triangle, is therefore a result of multiplying two types of terms

(tunnelling amplitudes and square moduli of inner products) with competing angular

dependences.

Another consequence of removing the complications of the tunnelling amplitudes

in Fig. 3.16, is that the matrix elements involving |τ1+〉 or |τ2−〉 are exactly equal, as

are those involving |τ1−〉 or |τ2+〉. These equalities occur because the respective spin

textures are equivalent if the extra electron can tunnel directly from the source lead

to any of the triangle’s vertices. That is, the overlaps with the singly-reduced states
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Figure 3.16: Square moduli of tunnelling Hamiltonian’s matrix elements (cm−2) vs.
in-plane angle of rotation θ (in radians, measured anticlockwise). Plot calculated
using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.6, except that all tunnelling amplitudes are
temporarily fixed as βqL = 1 cm−1 in order to simplify the plot’s analysis.

are equal because the local spins on sites one, two and three in |τ1+〉 (|τ2+〉) are the

same as the local spins on sites two, one and three in |τ2−〉 (|τ1−〉), respectively (see

Fig. 3.3).

The observed difference in the transition rates involving these redox-neutral

states (Fig. 3.14) therefore arises when the tunnelling amplitudes prevent the site(s)

not connected to the relevant lead from contributing to the inner product with the

singly-reduced states. Conversely, if both sites one and two are connected to the

same lead (i.e. near θ = 90◦ or 270◦), the tunnelling amplitudes for each site will

be equal. Therefore, the transition rates for charging processes to |τ1+〉 (|τ2+〉) will

be equal to those for charging process to |τ2−〉 (|τ1−〉), causing the corresponding

populations to be equal (Fig. 3.17). This explains why there is no anticlockwise vs.

clockwise population splittings near θ ≈ 90◦ or 270◦ in Fig. 3.9.

The matrix elements in Fig. 3.16 also shed light on the population splittings

between the ‘1’ and ‘2’ states observed for other orientations: the transition rates

between the source lead and |τ1+〉 or |τ2−〉 are related to the sum of the solid red line

and the dot-dashed green line in Fig. 3.16, whereas the transition rates between the

source lead and |τ2+〉 or |τ1−〉 are related to the sum of the dashed yellow line and

the dotted blue line. Near θ = 0◦, the sum for |τ1+〉 or |τ2−〉 is smaller than for |τ2+〉

or |τ1−〉, which is why the source lead transition rates for |τ1+〉 are smaller than for
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Figure 3.17: Non-equilibrium populations vs. bias voltage for the device connectivity
with both sites one and two connected to the source lead, while site three is connected
to the drain lead (i.e. θ = 270◦). Plot calculated using the same parameters as in Fig.
3.6, except that θ = 270◦ rather than 0◦, and the Hund and hopping parameters for
site three were increased in magnitude, causing the extra electron to be more strongly
delocalised onto site three: JH3 = 2JH12 = 20 cm−1, t3 = 20t12 = −20 cm−1. The
greater delocalisation onto site three increases the strength of the current flowing
through the triangle, despite its suboptimal orientation, causing the populations
Pτ1+ = Pτ2− to differ more noticeably from Pτ2+ = Pτ1−. Changing θ from 270◦
to 90◦ leads to a plot which is almost a mirror image of the plot shown here (i.e.
reversed dependence on the bias voltage). The inset depicts the spin expectation
values of |τ1−〉 and |τ2+〉 (top left), which are preferentially populated for backward
bias voltages, and of |τ2−〉 and |τ1+〉 (top right), which are preferentially populated
for forward bias voltages.

|τ2+〉, while the source lead transition rates for |τ2−〉 are smaller than for |τ1−〉 (see

Fig. 3.14). Near θ = 180◦, the situation is reversed, so the source lead transition

rates for |τ1+〉 (|τ2−〉) will be larger than those for |τ2+〉 (|τ1−〉). For a forward bias

voltage, larger transition rates with the source lead cause a redox-neutral state to

be depleted, due to the ratios of charging/discharging rates, so the overlaps in Fig.

3.16 explain the splittings between the ‘1’ and ‘2’ states seen in plots such as Fig.

3.6 and Fig. 3.11.

Ever curious, I sought to understand why the overlaps in Fig. 3.16 behaved the

way they did − why were the results for |r1〉 different from those for |r2〉? Here, I

investigated the effects of changing the sign and magnitude of the hopping parameter

t12, which produces the energy splitting between |r1〉 and |r2〉.
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When |t12| is small, the coefficients of basis elements with the extra electron on

site one (two) in |r1〉 are almost completely in-phase (out-of-phase) with the cor-

responding coefficients in |r2〉. However, as |t12| increases, not only do the relative

phases between coefficients in each state change slightly, they change in opposite

directions for |r1〉 and |r2〉, so that the in-phase or out-of-phase relationships grad-

ually become less exact. This might indicate that delocalisation between sites one

and two alters the orientation of the extra electron’s spin as it exchange-couples

to both sites simultaneously, and that this effect occurs differently in |r1〉 and |r2〉,

which would explain why their energy difference also increases with |t12|.

Though the overlaps in Fig. 3.16 are mostly insensitive to changes in |t12|, the

transition rates depend on the energies of |r1〉 and |r2〉 via Fermi-Dirac distributions,

see Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10). The effect on the transition rates can then be observed in

how the populations of redox-neutral states depend on |t12|, see Fig. 3.18. Near θ

= 0◦ in Fig. 3.16, the overlaps between |τ1+〉/|τ2−〉 and |r2〉 (green dash-dotted line)

dominate the overlaps between |τ1+〉/|τ2−〉 and |r1〉 (solid red line). This means the

transition rates between |τ1+〉/|τ2−〉 and the source lead will be larger if they involve

|r2〉 rather than |r1〉. Conversely, the opposite is true for |τ2+〉/|τ1−〉, whose source

lead transition rates are larger if they involve |r1〉. So, if |t12| increases and |r2〉

becomes energetically inaccessible, the source lead transition rates for |τ1+〉/|τ2−〉

will be substantially lower, while the source lead transition rates for |τ2+〉/|τ1−〉 are

relatively unaffected. As discussed above, larger source lead transition rates cause

redox-neutral states to be depleted for forward bias voltages, and replenished for

backward bias voltages. As such, the effect of changing |t12| can be clearly seen

in Fig. 3.18, where |τ1+〉/|τ2−〉 are favoured for forward bias voltages, whereas

|τ2+〉/|τ1−〉 are favoured for backward bias voltages.

As for the sign of t12, I had arbitrarily set t12 to be negative to produce Figs. 3.16

and 3.18. Then, I discovered that swapping the sign of t12 to be positive reversed

the redox-neutral states’ preferences for |r1〉 vs. |r2〉. However, swapping the sign

of t12 also reversed the energy splitting between |r1〉 and |r2〉 which appears in the
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Figure 3.18: Population splittings (Pτ1+ − Pτ2+) − (Pτ1− − Pτ2−) vs. bias voltage.
Plot calculated using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.6, except that t12 is allowed
to vary. As the size of |t12| increases, the singly-reduced state |r2〉 becomes less
energetically accessible, which decreases the source lead transition rates for |τ1+〉 and
|τ2−〉 more than for |τ2+〉 and |τ1−〉. This causes |τ1+〉 and |τ2−〉 to be preferentially
populated for forward bias voltages when |t12| is large, or depleted for backward bias
voltages when |t12| is large, resulting in the population splitting shown.

Fermi-Dirac distributions in the transition rates’ expressions. Thus, the two effects

cancel each other out, leaving the total charging/discharging rates almost unchanged

from the perspective of the redox-neutral states, which explains why the change in

those states’ populations is negligible upon swapping the sign of t12, as mentioned

earlier.

While all of this is quite interesting, to me at least, for the sake of understanding

how and why such a spintronics device would function, we must bear in mind that

we want these discoveries to be useful to society. Regardless of whether the device is

used in technological applications to densely store data as clockwise/anticlockwise

toroidal magnetisations, or used as an experimental means to gather evidence for

the existence of toroidal ground states in certain systems, we require a way to ‘read

out’ the populations of states. Just as spin currents can be used to establish a net

toroidal magnetisation on the device, so too can spin currents provide insights into

the triangle’s orientation, the tunnelling amplitudes, and the populations of states.
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3.5.5 Spin currents in the A + B quartet

The spin currents through the leads are obtained from the differences between the

charging and discharging rates, weighted according to the steady-state populations

of redox-neutral and singly-reduced states, respectively, see Eqs. (3.8)−(3.12). The

convention for the sign of a spin current is depicted in Fig. 3.19: forward-moving

spin-up electrons contribute positively to the net spin current, forward-moving spin-

down electrons contribute negatively, backward-moving spin-up electrons contribute

negatively, and backward-moving spin-down electrons contribute positively, see also

Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). For example, a negative bias voltage would cause spin-up

electrons to move backwards through the source lead, plotted as a negative spin

current, and would cause more spin-down electrons than spin-up electrons to move

backwards through the drain lead, plotted as a net positive spin current. Because

the transition rates and populations of states have already been thoroughly analysed

in previous sections, we can progress more rapidly to a discussion of the results for

the spin currents.

Figure 3.19: Schematic depicting the sign convention for spin currents. See text for
description.

As shown in Fig. 3.20, the polarisation of the spin current passing through
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Figure 3.20: Spin currents, I↑L − I↓L, vs. bias voltage for different orientations
of the triangle: (top) default orientations θ = 0◦ and 180◦ give identical results;
(bottom left) θ = 158.34◦ and (bottom right) θ = 307.71◦ are the orientations
which lead to the largest anticlockwise/clockwise population splittings (see also
Fig. 3.10). Plots calculated using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.6, ex-
cept that various values of θ are used here. The currents’ magnitudes are lin-
early proportional to the densities of spin states on the leads ρLγ, and to the
squares of the tunnelling amplitudes βqL, all of which are kept constant within
each plot (same parameter ratios as used in previous plots, but now their magni-
tudes also matter): ρS↑ = 1 cm, ρS↓ = 0 cm (fully up-polarised source lead), ρD↑
= ρD↓ = 0.5 cm (unpolarised drain lead); β1S = 0.1 Max [cos (θ + π/6) , 0] cm−1,
β2S = 0.1 Max [cos (θ + 5π/6) , 0] cm−1, β3S = 0.1 Max [cos (θ − π/2) , 0] cm−1,
β1D = 0.1 Max [cos (θ − 5π/6) , 0] cm−1, β2D = 0.1 Max [cos (θ − π/6) , 0] cm−1,
β3D = 0.1 Max [cos (θ + π/2) , 0] cm−1 (tunnelling only occurs through sites which
are close to the leads).

the drain lead is partially reversed, to a varying extent, with respect to the fully

up-polarised source lead. Each panel in Fig. 3.20 shows a decreasing extent of

spin-switching as the bias voltage increases in the forward (positive) direction. This

effect is more apparent in Fig. 3.21, which presents the spin-switching ratios for

the triangle orientations used in Fig. 3.20. Following my usual strategy to explain

the device’s behaviour, I inspected the transition rates between the triangle and the

drain lead. I found that when anticlockwise toroidal states are involved as either the

initial or final states, spin-up electrons’ transition rates are larger than spin-down
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electrons’ transition rates. The opposite is true when clockwise toroidal states are

involved, with spin-down electrons tunnelling to/from the drain lead more often than

spin-up electrons, in accordance with the direction(s) of the local spin(s) closest to

the drain lead.

Figure 3.21: Spin-switching ratios, −
(
I↑D − I

↓
D

)
/
(
I↑S − I

↓
S

)
, vs. bias voltage, calcu-

lated using the spin currents in Fig. 3.20. The inset depicts the orientation of the
triangular nanomagnet for each value of θ. (Not shown: θ = 180◦.)

As discussed in previous sections, larger forward bias voltages lead to larger

populations of anticlockwise toroidal states (for an up-polarised source lead and

ferromagnetic JH12, as used again here). Although tunnelling electrons are usually

conducted via clockwise toroidal states, if the clockwise populations are much lower

than the anticlockwise populations due to a large forward bias voltage, then a greater

proportion of conduction occurs via the anticlockwise toroidal states. Thus, the

number of spin-up electrons flowing through the drain lead increases, and the spin-

switching ratio decreases for large eVB > 0, see Fig. 3.21.

The spin-switching ratio is an important quantity, as it provides an indication

about the strength of the torque acting on each electron’s spin, and by extension, the

strength of the spin-transfer torque acting on the triangle. Therefore, if we optimise

a triangle’s parameters to obtain a larger toroidal magnetisation at a given bias

voltage, we should also obtain a larger spin-switching ratio at that same bias voltage.

This is an ideal win-win situation, and the previous sections’ detailed analyses of
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population splittings now enable us to predict the spin currents’ behaviours. For

example, the S-dependence of the spin-switching ratio is very similar to the S-

dependence of the population splittings, with better performance for larger values

of S, see Fig. 3.22. Likewise, the angular dependence of the spin currents in Fig. 3.23

is very similar to the angular dependence of the anticlockwise/clockwise population

splittings: the spin current’s polarisation is reversed to a greater extent when sites

one and two are attached to separate leads, with the best performance achieved for

slight clockwise deviations away from θ = 0◦ or 180◦.

Figure 3.22: Spin-switching ratios, −
(
I↑D − I

↓
D

)
/
(
I↑S − I

↓
S

)
, vs. bias voltage. Plot

calculated using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.20, except that S is allowed to
vary and the device orientation is fixed as θ = 307.71◦. The trend shown here with
θ = 307.71◦ is analogous to when θ = 0◦, 158.34◦ or 180◦ (not shown). That is,
larger values of S give larger spin-switching ratios. The inset depicts the orientation
of the triangular nanomagnet for θ = 307.71◦.

Another interesting feature of Fig. 3.23 is that it shows how the total currents

vary with θ. (For a fully up-polarised source lead, the total current flowing through

the triangle is equivalent to the spin current flowing through the source lead.) Near

θ = 90◦ or 270◦, extra electrons must pass through site three on their way through

the triangle. However, when |JH12S| is appreciably larger than |JH3S3| and |t3|, the

extra electron is very weakly delocalised between site three and sites one/two. As

such, the total currents near θ = 90◦ or 270◦ have magnitudes of around 0.5% of
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Figure 3.23: Spin currents, I↑L − I
↓
L, vs. triangle’s in-plane angle of rotation θ (in

radians, measured anticlockwise). Plot calculated using the same parameters as in
Fig. 3.20, except that θ is a continuous variable and the bias voltage is fixed as
eVB/kBT = ±1.

the total currents near θ = 0◦ or 180◦, where the extra electron can avoid passing

through site three. Greatly increasing t3, like in Fig. 3.17, gives total currents near

θ = 90◦ or 270◦ with similar magnitudes to those near θ = 0◦ or 180◦ in Fig. 3.23,

but with much poorer spin-switching ratios (not shown).

Now that the spintronics performance of the A + B quartet has been thoroughly

described, we will move on to the separate exchange-manifolds of the A and B

doublets.

3.6 Spintronics performances of the A and B dou-

blets

Since the spin textures of states in the A and B doublets are independent of the

value of S, so too are the spintronics performances. For this reason, the A and B

doublets’ spintronics performances are less tunable than that of the A + B quartet.

Although population splitting is still observed in the A and B doublets, as shown

in Fig. 3.24, the extents of population splitting are not as large as for the A +

B quartet. As an indication of the weaker spin-torque acting on the tunnelling

electrons, the partial reversal of the spin currents’ polarisations is also weaker than

for the A + B quartet, see Fig. 3.25.
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Figure 3.24: Population splittings (PτA+ − PτA−) and (PτB+ − PτB−) vs. bias
voltage. This plot is a representative of the following parameter regime: |Jex|, |λex|
� JH12, JH3 > t12, t3, βqL, eVB, kBT . For the A doublet, |Jex| > |λex|; for the B
doublet, |λex|

8 < |Jex| < |λex|. Specific parameters used for these sample calculations:
S3 = 1

2 , θ = 180◦, JH12 = JH3 = 10 cm−1, t12 = t3 = −1 cm−1, T = 1 K, ρS↑ = 1
cm, ρS↓ = 0 cm, ρD↑ = ρD↓ = 0.5 cm, β1D = β2S = 0.1 cm−1, other βqL = 0 cm−1

due to the orientation dependence on θ = 180◦. The inset depicts the orientation of
the triangular nanomagnet for θ = 180◦.

It is apparent in Fig. 3.25 that the spin currents passing through the drain lead do

not feature a greater number of spin-down electrons than spin-up electrons. There-

fore, it would be difficult to experimentally discern the effects of spin-torque due to

toroidal spin textures, from typical decoherence effects experienced by polarised elec-

trons (e.g. the Elliot-Yafet mechanism, the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism).187,211,212

Instead, an alternative method would be required to read out the relative popula-

tions of toroidal states. As such, future work could examine the effects of weak,

short-lived spin currents on the time-dependent populations of toroidal states (as

opposed to the steady-state populations studied here). The differences in transition

rates for clockwise vs. anticlockwise toroidal states would cause differences in the

differential conductances of spin currents through triangles previously prepared as

clockwise or anticlockwise.

As an example, for ferromagnetic Hund coupling and an up-polarised source

lead, electrons are primarily conducted via clockwise toroidal states. An initial

measurement of a comparatively small conductance would therefore be indicative of
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Figure 3.25: Spin currents
(
I↑L − I

↓
L

)
vs. bias voltage for the A and B doublets,

calculated using the same parameters as in Fig. 3.24. The spin currents’ magnitudes
are linearly proportional to the densities of spin states on the leads ρLγ, and to the
squares of the tunnelling amplitudes βqL. The inset depicts the orientation of the
triangular nanomagnet for θ = 180◦.

an anticlockwise toroidal state. This potential avenue of research is equally valid for

the equilateral case in Chapter 2 and the isosceles A + B quartet case in Sec. 3.5.

Another shared characteristic of the toroidal states in the A and B doublets is

that they have net magnetic moments, and are thus origin-dependent or ‘impure’.

These toroidal states are therefore of less interest to the theme of this thesis, and

have not been investigated as thoroughly as the states in the A + B quartet (i.e. only

preliminary work has explored the effects of θ, JH12, JH3, t12, t3, βqL). However,

it is more likely that Jex 6= λex than Jex = λex when S3 6= S, so the energetic

regimes of the A and B doublets are perhaps more likely to be experimentally

realised than the regime of the A + B quartet. Another possibility is that the

energies of the A and B doublets could be unequal, yet still close enough so that

we cannot neglect some amount of coupling between the manifolds. Clearly, much

more work in this domain is warranted, regardless of my personal preference for

pure toroidal states. Furthermore, theoretical and experimental investigations are

frequently performed on spintronics devices based on nanomagnets with net dipole

moments, so the absence of pure toroidal states in the A and B doublets should not

be seen as a deterrent to further investigation.
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3.7 More proposals for future work

Compared to the equilateral triangles investigated in Chapter 2, the isosceles trian-

gles’ population splittings and spin-switching ratios depend much more strongly on

the device geometry, as a result of the reduced symmetry. This provides an incen-

tive to find ways to improve the chances of obtaining favourable orientations, such

as by functionalising the isosceles nanomagnets’ ligands, or carefully selecting the

metallic ions. For example, if the superexchange interaction between sites one and

two could be maintained, geometrically wide triangles might assist those sites to

attach to separate leads. Moreover, one could perhaps select the ligands according

to the hard-soft acid-base concept,213 so that the ligands around sites one and two

are more likely to adsorb onto the leads compared to the ligands around site three.

To prevent both sites one and two adsorbing to the same lead, bulky ligands could

be used, thereby forcing the triangle into a connectivity-region near θ = 0◦ or 180◦

rather than θ = 90◦ or 270◦. If it is possible to freely control the direction of the

source lead’s polarisation, the relative orientation to a triangle’s local spins could

be adjusted to search for the best spin-switching ratio.

However, there are many complicating factors to consider, such as the effect of

the ligands on the isosceles nanomagnets’ properties, including site spins, symmetry,

Heisenberg exchange, redox stability, Hund exchange, extra electron delocalisation,

and tunnelling amplitudes to the leads. All of these properties would need to be

measured/calculated anew for each candidate nanomagnet which is successfully syn-

thesised, and even then, the properties could also be affected by the materials used

to make the spintronics device − e.g. a nanomagnet’s crystallographic structure

might be used to determine its structure and properties, but the structure may

change once the molecule is no longer in a bulk crystal, and is adsorbed onto a sub-

strate and sandwiched between source and drain leads. Such investigations would

require strong collaborations between synthetic chemists (to make the nanomag-

nets), materials scientists (to choose the device specifications) and computational
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chemists/physicists (to predict each nanomagnet’s properties within the device to

ensure it is viable before resources are invested to construct the device).

These future works are beyond the scope of this thesis, as for now, the goal is

firstly to spread motivation to synthesise a new family of toroidal nanomagnets,

rather than to actually construct the proposed spintronics devices. Granted, there

are many obstacles to the realisation of spintronics devices based on nanomagnets

with toroidal ground states and fully (or mostly) polarised source leads, but the

findings presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are intended to provide the motivation for

such pioneering work. At the very least, we have expanded the criteria for toroidal

ground states to also exist in spin-frustrated nanomagnets, which ought to direct

future synthetic efforts and magnetic studies targeted to testing for the presence of

toroidal moments.
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The Front Cover shows the ‘construction’ of a double-triangle complex {Dy3MIIIDy3},

where the central MIII linking ion may be Cr, Mn, Fe, Co or Al. Once the molecule

is complete, the local magnetic moments on Dy ions (purple arrows) will be cou-

pled ferrotoroidically or antiferrotoroidically, depending on the choice of MIII and

counter-anion (NO −
3 or Cl−, not shown). Theoretical modelling of energy levels,

anisotropy, exchange coupling and dynamical magnetisation can identify strategies

to optimise the ferrotoroidic coupling or magnetic hysteresis, as shown by the sign

on the left. More information can be found in the Full Paper by A. Soncini, G.

Rajaraman, S. K. Langley, K. S. Murray and co-workers.

Entry for the Table of Contents

Experimental data, ab initio calculations and parameter-free models explore strate-

gies to tune ferro- and antiferrotoroidic ground states, implemented in a series of

double-triangle complexes {Dy3MIIIDy3} with various M ions, counter-anions and

symmetries. Mechanistic studies and simulations of hysteresis reveal how level cross-

ings’ positions determine whether complexes display slow magnetic relaxation.
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Abstract

We present the syntheses, structures, magnetic data and theoretical analyses for two

families of heptanuclear clusters, wherein two staggered dysprosium(III) triangles

are linked by various M(III) d-/p-block ions. The families differ in the counter-

anion and are of formulae
[
DyIII

6 MIII (OH)8 (o-tol)12 (MeOH)5 (NO3)
]
· 4MeOH and[

DyIII
6 MIII (OH)8 (o-tol)12 (MeOH)6

]
Cl · 6MeOH (M = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Al; o-tol =

o-toluate). We find that variation of the central metal ion M is crucial in tuning the

toroidal moments on the triangular units, with diamagnetic M linking ions enhancing

the ferrotoroidic coupling. By detailed simulation and analysis of various magnetic

measurements, including sub-kelvin microSQUID hysteresis loops, we identified the

specific signature of the M linking ions’ modulation of toroidal properties, including

the mechanism whereby anisotropic, paramagnetic M ions lead to hysteresis profiles

with larger remnant magnetisations and broader coercive fields.

4.1 Introduction

Lanthanide-containing molecular complexes have been investigated over the last two

decades for potential applications in quantum information processing,23,214 high-

density data storage, and nanoscale devices including molecular spin valves and

transistors.135,214 By varying the coordination environments of lanthanide ions to

influence their electronic structures, researchers seek to optimise molecule-based

devices. For example, data storage devices benefit from longer relaxation times in

single-molecule magnets (SMMs) whose moments have been manipulated by external

fields.21,215

Of particular interest are single-molecule toroics (SMTs) with toroidal/vortex

arrangements of spins,68,78,79,81 which make SMTs less sensitive than SMMs to in-

termolecular interactions and homogeneous magnetic fields, and thereby allow even

closer packing of nanoscale devices.68 Also considering the potential to control the

populations of toroidal states using charge/spin currents,1,2, 102,103,123 it is clear why
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research into SMTs is a priority area.

The first detailed examples of molecular toroidal moments were pioneering exper-

imental79 and theoretical68,78 studies on strongly anisotropic spin rings in general,68

and a {Dy3} triangular complex in particular.78,79 Further examples include other

{Dy3} triangles,82,91–93,95,100,216 {Dy4} squares83,84,104 and cubanes,85 and {Dy6}

hexagons86–90 (see Fig. 4.12 in SI). Toroidal moments in {Fe8Dy8} and {Cu6Tb6}

rings can stem from FeIII-DyIII/CuII-TbIII ferromagnetic exchange coupling,98,217

and counter-rotating toroidal moments (antiferrotoroidic, AFT) were found in the

ground state of a {Dy8}molecule.218 For the latest reviews of SMTs and ferrotoroidic

materials, see Refs. 94 and 76, respectively.

Recently, we linked53 two staggered {Dy3} units with a six-coordinate CrIII ion

in
[
CrIIIDyIII

6 (OH)8 (o-tol)12 (NO3) (MeOH)5

]
·3MeOH (1; o-tol = o-toluate), where

intra-triangle dipolar coupling produced separate toroidal moments on each {Dy3}

unit, and inter-triangle dipolar coupling led to a con-rotating, ferrotoroidic (FT)

ground state. Importantly, direct simulation of the spin dynamics of 1 revealed how

the signature of low-energy FT states could be discerned from hysteresis measure-

ments.53

It is clearly desirable to favourably tune the properties of 1 by systematically

changing the LnIII ion, central MIII ion, solvent, carboxylate and co-anion. Initial

work to replace Dy with Tb and Ho led to the first observation of ferrotoroidicity

in these f-block ions.99 Herein we discuss the effects of changing the M ions and

counter-anions in the families
[
MIIIDyIII

6 (OH)8 (o-tol)12 (NO3) (MeOH)5

]
· 4MeOH

(M = Mn-2, Fe-3, Co-4, Al-5) and
[
MIIIDyIII

6 (OH)8 (o-tol)12 (MeOH)6

]
Cl (M =

Cr-1’, Mn-2’, Fe-3’, Co-4’, Al-5’). We also determined the Mn anisotropy in 2’

by making
[
MnIIIYIII

6 (OH)8 (o-tol)12 (MeOH)6

]
Cl (6’) with diamagnetic YIII. By

combining experimental data with ab initio calculations and parameter-free models,

we identified several trends in these complexes’ structural, energetic and magnetic

properties. In particular, we successfully implemented a strategy53 to enhance the

FT coupling, and proved that coupling between the toroidal states and the cen-
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tral ion is crucial to tune these systems’ spin dynamics properties, specifically, to

modulate their magnetic relaxation rates.

4.2 Results and Discussion

4.2.1 Synthesis

The nitrate and chloride families were prepared according to the following equations

(details in SI):

6 Dy(NO3)3· 6 H2O + M(NO3)2/3· hydrate + 12 o-toluic acid + 20 Et3N

→ [MIIIDy6(o-tol)12(OH)8(NO3)(MeOH)5]

6 DyCl3· 6 H2O + M(Cl)2/3· hydrate + 12 o-toluic acid + 20 Et3N

→ [MIIIDy6(o-tol)12(OH)8(MeOH)6]Cl

4.2.2 Crystal structures show subtle changes between fam-

ilies

In both families, two staggered {Dy3} triangles lie above and below a trivalent d-/p-

block ion (Fig. 4.1). The nitrates 2–5 are isostructural with 1,53 crystallising in the

triclinic space group P-1 (asymmetric unit contains {Dy3}, half of M; see Fig. 4.15

and Tables 4.3, 4.4). The coordination on Dy1 is disordered with MeOH/NO −
3 mod-

elled in the ratio 0.75:0.25. The Mn(O)6 moiety in 2 has two short axial distances

(1.919(2) Å) and four longer equatorial distances (av. 2.02 Å).

The chlorides 1’–5’ crystallise in the trigonal space group R-3 (asymmetric unit

contains one Dy, one sixth of M; see Fig. 4.16 and Tables 4.5, 4.6). Each methanol

is bound terminally to one DyIII without disorder. Non-coordinating Cl− counter-

anions lie above {Dy3} triangles, directed towards H-atoms in µ3-hydroxides (O-

H· · ·Cl = 3.179 Å) and coordinated methanols (O-H· · ·Cl = 3.321 Å). The average

Dy-ligand bond length is 2.382 Å. The average MIIIO6 bond lengths in 1’–5’ are

1.978, 1.990, 2.008, 1.908 and 1.893 Å, respectively. All six Mn-O distances in 2’
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Figure 4.1: (a) Top and (b) side views of Mn-2, showing staggered {Dy3} rings. Dy
atoms green, Mn blue, O red, N blue. NB The disordered MeOH/NO3 at Dy1 is
shown as NO3. (c) Top and (d) side views of Mn-2’; Cl in deep green.

are equal by symmetry (1.99 Å). Other details are the same as for 1.53

4.2.3 Ab initio calculations

Using these atomic coordinates, we calculated ab initio at the CASSCF/RASSI-SO

level of theory the magnetic anisotropy, g-tensors and energy levels of each paramag-

netic ion in 2–5 and 1’–6’ (details in SI). The axially-compressed Mn environment

in 2 results in zero-field splitting (ZFS) with D > 0,219,220 while the trigonally sym-

metric environments in 2’ and 6’ give D < 0.221 Small values of D in 1’, 3 and 3’

confirm expectations that Cr and Fe are near isotropic (see Table 4.7).

Similar to 1,53 inversion-related DyIII ions possess effectively the same g-tensors,

with very small transverse components (gx, gy) and large axial components (gz)

in the ground Kramers doublets (KDs, see Tables 4.8, 4.9) dominated by the mi-
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crostates mJ = ± 15/2 of the DyIII 6H15/2 ground level. Each DyIII ion’s magnetic

easy axis almost lies in-plane and tangentially to a {Dy3} triangle (Fig. 4.2). Al-

though the DyIII axes form circular patterns, this alone does not prove the existence

of toroidal ground states – for example, two DyIII ions within a triangle may have

their magnetic moments oriented clockwise, but the third DyIII ion’s moment may be

oriented anticlockwise, producing a ‘Dy-flipped’ magnetic state. Rather, the ground

states’ identities also depend on the nature of the magnetic coupling between the

DyIII ions, and of course need to be consistent with analyses of the experimental

data.

2-Mn(NO3) 3-Fe(NO3) 4-Co(NO3)

5-Al(NO3) 1’-Cr(Cl) 2’-Mn(Cl)

3’-Fe(Cl) 4’-Co(Cl) 5’-Al(Cl)

Figure 4.2: Orientations of magnetic anisotropy axes (dotted lines) in each complex.
For illustrative purposes, blue arrows depict the directions of local magnetic mo-
ments in one of the ground doublets, being FT for 1’/2/3’/4/4’/5/5’ (con-rotatory
arrows), and AFT for 2’/3 (counter-rotatory arrows).
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4.2.4 Toroido-structural correlations: strategies to optimise

ferrotoroidic coupling

Solely on the basis of the crystal structures and ab initio results, we have developed

theoretical models (see SI) to calculate the exchange- and dipolar-coupled spectra

of these complexes,∗ and to analyse the correlations between their structures and

SMT properties. Though the nitrate and chloride families had similar geometric

proportions h and r (Fig. 4.3), the MIII ionic radii (Fig. 4.14) affected the ratios

h/r listed in Table 4.1. As expected,53 this had important consequences for the

ferrotoroidic coupling.

Figure 4.3: Top-view (left) and side-view (right) schematics of {Dy3MIIIDy3}, show-
ing quantities in Table 4.1: h = centroid-to-centroid distance, r = average centroid-
to-vertex distance, η = average out-of-plane angle of Dy easy axes (blue/red arrows),
φ = average in-plane angle of axes from tangential directions, J1 = M-Dy exchange
coupling constant (dotted yellow lines), J2= intra-triangle Dy-Dy exchange coupling
constant (dashed blue/red lines). (See SI for Hamiltonians and details of density
functional theory (DFT) calculations for J1 and J2.)

If the complexes had exact S6 symmetry and DyIII easy axes which were in-plane

(η = 0◦) and tangential to the triangles (φ = 0◦), inter-triangle dipolar coupling

would always produce FT ground states, with larger ∆EAFT-FT for smaller h/r, as

predicted in our previous work.53 Crystal structures with pseudo-S6 symmetry and

η, φ 6= 0 as evaluated here (Table 4.1) can in principle disrupt this trend. For
∗See Appendix B for zero-field energy spectra of 1 (exchange and dipolar coupling) and 5

(dipolar coupling only).
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Table 4.1: Effects of changing M and counter-anion on quantities in Fig. 4.3, energy
gaps between FT and AFT states (∆EAFT−FT), and energy gaps between FT states
and lowest energy Dy-flipped magnetic state (∆EMag−FT). NB The ground states
are AFT in 3 and 2’.

Complex h
[Å]

r
[Å]

h/r η
[◦]

φ
[◦]

J1
[cm−1]

J2
[cm−1]

∆EAFT-FT
[cm−1]

∆EMag-FT
[cm−1]

1-Cr(NO3) 5.385 2.176 2.475 6.635 0.930 -0.08 -0.043 0.159 3.041
2-Mn(NO3) 5.429 2.177 2.494 -3.218 -2.235 0.48 -0.053 0.210 2.491
3-Fe(NO3) 5.444 2.176 2.502 -3.821 -1.305 0.28 -0.01 -0.511 1.187
4-Co(NO3) 5.274 2.170 2.431 -3.629 -0.620 N/A -0.017 0.280 3.796
5-Al(NO3) 5.308 2.174 2.442 4.576 0.871 N/A -0.016 0.266 3.783
1’-Cr(Cl) 5.424 2.182 2.485 0.216 -2.295 -0.08[a] -0.023 0.159 2.892
2’-Mn(Cl) 5.440 2.181 2.494 -3.657 0.499 0.35 -0.01 -0.389 2.242
3’-Fe(Cl) 5.469 2.186 2.502 1.171 1.333 0.31 -0.03 0.005 1.329
4’-Co(Cl) 5.301 2.173 2.440 -1.683 -0.018 N/A -0.038 0.300 4.297
5’-Al(Cl) 5.345 2.186 2.445 -6.404 3.344 N/A -0.033 0.188 3.988

[a] The value of J1 for 1’-Cr(Cl) was fitted from low-field, low-temperature
powder magnetisation experimental data. See Fig. 4.25 for more information.

instance, as found in our previous work (see Supplementary note 3(i) in Ref. 53),

AFT (FT) states are stabilised (destabilised) by out-of-plane components η 6= 0 of

the magnetic states, on account of the reinforcing (cancelling) magnetic moments

along the C3 axis antiferromagnetically coupled to the central paramagnetic Cr ion

in 1.

Despite this, we find here that all predicted53 trends are in fact verified within

each series: smaller h/r (nitrates: 3 > 1 > 5 > 4; chlorides: 3’ > 1’ > 5’ >

4’) causes larger ∆EAFT-FT (nitrates: 3 < 1 < 5 < 4; chlorides: 3’ < 1’ < 5’ <

4’). (NB This trend is overruled by Mn-anisotropy in 2/2’.) Moreover, focusing

on complexes with diamagnetic M and similar h/r to remove confounding factors,

larger |η| (4’ < 4 < 5 < 5’) causes smaller ∆EAFT-FT (4’ > 4 > 5 > 5’).

As predicted, the energetic effects of η 6= 0 increase when the AFT states’ mag-

netic moments are stabilised by exchange/dipolar coupling with paramagnetic M

ions, particularly for larger spins SM and/or larger |J1|. Comparing 3’ and 3 (equal

h/r and SM , similar J1), the small |η| in 3’ produces total DyIII moments of µ(FT)

= 0.011 µB, µ(AFT) = 1.302 µB and FT ground states, whereas the larger |η| in 3

gives µ(FT) = 0.078 µB, µ(AFT) = 4.391 µB and AFT ground states.

Beside reporting here the discovery of a family of molecules bearing out all the
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predicted trends, we also uncover new trends. A paramagnetic M ion’s ability to

stabilise AFT states may be hindered by its anisotropy, if any. This is important

in 2, where easy-plane anisotropy prevents SMn from aligning with the AFT states’

magnetic moments. Therefore, MnIII only decreases ∆EAFT-FT by 0.043 cm−1, so

the ground states remain FT in 2. Conversely, the easy-axis anisotropy in 2’ allows

MnIII to couple with the AFT states’ moments, decreasing ∆EAFT-FT by 0.624 cm−1,

so the ground states are AFT in 2’.

To summarise, although 2/3’ have the same M and h/r as 2’/3, different |η| and

M-ion anisotropy produce FT ground states in 2/3’, but AFT ground states in 2’/3.

We conclude that since it is difficult to experimentally control the anisotropies of

seven ions simultaneously, the most practical strategy to produce large net toroidal

moments in {Dy3MIIIDy3} complexes is to use M ions which are small (for optimum

h/r) and diamagnetic: ∆EAFT-FT is consistently larger when M = Co, Al.

4.2.5 Signature of toroidal states on static magnetisation

and DC susceptibility

Powder magnetisation isotherms (M vs. H) are shown in Fig. 4.4. Interestingly, the

saturation values (Table 4.2) all exceed the upper bounds predicted for randomly

oriented powders (see SI). This means the crystallites have partially aligned with

the external field, despite being dispersed in Vaseline. By contrast, our theoretical

models’ saturation magnetisations are all slightly below the upper bounds, as we

assumed random crystallite orientations.†

Although the AFT states in each complex are significantly populated at 2 K,

their magnetic moments (∼ 4µB) are much smaller than in the low-lying single-Dy-

flipped states (∼ 20µB) or double-Dy-flipped ‘onion’ states (∼ 40µB).‡ Therefore,

the sizes of the energy gaps ∆EMag-FT determine whether M vs. H curves are

S-shaped (large ∆EMag-FT), or rise sharply at low fields (small ∆EMag-FT).

†See Appendix B for the thermal populations of states in randomly oriented powder samples
of 1 and 5 at varying temperatures and magnetic field strengths.

‡See Appendix B for a discussion of the types of Dy6 manifolds and their net magnetic moments.
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5’-Al(Cl)5-Al(NO3)

4’-Co(Cl)4-Co(NO3)

3-Fe(NO3) 3’-Fe(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3) 2’-Mn(Cl)

1’-Cr(Cl)1-Cr(NO3)

Figure 4.4: Plots of M vs. H data (dots) and parameter-free models (lines) at 2 K
(main panels) and other temperatures (insets) for the nitrates (left) and chlorides
(right). Experimental data for 1 are from Ref. 53.
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Table 4.2: Saturation values for powder magnetisation and DC susceptibility.
Except for χMT in 5’, the experimental data always exceed the predicted upper
bounds, which are slightly larger than the model values.

Complex M (NµB) at 2 K, 5 T χMT [cm3 K mol−1] at 300 K, 1 T
Experiment Bound Model Experiment Bound Model

1-Cr(NO3) 34.47 32.25 31.82 87.16 86.91 85.99
2-Mn(NO3) 36.70 33.00 31.99 90.69 88.04 87.27
3-Fe(NO3) 38.72 33.75 33.58 95.24 89.42 88.70
4-Co(NO3) 34.38 30.00 28.37 86.06 85.03 84.15
5-Al(NO3) 34.87 30.00 28.45 87.00 85.03 84.16
1’-Cr(Cl) 35.86 32.25 31.65 87.02 86.91 85.95
2’-Mn(Cl) N/A 33.00 31.53 N/A 88.04 87.10
3’-Fe(Cl) 40.12 33.75 33.47 97.33 89.42 88.77
4’-Co(Cl) 35.54 30.00 28.84 89.44 85.03 84.01
5’-Al(Cl) 32.50 30.00 28.56 84.04 85.03 84.18

For similar reasons to the ∆EAFT-FT trends, ∆EMag-FT decreases as SM , h/r,

|J1|, |J2|, |η| and/or |φ| increase (nitrates ∆EMag-FT: 4 > 5 > 1 > 2 > 3; chlorides

∆EMag-FT: 4’ > 5’ > 1’ > 2’ > 3’, Table 4.1). Accordingly, the M vs. H curves

for 2/2’/3/3’ all rise sharply at low fields, but the curves for 4/4’/5 are S-shaped

(Fig. 4.4). The curves for 1/1’ are also S-shaped despite moderate ∆EMag-FT

values, because antiferromagnetic J1 constants cause partial cancellations of CrIII

and DyIII moments, rather than the addition of MnIII/FeIII and DyIII moments seen

in 2/2’/3/3’ with strongly ferromagnetic J1.

The only model that significantly disagrees with low-H experimental data is

for 5’, suggesting (i) overestimation of ∆EMag-FT due to inaccuracies in ab initio

calculations for J2, η and/or φ; or (ii) lasting alignment of 5’ crystallites with the

external field after a previous experimental run to the data shown.

These findings highlight the need to develop parameter-free theoretical models

independently of experimental measurements, where possible. If experiments and

models disagree, the data should not be arbitrarily scaled to give agreement, as

this obscures useful information. In this case, we learned that dispersing crystallites

in Vaseline does not sufficiently suppress torquing, so in future studies on similar

complexes, we will use an alternative medium such as icosane, or press the powders

in a non-magnetic binder.
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Independent theoretical analyses are particularly important in systems suspected

to have toroidal moments. Experimental data alone may not be sufficient to identify

the ground states as FT/AFT/magnetic, particularly when the associated energy

gaps are small − the absence of an S-shaped M vs. H curve does not necessarily

prove the absence of toroidal ground states.

Direct-current (DC) magnetic susceptibility data are shown in Fig. 4.5. The

temperature variation of χMT is generally similar in all {Dy3MIIIDy3} complexes:

it remains roughly constant between 300 and ∼100 K, then decreases gradually from

thermal depopulation of Dy Stark levels, then drops rapidly below ∼10 K because

the ground FT/AFT states have such small magnetic moments. (E.g. Dy-flipped

magnetic states in 4 have net moments of up to 39.681 µB, while µ(FT) = 0.012

µB, µ(AFT) = 4.778 µB.)

The χMT models (developed as per Ref. 53) accurately capture the low-T ex-

perimental behaviour, but often undershoot the mid-/high-T data, which is possibly

related to inaccuracies in the ab initio excited KD energies (Tables 4.8, 4.9). Alter-

natively, the discrepancy may indicate the crystallites have partially aligned with

the field once again, despite being dispersed in Vaseline: while the modelled χMT

products at 300 K, 1 T are slightly smaller than the high-T , non-interacting limits

(DyIII: S = 5/2, J = 15/2, 6H15/2, g = 4/3, C = 14.17 cm3 K mol−1), the exper-

imental data exceed these upper bounds for all complexes except 5’ (Table 4.2).

Unfortunately, we did not have enough bulk sample for magnetic studies on 2’, but

6’ with diamagnetic YIII has χMT ≈ 3.0 cm3 mol−1 K between 300 and ∼20 K, and

a rapid decrease below 20 K (Fig. 4.21). This is consistent with the ab initio result

of ZFS in high-spin d4 MnIII.

To explore the contributions of dipolar and exchange coupling, we also tested

models with alternate values of J1 and J2 (Figs. 4.18−4.20, 4.22−4.25). Though

slight changes were observed, the main features of M vs. H and χMT vs. T

experiments were reproduced even by ‘dipolar-only’ models. This means dipolar

coupling, not exchange coupling, is the dominant intramolecular interaction in each
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1-Cr(NO3) 1’-Cr(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3) 2’-Mn(Cl)

3-Fe(NO3) 3’-Fe(Cl)

4-Co(NO3) 4’-Co(Cl)

5-Al(NO3) 5’-Al(Cl)

Figure 4.5: Plots of χMT vs. T data (dots) and parameter-free models (lines) at 1
T for the nitrates (left) and chlorides (right). Experimental data for 1 are from Ref.
53.
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{Dy3MIIIDy3} complex.

4.2.6 AC susceptibility measurements

We measured alternating-current (AC) magnetic susceptibilities at various temper-

atures, AC-frequencies and DC-field strengths (Fig. 4.26). The out-of-phase com-

ponents χM” for complexes 1’/2/4/4’/5/5’ show larger AC-frequency dependence

at smaller temperatures, indicating slow magnetic relaxation. This dependence be-

came clearer for 4’ and 5’ in fixed DC-fields of HDC = 0.23 and 0.2 T, respectively.

However, in all cases, the maxima in χM” are not well defined even at 2 K. This

is especially apparent in 1’ and 5’ at HDC = 0.3 T, where χM” rises sharply with

increasing AC-frequencies only below 2.6 K, similar to the behaviour observed in

1 for HDC = 0, 0.2 T.53 Complex 3 is an exception, with no clear AC-frequency

dependence (indicating fast relaxation) when HDC = 0 or 0.3 T. While the in-phase

components χ′M of 1’ and 5’ have broad, frequency-independent maxima at ∼2.6

K when HDC = 0.3 T, the maxima in χ′M for 5 shift to higher temperatures with

increasing AC-frequencies.

To better understand this behaviour, we performed single-ion ab initio calcu-

lations to produce qualitative mechanisms for Dy magnetic relaxation (Figs. 4.6,

4.27). Generally, the transition matrix elements for quantum tunnelling of the mag-

netisation (QTM) are small in ground KDs, e.g. 0.02 µB for Dy1 in 2 (Fig. 4.6,

top-left). (The Dy1 ion in 4 is an exception, with larger QTM (0.13 µB) allowing

magnetic relaxation within its ground KD, which has a relatively larger ratio of gy/gz

= 0.0337.) By comparison, the elements for thermally-assisted QTM (TA-QTM) are

relatively large in first-excited KDs, e.g. 0.53 µB for Dy1 in 2. Therefore, magnetic

relaxation should mainly occur via first-excited KDs, and should be slowed by lower

temperatures and larger energy barriers.

However, while TA-QTM may be a source of temperature-dependent magnetic

relaxation, the first-excited KDs are too high in energy to fully explain the relax-

ation observed at such low temperatures as 2 K. Also, similar AC susceptibilities
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can be obtained from complexes with contrasting first-excited KD energies (different

energies due to changes in M, e.g. ∼120 cm−1 (1’) vs. ∼90 cm−1 (5’), or coordi-

nation of -NO3 vs. -Cl, as seen222 in DyIII single-ion magnets). This implies other

relaxation mechanisms are taking place, such as Raman processes caused by spin-

phonon coupling, intra-/intermolecular interactions, hyperfine couplings to nuclear

spins in 161Dy/163Dy/ligands, etc.
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Figure 4.6: Qualitative mechanisms for magnetic relaxation of Dy1 (top), Dy2 (mid-
dle) and Dy3 (bottom) in 2 (left) and 1’ (right). The energies (vertical axis) and
magnetic moments (horizontal axis) of ground/first-excited KDs (thick black lines)
are shown. Numbers beside dotted arrows are the mean absolute values of transition
matrix elements connecting the KDs via QTM (red arrows) or thermal excitations
(blue/green arrows).
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4.2.7 Simulations of the hysteretic dynamics: crucial role

of the M-linker in tuning toroidal-magnetic Zeeman

level crossings

Single-crystal microSQUID measurements at various temperatures and field sweep

rates are shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.28−4.33. All {Dy3MIIIDy3} complexes display mag-

netic hysteresis, though to varying extents, and a much larger dependence on tem-

peratures than sweep rates. Comparing the nitrates (Fig. 4.7, left) and chlorides

(right), we observe relatively minor differences caused by subtle changes in geometric

proportions (h, r), DyIII easy axes (η, φ) and exchange coupling (J1, J2). Perhaps

the most significant change between nitrate/chloride pairs is in 2/2’, resulting from

contrasting MnIII anisotropies. However, we are mostly interested in how the phys-

ical mechanisms causing hysteresis depend on M: diamagnetic vs. paramagnetic,

isotropic vs. anisotropic.

To better understand the various hysteresis profiles observed, we extended the

simulation program developed in Ref. 53 to account for changes in SM , the field

orientation, and the magnetic anisotropy of the central MIII ion. We also ex-

plored including two- and three-Dy-flip processes, inserting temperature- and field-

dependence into the incoherent tunnelling pre-factors γij,§ and explicitly calculating

the time-dependent broadening parameters λij (see SI), but these extensions were

ultimately removed from the simulations as they were not necessary to successfully

reproduce the experimental behaviour.

By computationally exploring the parameter spaces for SM , h, r, η, φ, J1, J2, var-

ious transition rates, and the applied field’s orientation, we uncovered the following

interesting trends:
§As suggested in Ref. 46, modelling the rates of QTM as increasing for larger temperatures

and/or stronger magnetic fields led to better agreement between the models and experimental
data. (The field-dependence was treated a function of the angle between the field’s orientation
and the relevant DyIII ion’s easy axis direction, with larger tunnelling rates for larger transverse
fields.) However, like with some other extensions to the simulation program developed in Ref. 53,
the temperature- and field-dependence were ultimately removed from the updated program for the
sake of producing more transparent results from simpler models relying on as few parameters as
possible, and because the simpler models still gave sufficient agreement with experimental data.
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1’-Cr(Cl)
0.03K

2’-Mn(Cl)
0.03K

3’-Fe(Cl)
0.03K

4’-Co(Cl)
0.03K

5’-Al(Cl)
0.02K

No data available
for 3-Fe(NO3)

2-Mn(NO3)
0.03K

5-Al(NO3)
0.03K

4-Co(NO3)
0.03K

1-Cr(NO3)
0.03K

0.002 T/s
0.004 T/s
0.008 T/s
0.017 T/s
0.035 T/s
0.070 T/s
0.140 T/s
0.280 T/s

0.002 T/s
0.004 T/s
0.008 T/s
0.017 T/s
0.035 T/s
0.070 T/s
0.140 T/s
0.280 T/s

Figure 4.7: Single-crystal normalised magnetisation (M/MS) vs. applied field for
the nitrates (left) and chlorides (right), measured at the temperatures and scan rates
indicated. Data for 1 are from Ref. 53.

• larger |J1|, |η| and/or |φ| (to decrease ∆EMag-FT) gave smaller coercive fields

HC ;
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• more strongly antiferromagnetic J2 (to increase ∆EMag-FT) gave larger HC ;

• changing the Cr-Dy exchange coupling to be ferromagnetic produced a larger

remnant magnetisation Mrem;

• larger |η| and/or larger values for the field’s out-of-plane angle ηF caused larger

Mrem in 4/4’/5/5’;

• increasing ηF and/or the field’s in-plane angle φF ‘stretched out’ the hysteresis

profiles (larger HC , more gradual climbs in M/MS at moderate fields);

• including more collective DyIII states gave better agreement with the experi-

mental temperature dependence (larger T reduces hysteresis, decreases MS);

• larger single-DyIII-flip tunnelling pre-factors γ1Dy-flip produced larger zero-field

steps in M/MS;

• larger single-DyIII-flip spin-phonon pre-factors Γ1Dy-flip caused greater temper-

ature dependence, smaller Mrem and steeper climbs in M/MS at moderate

fields;

• larger DyIII-tunnelling broadening parameters λ1Dy-flip gave smoother hystere-

sis profiles;

• changing the MIII ion’s transition rates had little effect on the simulated hys-

teresis, implying M-ion relaxation occurs on a much faster timescale than the

field sweep rates.

Of course, when simulating experimental data (Figs. 4.8, 4.9), we fixed param-

eters as their calculated/measured values – the only free parameters were the field

direction and single-DyIII-flip transition rates. Nevertheless, by studying the trends

above, we concluded that MIII-DyIII dipolar/exchange coupling was stabilising col-

lective DyIII states to varying extents, and this was the main factor affecting the

hysteresis. Indeed, the order of ground state level crossings in the Zeeman spec-

tra (Fig. 4.10) is of crucial importance, and is determined by the M ion’s spin
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5’-Al(Cl)
0.02 K
0.140 T/s
𝜂𝐹 = 40°

𝜑𝐹 = 0°

4-Co(NO3)
0.03 K
0.002 T/s
𝜂𝐹 = 40°

𝜑𝐹 = 0°

3’-Fe(Cl)
0.03 K
0.140 T/s
𝜂𝐹 = 0°

𝜑𝐹 = 0°

1’-Cr(Cl)
0.02 K
0.140 T/s
𝜂𝐹 = 40°

𝜑𝐹 = 0°

2-Mn(NO3)
0.03 K
0.140 T/s
𝜂𝐹 = 0°

𝜑𝐹 = 0°

Figure 4.8: Measured and simulated hysteresis in complexes with different M ions.
The field orientations and single-Dy-flip transition rates were determined by fitting
experimental data (Table 4.10). NB Simulation for 4 used S6-symmetric Dy axes
with η = 14◦, φ = 0◦; see SI.

(SCr = 3/2, SMn = 2, SFe = 5/2, SCo = SAl = 0) and the value of J1 (antiferromag-

netic for M = Cr; ferromagnetic for M = Mn, Fe).

When a strong magnetic field acting on 1/1’/2/2’ is gradually decreased, the

ground state’s identity changes directly from an onion state (red lines in Fig. 4.10)

to either FT (green) or AFT (blue) states. Because these states are related to each

other by multiple DyIII-flips, there is little population transfer at these initial level

crossings. Rather, the double-DyIII-flipped onion state’s population partially tunnels

into single-DyIII-flipped states (yellow lines) at the next set of level crossings. While

the field continues to decrease, spin-phonon relaxation transfers further population

to the single-DyIII-flipped states, then to the FT/AFT states. However, this occurs
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3’-Fe(Cl)
0.140 T/s
Model
𝜂𝐹 = 0°

𝜑𝐹 = 0°

3’-Fe(Cl)
0.140 T/s
Experiment

5’-Al(Cl)
0.140 T/s
Experiment

5’-Al(Cl)
0.140 T/s
Model
𝜂𝐹 = 40°

𝜑𝐹 = 0°

Figure 4.9: Variable-temperature hysteresis experiments (left) and models (right)
for 3’ (top) and 5’ (bottom). As the temperature is increased, the preference is
diminished for spin-phonon relaxation to populate the strongly magnetic onion states
at high fields. Thus, saturation is either achieved at stronger fields than for lower
temperatures (top), or not at all (bottom). To our knowledge, these are the first
variable-temperature hysteresis simulations ever to be reported for lanthanide-based
SMMs/SMTs.

slowly at low temperatures, leaving the DyIII-flipped states populated, so a non-zero

Mrem is observed.

Depending on the M moment’s direction relative to the net DyIII moments, M

may increase Mrem (ferromagnetic J1 in 2/2’) or decrease Mrem (antiferromagnetic

J1 in 1/1’, though CrIII does contribute to Mrem in FT states). As the field reverses,

M/MS declines because of tunnelling between various DyIII-flipped states. Then,

M/MS becomes increasingly negative when the reversed field reaches level crossings

between the FT/AFT states and single-DyIII-flipped states. Some slight hysteresis

occurs at high fields as spin-phonon relaxation gradually transfers population to the

other onion state, and the cycle begins again.

Conversely, when a strong magnetic field acting on 4/4’/5/5’ is gradually de-

creased, the ground state’s identity changes sequentially: onion to single-DyIII-
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4-Co(NO3)

3’-Fe(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3)

5’-Al(Cl)

1’-Cr(Cl)

Figure 4.10: Zeeman spectra for various complexes (see also Fig. 4.34); external
fields oriented in-plane and tangential to Dy3 triangles (ηF = φF = 0◦). Key level
crossings are indicated by black ovals. For clarity, only ground M-eigenstates are
shown for each collective Dy state.‖ In order of increasing field-dependence, impor-
tant Dy states are colour-coded: FT (green); AFT (blue); single-Dy-flipped (yellow);
double-Dy-flipped (red). Unimportant Dy-flipped states (not aligned with field) are
shown in grey. NB Spectrum for 4 used S6-symmetric Dy axes with η = 14◦, φ = 0◦;
see SI.

flipped to FT/AFT. This allows an efficient transfer of population into one of the

AFT states (Fig. 4.11), whose small out-of-plane moment produces a large portion

of Mrem. Thus, differences between the hysteresis profiles of 4/4’/5/5’ arise from (i)

changes in η affecting the AFT states’ moments, (ii) varying ratios of AFT/DyIII-

flipped states’ contributions to Mrem, and (iii) different field orientations relative to

the AFT states’ moments.

Like in 1/1’/2/2’, a step in M/MS occurs at zero field as tunnelling events
‖See Appendix B for Zeeman spectra including excited Cr-eigenstates, and a discussion of the

ground Dy6 state’s identity for various field strengths and directions.
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Figure 4.11: When a strong field is gradually decreased and the order of level cross-
ings enables sequential one-flip transitions (black arrows), the AFT state which is
two Dy-flips from the onion state becomes preferentially populated over the FT
states (three Dy-flips from the onion state, not shown) and the other AFT state
which is four Dy-flips from the onion state.††

redistribute the population remaining in the single-DyIII-flipped states. However,

this decline is brief and M/MS plateaus after the field is reversed, because the AFT

state’s magnetisation cannot be depleted until tunnelling can eventually occur to

the single-DyIII-flipped states, then to an onion state.

Similar sequential level crossings are found in 3’ (Fig. 4.10), but at smaller

fields because MIII-DyIII coupling stabilises the DyIII-flipped states with respect to

the FT/AFT states. Based on the sudden increase in the powder magnetisation for

3’ (Fig. 4.4), and the very narrow hysteresis profile (Fig. 4.7), we suspect our calcu-

lated value for J1 is too small (or |J2| is too large), and the level crossings actually

occur at even lower fields. This would explain the narrow hysteresis observed, with

rapid changes in M/MS arising from tightly spaced, sequential level crossings.

Hypothetically, without MnIII-anisotropy in 2/2’, the MnIII moment would freely

align with net DyIII moments and stabilise DyIII-flipped states even further, causing

the key level crossings in 2 (2’) to occur at 0.10 T (0.17 T) rather than 0.28 T

(0.25 T), respectively (Fig. 4.35). As a result, the hysteresis profiles would be much

narrower, possibly resembling that of 3’. Therefore, MnIII-anisotropy is a crucial
††See Appendix B for a discussion of the connections between Dy6 manifolds.
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factor in why 2/2’ display the broadest hysteresis profiles in the entire {Dy3MIIIDy3}

series.

The diversity in the shapes of hysteresis profiles presented here highlights the

need for detailed theoretical calculations to determine the nature of a molecule’s

ground state. Each new system must be analysed independently, without relying on

similarities to hysteresis profiles of molecules previously found to be FT or AFT. For

example, the complex 2’ possesses an AFT ground state, yet its hysteresis profile is

very similar to that of a recently synthesised {Fe18Dy6} cyclic coordination cluster,

whose ground state was predicted to be FT based on Dy-Dy spin-spin correlations.223

4.3 Conclusions

By thoroughly analysing an abundance of experimental data on ten derivatives of the

parent double-triangle complex 1-Cr(NO3), we have discovered and confirmed sev-

eral significant trends in their energetic, structural and magnetic properties. These

trends are the first toroido-structural correlations ever to be reported, and constitute

a new type of magneto-structural correlations.

Particularly, we have shown that (i) small, diamagnetic M linking ions enhance

the ferrotoroidic coupling between Dy3 units; (ii) the ability of a paramagnetic M

ion to stabilise antiferrotoroidic states may be hindered by its anisotropy, if any;

(iii) by careful selection of the M ion, a complex’s hysteresis profile can be tuned to

increase the remnant magnetisation and/or coercive field.

By extending and generalising our hysteresis simulation program, we were able to

analyse the slow magnetic relaxation for each choice of M ion, and produce variable-

temperature hysteresis simulations for these lanthanide-based SMMs/SMTs.

Future work could explore the possibility of removing the M ion altogether, and

instead linking the triangles using covalent organic groups or π-π interactions in

the ligands. This would likely lead to changes in the DyIII ions’ relative positions

and easy axis orientations. However, if these challenges could be overcome while

maintaining distinct toroidal moments on each triangle, the smaller range of h/r
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values accessible after removing the M ion would lead to even stronger ferrotoroidic

coupling.

Our findings represent significant steps forward in understanding and optimising

ferrotoroidal magnetism in lanthanide clusters. However, much more research still

needs to be done into how we can incorporate these molecules into technological

devices, and ultimately benefit from their fascinating magnetic properties.

Experimental Section

All experimental aspects of syntheses, structures, magnetism and theory are given

in the SI.

Deposition Numbers 2003233 (for 2), 2003234 (for 3), 2003235 (for 4), 2003236 (for

5), 2003237 (for 1’), 2003238 (for 2’), 2003239 (for 3’), 2003240 (for 4’), 2004663

(for 5’) and 2004527 (for 6’) contain the supplementary crystallographic data for

this paper. These data are provided free of charge by the joint Cambridge Crystal-

lographic Data Centre and Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe Access Structures

service www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures.
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4.4 Appendix A: Supplementary information
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4.4.1 Experimental details

The starting transition metal and lanthanide ion salts and the organic ligand and

solvents were of commercial grade and used as received. All reactions were car-

ried out in air. Microanalyses were determined by the Campbell Microanalytical

Laboratory, University of Otago.

Figure 4.12: Toroidal moments in Dy3 rings (top left), Dy4 squares (top right) and
Dy6 hexagons (bottom left), reproduced from Ref. 98 with permission from the
Royal Society of Chemistry. Con-rotatory ferrotoroidal magnetism in complex 1
(bottom right);53 Dy atoms in green, Cr atom in pink, O atoms in red.

Syntheses of metal complexes

Nitrate family

The synthesis of complex 1 has been reported.53

Synthesis of [MnIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)5(NO3)]·4MeOH (2)

Mn(NO3)2·4H2O (0.025 g, 0.1 mmol) and Dy(NO3)3·6H2O (0.22 g, 0.5 mmol) were

dissolved in MeCN (20 mL), followed by the addition of ortho-toluic acid (0.14 g, 1.0
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mmol) and triethylamine (0.55 mL, 4.0 mmol), which resulted in a pale brown solu-

tion. This solution was stirred for 4 hours after which time the solvent was removed

to give a brown oil. The oil was re-dissolved in MeOH/iPrOH (1:1) and the solu-

tion allowed to slowly evaporate. Within 20−25 days pale brown crystals of 2 had

appeared, in approximate yield of 25% (crystalline product). The complex was char-

acterised by X-ray crystallography which yielded the formula MnDy6C105H124NO44

containing 4 MeOH of solvation.

Synthesis of [FeIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)5(NO3)]·4MeOH (3)

The synthesis followed the method used for 2 but using Fe(NO3)3·9H2O instead of

Mn(NO3)2·4H2O. Characterisation by X-ray crystallography. Crystal colour yellow-

orange.

Synthesis of [CoIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)5(NO3)]·4MeOH (4)

The synthesis followed the method used for 2 but using Co(NO3)2·6H2O instead of

Mn(NO3)2·4H2O and with drops of 30% hydrogen peroxide used to oxidise Co(II).

Characterisation by X-ray crystallography. Crystal colour green.

Synthesis of [AlIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)5(NO3)]·4MeOH (5)

Synthesised as in 2 but using Al(NO3)3·9H2O instead of Mn(NO3)2·4H2O. Charac-

terised by X-ray crystallography. Crystal colour colourless.

Chloride family

Synthesis of [CrIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)6]Cl·6MeOH (1’)

CrCl3·6H2O (0.027 g, 0.1 mmol) was dissolved in acetonitrile (70◦C), to give a pur-

ple solution. To this, DyCl3·6H2O (0.19 g, 0.5 mmol) and ortho-toluic acid (0.14

g, 1 mmol) were added resulting in a pale purple/grey solution. Triethylamine (0.3

mL, 3 mmol) was subsequently added dropwise to reveal a blue/green solution and

the reaction was left to stir for 2−3 hours at 70◦C. After this time the solvent was
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removed and the resulting oil was redissolved in a minimum amount of methanol.

Slow evaporation of the solvent resulted in pale purple/pink block shaped crystals

within 1−2 days. Anal. Calculated (found) for 1’: CrDy6C108H140O44Cl: C, 40.93

(40.67); H, 4.45 (4.34).

Synthesis of [MnIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)6]Cl·6MeOH (2’)

The synthesis for 1’ was followed but MnCl2·4H2O (0.02 g, 0.1 mmol) was used in

place of CrCl3·6H2O. Within 2−3 days pale crystals of 2’ had appeared. Charac-

terisation by X-ray crystallography.

Synthesis of [FeIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)6]Cl·6MeOH (3’)

The synthesis for 1’ was followed but FeCl3·6H2O (0.02 g, 0.1 mmol) was used in

place of CrCl3·6H2O. Within 2−3 days pale yellow crystals of 3’ had appeared.

Anal. Calculated (found) for 3’: FeDy6C108H140O44Cl: C, 40.88 (40.76); H, 4.45

(4.21).

Synthesis of [CoIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)6]Cl·6MeOH (4’)

The synthesis described for 1’ was followed but CoCl2·6H2O (0.02 g, 0.1 mmol)

was used in place of CrCl3·6H2O. Five drops of H2O2 30% were then added, which

resulted in a green solution. Green crystals 4’ appeared after 1 week. These crys-

tals were characterised using single crystal X-ray diffraction to reveal the chemical

formula CoDy6C108H134O44. Anal. Calculated (found) for 4’: CoDy6C108H140O44Cl:

C, 40.84 (40.71); H, 4.44 (4.12).

Synthesis of [AlIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)6]Cl·6MeOH (5’)

The synthesis described for 1’ was followed but AlCl3·6H2O (0.024 g; 0.1 mmol)

was used in place of CrCl3·6H2O. Within 2−3 days pale yellow crystals of 5’ had

appeared. Anal. Calculated (found) for 5’: AlDy6C108H140O44Cl: C, 41.26 (41.42);

H, 4.49 (4.35).
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Synthesis of [MnIIIYIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(MeOH)6]Cl·6MeOH (6’)

The method used for 1’ was followed using YCl3·6H2O instead of DyCl3·6H2O. Or-

ange block-shaped crystals were characterised using single crystal X-ray diffraction.

Crystallographic measurements

Crystallographic data and refinement parameters for 2−5 and 1’−6’ are summarised

in the Tables 4.3 and 4.5. Tables of metal-ligand bond lengths are given in Tables

4.4 and 4.6. Crystallographic details are available in CIF format. CCDC num-

bers 2003233−2003240 (2–5, 1’–4’), 2004663 (5’), 2004527 (6’). These data can

be obtained free of charge from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via

www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data request/cif.

Crystallographic data for 2, 3, 4, 5 and 2’, 5’ and 6’ were collected, at Monash

University, using a Bruker APEXII CCD diffractometer with Mo-Kα radiation (λ

= 0.71073 Å). Diffraction images were processed, including an empirical (multi-

scan) absorption correction, using the proprietary software Apex2, v2014.1-7.224

The structure was solved and refined by conventional methods using the SHELX

software program.225 Data for 1’ and 5’ were collected using a Rigaku SYNERGY

S diffractometer fitted with a Hypix6000HE hybrid photon-counting detector and

using Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). Diffraction images were processed, includ-

ing an empirical (multi-scan) absorption correction, with the proprietary software

CrysAlisPro v 1.171.39.46.226

Structures of the general formula [Ln6M(O2CC6H4-2-Me)12(µ3-OH)6(MeOH)5

(NO3)]·4MeOH, were refined in P-1, with one of the MeOH sites coordinated to

Ln refined as a mixed MeOH/η2-NO −
3 moiety, with occupancies fixed at 0.75:0.25.

In addition, an unbound NO −
3 counter-anion was refined (occupancy fixed at 0.25,

giving overall 1:1 Ln6:NO −
3 ) along with further partially occupied MeOH molecules

in the lattice.

Structures of the general formula [Ln6M(O2CC6H4-2-Me)12(µ3-OH)6(MeOH)6]Cl
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·6MeOH, were refined in R-3 (1/6 of the complex unique) with a half-occupied Cl−

counter-anion located in the cavity formed by the Ln3(µ3-OH)(MeOH)3 moiety, and

hydrogen bonded to the central µ3-OH. In addition, for 5’, one of the tolyl groups

was modelled as disordered over two positions, corresponding to a 180◦ ring-flip with

refined occupancies 0.69:0.31.

Measurements on complexes 3’ and 4’ were made at Nottingham University

using an Oxford Xcalibur diffractometer with Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) and

a Sapphire3 detector. The data collection and integration were performed within

the CrysAlisPro software program.226 Compounds 3’ and 4’ were solved by direct

methods (SHELXS-97), and refined (SHELXL-97)227 by full matrix least-squares on

all F2 data.228

Magnetic measurements

The magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on a Quantum Design

SQUID magnetometer MPMS-XL 7 operating between 1.8 and 300 K for DC-applied

fields ranging from 0 to 5 T. Microcrystalline samples were dispersed in Vaseline in

order to minimise torquing of the crystallites. The sample mulls were contained in

a calibrated gelatine capsule held at the centre of a drinking straw that was fixed at

the end of the sample rod. AC susceptibilities were carried out under an oscillating

AC field of 3.5 Oe and frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 1500 Hz.

MicroSQUID hysteresis studies

Magnetisation measurements on single crystals were performed with an array of

microSQUIDs for all compounds.229 This magnetometer works in the temperature

range of 0.02 to ∼7 K and in fields of up to 1.4 T with sweeping rates as high as 10

T s−1, along with a field stability of l T. The time resolution is approximately 1 ms.

The field can be applied in any direction of the microSQUID plane with precision

much better than 0.1◦ by separately driving three orthogonal coils. In order to

ensure good thermalisation, the single crystals were fixed with Apiezon grease.
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4.4.2 Computational details

We model the magnetic properties of the {MIIIDyIII
6 } complexes in a similar man-

ner to that reported in Ref. 53 for 1. First, we establish the Hamiltonians for

the {MIIIDyIII
6 } complexes with time-independent contributions from dipolar cou-

pling, superexchange and zero-field splitting (ZFS), and a (possibly time-dependent)

Zeeman term to account for the applied magnetic field:

Ĥdip = µ0

4π

All∑
p,q

[
Mp ·Mq

|Rpq|3
− 3(Mp ·Rpq) (Mq ·Rpq)

|Rpq|5

]
, (4.1)

Ĥexch = −J1

3∑
q=1

(Sq + Sq′) · SM − J2

3∑
p,q

(Sp · Sq + Sp′ · Sq′) , (4.2)

ĤZFS = DMS
2
M,z + EM

(
S2
M,x − S2

M,y

)
, (4.3)

ĤZee (t) = −
All∑
q

Mq ·B (t) , (4.4)

where Mq is the magnetic moment of ion q, Rpq is the vector from ion p to ion q, Sq

is the true spin moment of DyIII ion q, the primed and unprimed indices correspond

to separate Dy3 triangles, B(t) is the (possibly time-dependent) applied magnetic

field, DM and EM are the axial and rhombic ZFS parameters of central metal ion

M (small except for MnIII), and SM is the true spin moment of central metal ion

M, which is six-coordinate with octahedral geometry (or Jahn-Teller distorted for

MnIII): SCr = 3/2 for CrIII, SMn = 2 for high-spin MnIII, SFe = 5/2 for high-spin

FeIII, SCo = 0 for low-spin CoIII and SAl = 0 for AlIII. All Dy ions experience the

superexchange interaction with the central ion if SM 6= 0 (exchange constant J1), but

only DyIII ions within the same triangle experience the superexchange interaction

with each other (exchange constant J2).

To compute the values of J1 and J2 reported in Table 4.1, we performed den-

sity functional theory (DFT) calculations combined with the Broken Symmetry

approach.230 As per Ref. 53, we replaced the DyIII ions with spin-only GdIII ions

(SGd = 7/2), computed the exchange interactions, then rescaled the interactions

according to the spins of DyIII ions (SDy = 5/2). We used the functional B3LYP231
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in the program Gaussian 09232 with the following basis sets: LanL2DZ ECP for MIII

ions,233–235 double-zeta quality Cundari-Stevens relativistic effective core potentials

for Gd ions,236 and 6-31G* for other atoms.

Since the ground |±15/2〉 Kramers doublet of each DyIII ion is thermally isolated

from the excited doublets (see Tables 4.8 and 4.9), we treat the magnetic moments

of the DyIII ions with a non-collinear Ising model. The relevant Hilbert space for

the six DyIII ions then consists of 26 = 64 magnetic states. For paramagnetic central

M ions, this Hilbert space is then multiplied by the number of spin states possible

for M: 26 × 4 = 256 states for {CrIIIDyIII
6 }, 26 × 5 = 320 states for {MnIIIDyIII

6 },

26 × 6 = 384 states for {FeIIIDyIII
6 }.

For the dipolar Hamiltonian, the coordinates of the metal ions are taken from

crystallographic data, while the easy axis directions and ground state magnetic

moments are taken from ab initio calculations (vide infra). That is, there are no

free parameters in the static magnetisation and DC susceptibility models. The

hysteretic spin dynamics simulations were carried out using a program developed by

us53 based on dissipative time-dependent equations of motion for the non-equilibrium

populations of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonians Eqs. (4.1)−(4.4), as described in

greater detail in the Hysteresis Simulations section (vide infra).

Using MOLCAS 8.0,237 ab initio calculations were performed on the DyIII ions us-

ing the crystal structures for 2−5 and 1’−5’ to obtain single-ion properties. Though

the two Dy3 triangles are symmetrically equivalent, we performed calculations on all

DyIII ions in the molecule in order to find the anisotropic nature of all DyIII centres.

Since the complete molecule is too large to perform these types of calculations, we

fragmented triangles together with the MIII ion species and substituted neighbouring

DyIII ions with diamagnetic LuIII ions, and paramagnetic 3d ions with diamagnetic

ScIII ions. The model fragment is shown in Fig. 4.13.

Scalar relativistic effects were taken into account using a second-order Douglas-

Kroll-Hess (DKH2) Hamiltonian,238 while strong spin-orbit coupling (also a relativis-

tic effect) was accounted for via full diagonalisation of an Atomic Mean Field Interac-
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Figure 4.13: The structure of the modelled Dy fragment of 2−5 and 1’−5’ employed
for ab initio calculations (green, DyIII; pale green, LuIII; violet, MIII (Sc, Co and
Al)). See also Tables 4.7−4.9 and Figs. 4.2, 4.6 and 4.27.

tion (AMFI) spin-orbit Hamiltonian238 on the basis of the optimised State-Averaged

Complete Active Space Self-Consistent Field (SA-CASSCF) ligand field states,239

using the Restricted Active Space State Interaction with Spin-Orbit (RASSI-SO)

method implemented in the RASSI module of MOLCAS.240 The basis sets were

chosen from the ANO-RCC library for the calculations. We employed the [ANO-

RCC...8s7p5d3f2g1h.] basis set241 for DyIII atoms, the [ANO-RCC...3s2p.] basis set

for C atoms, the [ANO-RCC...2s.] basis set for H atoms, the [ANO-RCC...3s2p1d.]

basis set for N and O atoms, and the [ANO-RCC...7s6p4d2f.] basis set for the Lu

atom. The active space for the SA-CASSCF calculations consisted of nine electrons

occupying the seven 4f active orbitals of Dy(III) (CAS(9,7) setup), and all molec-

ular orbitals were optimised by minimising an energy functional mediated over all

21 sextet (S = 5/2) multielectronic 4f-states (corresponding to the Russell-Saunders

terms 6H, 6F , 6P ) arising from the 4f9 ground electronic configuration of the iso-

lated Dy(III) ion. The eight lowest-lying Kramers Doublets (KDs) obtained from

the subsequent RASSI diagonalisation of the AMFI spin-orbit coupling Hamilto-

nian on the basis of the 21 SA-CASSCF sextets, correspond to the crystal field lev-

els field-split 6H15/2 ground spin-orbit multiplet, fully characterising the magnetism

and magnetic anisotropy properties of the Dy(III) fragment complexes considered

here. These eight lowest-lying KDs (crystal field levels) were then processed by the

SINGLE ANISO242 program to compute the g-tensors for all KDs, on the basis of
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the pseudospin S = 1/2 formalism.243

Additionally, the ab initio CASSCF calculations were performed to calculate the

D value (ZFS) for the Cr(III) ion in complex 1’, Mn(III) in 2, 2’ and 6’, and Fe(III)

ion in 3 and 3’. Here, the active space for SA-CASSCF calculations comprised five

CrIII-based orbitals with three electrons in them (d3 system; CAS(3,5) setup), or

five MnIII-based orbitals with four electrons in them (d4 system; CAS(4,5) setup),

or five FeIII-based orbitals with five electrons in them (d5 system; CAS(5,5) setup).

To compute ZFS,21 we considered 10 quartet excited states and 40 doublet excited

states for the CrIII ion, 5 quintet excited states and 45 triplet excited states for the

MnIII ion, and 1 sextet excited state, 24 quartet states and 50 doublet excited states

for the FeIII.

4.4.3 Structural data

Figure 4.14: Metal-ligand distances, Dy3-Dy3 separations (h), and effective
ionic radii rcryst (Shannon ionic radii: https://www.webelements.com/periodicity/
ionic radius/; R. D. Shannon, C. T. Prewitt, ActaCryst., 1970, B26, 1046) for
[MIIIDyIII

6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(NO3)(MeOH)5]·4MeOH complexes (M = Al, Mn, Fe, Co).
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Table 4.3: Crystal data and structure refinement for the nitrate

series.

2-Mn(NO3) 3-Fe(NO3) 4-Co(NO3) 5-Al(NO3)

Identification code ib57 0m ib1 0m IB84 0m test-

ALDy6NO3

Empirical formula C105 H128 Dy6

Mn N O44

C105 H128 Dy6

Fe N O44

C105 H128 Co

Dy6 N O44

C105 H128 Al

Dy6 N O44

Formula weight 3138.02 3138.93 3142.01 3110.06

Temperature 123(2) K 123(2) K 123(2) K 100(2) K

Wavelength 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å

Crystal system,

space group

Triclinic, P-1 Triclinic, P-1 Triclinic, P-1 Triclinic, P-1

Unit cell

dimensions

a = 14.9505(4) Å

α = 62.8338(7)◦

b = 15.0620(4) Å

β = 67.3404(8)◦

c = 16.4700(4) Å

γ = 67.9832(8)◦

a = 14.9421(4) Å

α = 117.0764(9)◦

b = 15.1024(4) Å

β = 92.0846(10)◦

c = 16.4193(4) Å

γ = 112.3614(9)◦

a = 14.8252(4) Å

α = 63.2251(9)◦

b = 14.9926(4) Å

β = 68.1663(10)◦

c = 16.4433(5) Å

γ = 68.5397(10)◦

a = 14.869(3) Å

α = 62.99(3)◦

b = 15.023(3) Å

β = 68.00(3)◦

c = 16.473(3) Å

γ = 68.49(3)◦

Volume 2954.17(14) Å3 2950.59(14) Å3 2940.91(15) Å3 2952.3(15) Å3

Z, Calculated

density

1, 1.764 Mg/m3 1, 1.767 Mg/m3 1, 1.774 Mg/m3 1, 1.749 Mg/m3

Absorption

coefficient

3.932 mm−1 3.953 mm−1 3.983 mm−1 3.840 mm−1

F(000) 1538 1539 1540 1526

Crystal size ? × ? × ? mm ? × ? × ? mm 0.340 × 0.250 ×

0.120 mm

? × ? × ? mm

Theta range for

data collection

2.434 to 28.364◦ 2.444 to 29.130◦ 2.934 to 30.597◦ 2.337 to 27.876◦

Limiting indices

-19 ≤ h ≤ 19

-14 ≤ k ≤ 20

-21 ≤ l ≤ 22

-20 ≤ h ≤ 18

-20 ≤ k ≤ 19

-20 ≤ l ≤ 22

-21 ≤ h ≤ 20

-18 ≤ k ≤ 21

-23 ≤ l ≤ 23

? ≤ h ≤ ?

? ≤ k ≤ ?

? ≤ l ≤ ?
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Reflections

collected/unique

83686 / 14720

[R(int) =

0.0242]

87412 / 15851

[R(int) =

0.0342]

91344 / 18020

[R(int) =

-0.0273]

13589 / 13589

[R(int) = ?]

Completeness to θ = 28.364, 99.7% = 29.000, 99.8% = 30.500, 99.9% = 27.875, 96.5%

Refinement method Full-matrix

least-squares on

F2

Full-matrix

least-squares on

F2

Full-matrix

least-squares on

F2

Full-matrix

least-squares on

F2

Data / restraints /

parameters

14720/ 162/ 816 15851/ 176/ 808 18020/ 144/ 806 13589/ 151/ 806

Goodness-of-fit on

F2

1.051 1.056 1.045 1.058

Final R indices

[I > 2 σ(I)]

R1 = 0.0265

wR2 = 0.0641

R1 = 0.0277

wR2 = 0.0634

R1 = 0.0262

wR2 = 0.0619

R1 = 0.0345

wR2 = 0.0886

R indices (all data)
R1 = 0.0328

wR2 = 0.0685

R1 = 0.0382

wR2 = 0.0700

R1 = 0.0333

wR2 = 0.0662

R1 = 0.0368

wR2 = 0.0899

Extinction

coefficient

n/a n/a n/a n/a

Largest diff. peak

and hole

1.386 and

-0.722 e.A−3

1.817 and

-1.034 e.A−3

1.953 and

-1.178 e.A−3

1.905 and

-1.718 e.A−3
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Figure 4.15: Refined crystal structures of 2 (top left), 3 (top right), 4 (bottom
left) and 5 (bottom right), including labels for atoms used in Table 4.4. Symmetry
transformations used to generate equivalent atoms are:
(2) #1 −x+ 1,−y,−z + 1.
(3) #1 −x+ 2,−y,−z + 1.
(4) #1 −x+ 1,−y + 2,−z + 1.
(5) #1 −x+ 1,−y,−z + 1.
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Table 4.4: Selected metal-ligand bond lengths for the nitrate series

(Å).

Bond 2-Mn(NO3) 3-Fe(NO3) 4-Co(NO3) 5-Al(NO3)

Dy(1)-O(1) – 2.394(3) 2.401(2) 2.404(5)

Dy(1)-O(1A) – 2.663(16) 2.671(13) 2.68(2)

Dy(1)-O(1B) 2.397(5) – – –

Dy(1)-O(1C) 2.392(13) – – –

Dy(1)-O(2) 2.414(3) 2.413(3) 2.395(3) 2.410(3)

Dy(1)-O(2A) 2.645(14) 2.749(18) 2.633(16) 2.70(2)

Dy(1)-O(3) 2.308(3) 2.307(3) 2.312(2) 2.315(4)

Dy(1)-O(3A) 2.711(18) – – –

Dy(1)-O(12) 2.309(3) 2.311(3) 2.310(2) 2.313(4)

Dy(1)-O(13) 2.367(2) 2.363(2) 2.3624(19) 2.368(3)

Dy(1)-O(14) 2.373(2) 2.375(2) – 2.380(3)

Dy(1)-O(15) – – 2.4152(18) –

Dy(1)-O(15)#1 – – – 2.427(3)

Dy(1)-O(16)#1 2.431(2) 2.428(2) 2.3748(19) –

Dy(1)-O(17) 2.353(4) 2.357(4) 2.362(4) 2.360(5)

Dy(1)-C(1) 2.774(4) 2.781(4) 2.776(3) 2.787(5)

Dy(1)-M(1) – 3.48041(18) 3.41446(16) 3.4272(10)

Dy(1)-H(17O) 2.57(5) – – –

Dy(2)-O(4) 2.296(3) 2.298(3) 2.308(2) 2.295(3)

Dy(2)-O(5) 2.390(2) 2.389(3) 2.402(2) 2.397(3)

Dy(2)-O(6) 2.375(2) 2.374(2) 2.418(2) 2.370(3)

Dy(2)-O(7) 2.288(2) 2.290(2) 2.317(2) 2.292(3)

Dy(2)-O(13) 2.364(2) 2.371(2) 2.357(2) 2.376(3)

Dy(2)-O(14) – – 2.3674(18) –

Dy(2)-O(15)#1 2.454(2) 2.430(2) – 2.394(3)

Dy(2)-O(16)#1 2.379(2) 2.391(2) 2.4243(18) 2.430(3)

Dy(2)-O(18) 2.395(3) 2.399(3) – 2.404(3)

Dy(2)-O(19) – – 2.396(2) –

Dy(2)-C(17) 2.737(3) 2.743(4) 2.786(3) 2.748(5)
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Dy(2)-M(1) 3.46318(16) 3.47875(16) 3.42367(14) 3.4279(8)

Dy(2)-Dy(3) 3.7691(2) 3.7540(2) 3.7432(2) 3.7490(17)

Dy(3)-O(8) 2.314(2) 2.321(2) 2.291(2) 2.317(3)

Dy(3)-O(9) 2.399(2) 2.399(2) 2.397(2) 2.418(3)

Dy(3)-O(10) 2.416(2) 2.412(2) 2.367(2) 2.403(3)

Dy(3)-O(11) 2.299(3) 2.301(3) 2.294(2) 2.313(3)

Dy(3)-O(13) 2.351(2) 2.356(2) 2.3692(19) 2.356(3)

Dy(3)-O(14) 2.420(2) 2.443(2) 2.4130(19) 2.441(3)

Dy(3)-O(15) – – 2.3843(18) –

Dy(3)-O(15)#1 2.399(2) 2.371(2) – –

Dy(3)-O(16)#1 – – – 2.376(3)

Dy(3)-O(19) 2.390(2) 2.391(2) – 2.395(3)

Dy(3)-O(20) – – 2.400(2) –

Dy(3)-C(33) 2.784(3) 2.783(3) 2.733(3) 2.797(4)

Dy(3)-M(1) 3.47995(17) – 3.40693(15) 3.4366(7)

M(1)-O(14) 2.029(2) 2.008(2) 1.9008(18) 1.908(3)

M(1)-O(14)#1 2.029(2) 2.008(2) 1.9008(18) 1.908(3)

M(1)-O(15) 1.919(2) 1.992(2) 1.9050(19) 1.904(3)

M(1)-O(15)#1 1.919(2) 1.992(2) 1.9050(19) 1.904(3)

M(1)-O(16) 2.011(2) 2.006(2) 1.9089(18) 1.893(3)

M(1)-O(16)#1 2.011(2) 2.006(2) 1.9089(18) 1.893(3)

M(1)-Dy(1)#1 3.49541(18) 3.48042(18) 3.41444(16) 3.4272(10)

M(1)-Dy(2)#1 3.46314(16) 3.47876(16) 3.42363(17) 3.4278(8)

M(1)-Dy(3)#1 3.47994(17) – 2.40702(16) 3.4366(7)

O(9)-C(33) – 1.272(4) – –

O(14)-H(14O) – 0.873(10) – –

O(15)-Dy(2)#1 – 2.430(2) – –

O(15)-Dy(3)#1 2.399(2) 2.370(2) – –

O(15)-H(15O) – 0.876(10) – –

O(16)-Dy(1)#1 – 2.428(2) – –

O(16)-Dy(2)#1 – 2.391(2) – –
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Table 4.5: Crystal data and structure refinement for the chloride

series.

1’-Cr(Cl) 2’-Mn(Cl) 3’-Fe(Cl) 4’-Co(Cl) 5’-Al(Cl) 6’-MnY6(Cl)

Identification

code

ib229-B IB87 0m fedy6 cody6 IB88 0m ib191

Empirical

formula

C108 H140 Cl Cr

Dy6 O44

C108 H140 Cl

Dy6 Mn O44

C108 H140 Cl

Dy6 Fe O44

C108 H134 Cl Co

Dy6 O44

C108 H140 Al Cl

Dy6 O44

C108 H140 Cl Mn

O44 Y6

Formula weight 3204.64 3207.58 3208.50 3205.53 3179.62 2766.04

Temperature 123.00(2) K 123.00(10) K 173(2) K 173(2) K 123(2) K 123.00(10) K

Wavelength 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å 0.71073 Å

Crystal system,

space group

Trigonal, R-3 Trigonal, R-3 Trigonal, R-3 Trigonal, R-3 Trigonal, R-3 Trigonal, R-3

Unit cell

dimensions

a = 17.3789(3) Å

α = 90◦

b = 17.3789(3) Å

β = 90◦

c = 33.2755(8) Å

γ = 120◦

a = 17.3870(14) Å

α = 90◦

b = 17.3870(14) Å

β = 90◦

c = 33.229(3) Å

γ = 120◦

a = 17.4204(6) Å

α = 90◦

b = 17.4204(6) Å

β = 90◦

c = 33.4851(19) Å

γ = 120◦

a = 17.3864(5) Å

α = 90◦

b = 17.3864(5) Å

β = 90◦

c = 33.1672(15) Å

γ = 120◦

a = 17.3795(10) Å

α = 90◦

b = 17.3795(10) Å

β = 90◦

c = 33.0128(18) Å

γ = 120◦

a = 17.3218(4) Å

α = 90◦

b = 17.3218(4) Å

β = 90◦

c = 33.3774(12) Å

γ = 120◦

Volume 8703.6(3) Å3 8699.4(16) Å3 8800.3(7) Å3 8682.8(5) Å3 8635.5(11) Å3 8673.0(5) Å3
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Z, Calculated

density

3, 1.834 Mg/m3 3, 1.837 Mg/m3 3, 1.816 Mg/m3 3, 1.839 Mg/m3 3, 1.834 Mg/m3 3, 1.589 Mg/m3

Absorption

coefficient

4.013 mm−1 4.030 mm−1 4.000 mm−1 4.072 mm−1 3.963 mm−1 3.191 mm−1

F(000) 4731 4734 4737 4722 4698 4248

Crystal size 0.160 × 0.125 ×

0.090 mm

0.341 × 0.215 ×

0.178 mm

? × ? × ? mm ? × ? × ? mm 0.165 × 0.140 ×

0.095 mm

0.190 × 0.150 ×

0.110 mm

Theta range for

data collection

2.798 to 30.984◦ 2.800 to 30.549◦ 3.62 to 24.99◦ 2.97 to 27.50◦ 2.975 to 29.572◦ 2.783 to 27.484◦

Limiting indices

-24 ≤ h ≤ 25

-25 ≤ k ≤ 23

-46 ≤ l ≤ 48

-14 ≤ h ≤ 24

-24 ≤ k ≤ 16

-46 ≤ l ≤ 47

-15 ≤ h ≤ 20

-20 ≤ k ≤ 7

-27 ≤ l ≤ 39

-22 ≤ h ≤ 22

-22 ≤ k ≤ 21

-42 ≤ l ≤ 41

-22 ≤ h ≤ 20

-24 ≤ k ≤ 23

-45 ≤ l ≤ 26

-22 ≤ h ≤ 22

-21 ≤ k ≤ 22

-41 ≤ l ≤ 41

Reflections

collected/unique

30186/6122

[R(int) = 0.0339]

16327/5898

[R(int) = 0.0246]

5747/3445

[R(int) = 0.0159]

18484/4349

[R(int) = 0.0396]

17954/5383

[R(int) = 0.0646]

20861/4363

[R(int) = 0.0480]

Completeness to

θ

= 30.984, 99.1% = 30.549, 99.2% = 24.99, 99.7% = 27.50, 97.8% = 25.242, 99.7% = 27.484, 98.4%

Absorption

correction

Semi-empirical

from equivalents

Semi-empirical

from equivalents

– – Semi-empirical

from equivalents

Semi-empirical

from equivalents

Max. and min.

transmission

1.00000 and

0.75793

0.7461 and 0.5456 – – 0.7461 and 0.5988 1.0000 and

0.69056
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Refinement

method

Full-matrix least-

squares on F2

Full-matrix least-

squares on F2

Full-matrix least-

squares on F2

Full-matrix least-

squares on F2

Full-matrix least-

squares on F2

Full-matrix least-

squares on F2

Data/restraints/

parameters

6122/53/243 5898/62/243 3445/22/248 4349/16/246 5383/265/296 4363/53/243

Goodness-of-fit

on F2

1.041 1.034 1.058 1.084 1.039 1.045

Final R indices [I

> 2 σ(I)]

R1 = 0.0334

wR2 = 0.0880

R1 = 0.0367

wR2 = 0.0952

R1 = 0.0285

wR2 = 0.0712

R1 = 0.0438

wR2 = 0.1027

R1 = 0.0440

wR2 = 0.1003

R1 = 0.0564

wR2 = 0.1546

R indices (all

data)

R1 = 0.0419

wR2 = 0.0923

R1 = 0.0444

wR2 = 0.1003

R1 = 0.0331

wR2 = 0.0737

R1 = 0.0540

wR2 = 0.1077

R1 = 0.0662

wR2 = 0.1130

R1 = 0.0695

wR2 = 0.1612

Extinction

coefficient

n/a n/a – – n/a n/a

Largest diff. peak

and hole

2.511 and

-1.052 e.A−3

2.434 and

-1.519 e.A−3

0.986 and

-0.803 e.A−3

2.063 and

-0.801 e.A−3

1.261 and

-1.206 e.A−3

1.766 and

-1.106 e.A−3
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Figure 4.16: Refined crystal structures of 1’ (top left), 2’ (top right), 3’ (middle
left), 4’ (middle right), 5’ (bottom left) and 6’ (bottom right), including labels for
atoms used in Table 4.6. Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent
atoms are:
(1’) #1 −x + y + 2,−x + 1, z; #2 −y + 1, x − y − 1, z; #3 x − y, x − 1,−z; #4
y + 1,−x+ y + 1,−z; #5 −x+ 2,−y,−z.
(2’) #1 −x+ y,−x+ 1, z; #2 −y+ 1, x− y+ 1, z; #3 x− y+ 2/3, x+ 1/3,−z+ 1/3;
#4 −x+ 2/3,−y + 4/3,−z + 1/3; #5 y − 1/3,−x+ y + 1/3,−z + 1/3.
(3’) #1 −x+ y− 1,−x+ 1, z; #2 −y+ 1, x− y+ 2, z; #3 y− 1,−x+ y,−z+ 1; #4
−x,−y + 2,−z + 1; #5 x− y + 1, x+ 1,−z + 1.
(4’) #1 −y+1, x−y+1, z; #2 −x+y,−x+1, z; #3 y−1/3,−x+y+1/3,−z+4/3;
#4 −x+ 2/3,−y + 4/3,−z + 4/3; #5 x− y + 2/3, x+ 1/3,−z + 4/3.
(5’) #1 −x+ y,−x+ 1, z; #2 −y+ 1, x− y+ 1, z; #3 x− y+ 2/3, x+ 1/3,−z+ 4/3;
#4 −x+ 2/3,−y + 4/3,−z + 4/3; #5 y − 1/3,−x+ y + 1/3,−z + 4/3.
(6’) #1 −x+ y,−x+ 1, z; #2 −y+ 1, x− y+ 1, z; #3 −x+ 2/3,−y+ 4/3,−z+ 1/3;
#4 x− y + 2/3, x+ 1/3,−z + 1/3; #5 y − 1/3,−x+ y + 1/3,−z + 1/3.
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Table 4.6: Selected metal-ligand bond lengths for the chloride series (Å). (For 6’-
MnY6(Cl), swap instances of Dy with Y.)

Bond 1’-Cr(Cl) 2’-Mn(Cl) 3’-Fe(Cl) 4’-Co(Cl) 5’-Al(Cl) 6’-MnY6(Cl)
Dy(1)-O(1) 2.466(3) – 2.389(3) 2.385(3) 2.382(4) 2.376(3)
Dy(1)-O(1)#2 – – 2.442(3) 2.425(3) – –
Dy(1)-O(2) 2.394(3) 2.447(3) 2.3723(19) 2.363(3) 2.458(4) 2.436(3)
Dy(1)-O(3) 2.298(3) 2.303(3) 2.396(3) 2.378(4) 2.295(4) 2.288(3)
Dy(1)-O(4) 2.302(3) – 2.457(3) 2.453(4) – 2.291(3)
Dy(1)-O(4)#1 – 2.295(3) – – 2.285(4) –
Dy(1)-O(5) 2.432(2) – 2.403(4) 2.405(5) 2.376(4) 2.425(3)
Dy(1)-O(5)#1 2.382(2) 2.435(3) – – 2.426(4) 2.371(3)
Dy(1)-O(6) 2.3731(16) 2.3656(18) 2.302(3) 2.295(4) 2.361(2) 2.3515(19)
Dy(1)-O(7) 2.409(3) 2.399(3) – – 2.399(4) 2.382(4)
Dy(1)-O(7)#1 – – 2.312(3) 2.306(4) – –
Dy(1)-C(1) 2.793(4) 2.786(5) 2.795(5) 2.778(6) 2.784(6) 2.769(5)
Dy(1)-M(1) 3.47669(16) 3.4863(3) – 3.4274(3) 3.4272(3) 3.4832(4)
Dy(1)-Dy(1)#1 3.7787(3) 3.7774(4) 3.7856(4) 3.7633(4) 3.7562(5) 3.7586(7)
Dy(1)-Dy(1)#2 3.7787(3) 3.7774(4) 3.7856(4) 3.7633(4) 3.7562(5) 3.7586(7)
M(1)-O(1) – – 2.010(3) 1.904(3) – –
M(1)-O(1)#1 – – 2.010(3) 1.904(3) – –
M(1)-O(1)#2 – – 2.010(3) 1.904(3) – –
M(1)-O(1)#3 – – 2.009(3) 1.904(3) – –
M(1)-O(1)#4 – – 2.009(3) 1.904(3) – –
M(1)-O(1)#5 – – 2.010(3) 1.904(3) – –
M(1)-O(5) 1.978(2) 1.990(3) – – 1.896(4) 1.998(3)
M(1)-O(5)#1 1.978(2) 1.990(3) – – 1.896(4) 1.997(3)
M(1)-O(5)#2 1.978(2) 1.990(3) – – 1.896(4) 1.997(3)
M(1)-O(5)#3 1.978(2) 1.990(3) – – 1.896(4) 1.997(3)
M(1)-O(5)#4 1.978(2) 1.990(3) – – 1.896(4) 1.998(3)
M(1)-O(5)#5 1.978(2) 1.990(3) – – 1.896(4) –
O(1)-Dy(1)#1 – – 2.442(3) – – –
O(2)-Dy(1)#1 – – 2.3723(19) – – –
O(2)-Dy(1)#2 – – 2.3723(19) – – –
O(7)-Dy(1)#2 – – 2.311(3) – – –
O(7)-C(10) – – 1.269(6) – – –

4.4.4 MOLCAS outputs

Table 4.7: Calculated values of paramagnetic M ions’ ZFS parameters (Hamiltonian
in Eq. (4.3)). Large ratios E/D > 1/3 indicate rotations of anisotropy axes in Fig.
4.2 due to crystal field effects.

Complex D (cm−1) E/D
2-Mn(NO3) +4.3 -0.058
3-Fe(NO3) -0.07 -0.15
1’-Cr(Cl) -0.03 N/A
2’-Mn(Cl) -4.1 -0.784
3’-Fe(Cl) -0.08 N/A
6’-MnY6(Cl) -6.2 -0.581
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Table 4.8: Ab initio computed energies of the lowest Kramers doublets (KDs), and
ground-state g-tensors of Dy ions in the nitrate complexes 2−5.

E (cm−1)
Complex 2 (MnDy6)-NO3KDs Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 74 123.1 116.7 74 123.2 116.7
3 103.2 201.3 136.8 103.2 201.4 136.9
4 167.7 233.1 195.2 167.7 233.2 195.2
5 219.5 285.8 217.6 219.6 285.9 217.6
6 304.5 299.3 278.4 304.5 299.4 278.4
7 428.7 358.2 368.8 428.7 358.2 368.7
8 641.1 503.8 498.2 641.1 503.9 498.1
gx 0.0317 0.0185 0.0091 0.0315 0.0188 0.0092
gy 0.1053 0.0386 0.0129 0.105 0.0386 0.0129
gz 19.1264 19.3267 19.2881 19.0563 19.3937 19.3582

Complex 3 (FeDy6)-NO3KDs Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 73 103.2 121.7 73.1 103.1 121.7
3 93.1 125.8 195.5 93.2 125.8 195.4
4 153.1 178.5 223.5 153.2 178.4 223.3
5 182 190.4 264.3 182.1 190.3 264.2
6 252 246 277.9 252.1 245.9 277.8
7 347.3 333.7 350 347.4 333.6 350
8 548.9 475.4 475.3 549 475.3 475.4
gx 0.0449 0.0009 0.0268 0.0443 0.0009 0.0266
gy 0.0532 0.0105 0.053 0.0533 0.0103 0.0531
gz 19.0737 19.2802 19.3866 19.0682 19.2026 19.3032

Complex 4 (CoDy6)-NO3KDs Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 43.3 73.2 110.4 43.2 73.1 110.4
3 81.3 104.5 148.1 81.3 104.5 148.1
4 125 159.9 206.8 125 159.9 206.8
5 156.2 172.9 252.2 156.2 172.9 252.2
6 211.2 233.3 265.6 211.2 233.2 265.6
7 286.3 312.7 346.6 286.3 312.7 346.4
8 485.4 477.4 481.7 485.3 477.5 481.6
gx 0.1414 0.0213 0.0286 0.1411 0.0213 0.0284
gy 0.6253 0.0829 0.0439 0.6247 0.0833 0.044
gz 18.6666 19.1324 19.3624 18.5443 19.0031 19.2205

Complex 5 (AlDy6)-NO3KDs Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 55 64 97 55 64 97
3 90.6 103.4 120.1 89.2 103.4 120.2
4 150.5 153.1 185.9 149.2 153.1 185.9
5 179 165.1 214.7 179 165.1 214.8
6 242.3 217.3 238.2 241.2 217.3 238.2
7 333.1 290.9 318.7 332 290.9 318.6
8 547.9 456.6 449.3 546.6 456.6 449.2
gx 0.0488 0.0441 0.0448 0.0477 0.0442 0.0448
gy 0.2377 0.1583 0.0731 0.2397 0.1584 0.073
gz 18.8734 19.0127 19.2071 18.9166 19.0785 19.2742
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Table 4.9: Ab initio computed energies of the lowest Kramers dou-

blets (KDs), and ground-state g-tensors of Dy ions and M ions in

the chloride complexes 1’−5’.

E (cm−1)

Complex 1’ (CrDy6)-Cl
KDs

Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’ Cr

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 122.303 114.27 117.289 121.997 113.959 116.888 0.023

3 164.628 157.451 154.435 164.653 157.444 154.334

4 200.892 193.444 195.653 200.594 193.158 195.271

5 226.612 224.836 219.963 225.915 224.063 219.132

6 261.284 255.674 255.828 260.879 255.353 255.322

7 347.136 340.745 340.171 345.85 339.484 338.8

8 443.081 434.028 433.401 441.851 432.825 432.077

gx 0.0342 0.0398 0.0336 0.0345 0.0406 0.0343 2.0023

gy 0.0695 0.0869 0.0713 0.0699 0.0876 0.072 2.0023

gz 19.3256 19.2593 19.2743 19.4201 19.3519 19.3666 2.0023

Complex 2’ (MnDy6)-Cl
KDs

Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’ Mn

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 122.258 124.786 122.494 122.402 125.098 122.61 0.203

3 173.846 175.446 171.829 174.103 176.102 172.157 1.689

4 235.666 238.68 234.764 235.804 239.036 234.905 20.894

5 306.23 308.365 306.394 306.345 308.514 306.525 28.345

6 350.044 354.913 351.254 350.028 354.819 351.264

7 450.445 454.413 446.924 450.328 454.242 446.867

8 565.892 568.86 563.597 565.801 568.665 563.446

gx 0.0278 0.0254 0.0221 0.0276 0.0251 0.0218 1.8874

gy 0.0558 0.0504 0.0473 0.0555 0.0497 0.0468 1.7843

gz 19.2951 19.3083 19.2863 19.2648 19.273 19.2389 1.4804

Complex 3’ (FeDy6)-Cl
KDs

Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’ Fe

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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2 93.15 98.693 98.501 93.159 98.695 98.509 0.313

3 122.01 127.771 122.691 122.019 127.777 122.722 0.468

4 164.336 172.782 167.076 164.348 172.78 167.094

5 200.198 209.237 197.23 200.213 209.214 197.267

6 231.345 240.509 234.208 231.342 240.499 234.235

7 327.607 330.586 326.943 327.651 330.568 326.937

8 420.415 431.868 427.443 420.378 431.848 427.454

gx 0.0822 0.0664 0.073 0.0809 0.0659 0.0721 2.002

gy 0.1895 0.1527 0.1587 0.1895 0.1526 0.1586 2.002

gz 19.1102 19.1596 19.176 19.01 19.0696 19.0749 2.002

Complex 4’ (CoDy6)-Cl
KDs

Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 125.679 105.607 118.924 133.936 129.06 129.476

3 177.53 134.247 160.571 195.268 188.353 189.858

4 224.181 192.775 231.702 253.733 247.904 250.842

5 280.218 250.1 297.902 331.56 326.843 329.307

6 294.887 260.275 333.633 368.468 363.328 365.883

7 373.194 368.322 437.083 457.432 452.658 451.75

8 481.438 443.661 519.93 541.304 535.554 534.99

gx 0.0156 0.0288 0.0227 0.014 0.0169 0.0123

gy 0.034 0.0529 0.0421 0.025 0.0323 0.0237

gz 19.3042 19.1388 19.2148 19.4484 19.4022 19.411

Complex 5’ (AlDy6)-Cl
KDs

Dy1 Dy2 Dy3 Dy1’ Dy2’ Dy3’

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 92.85 92.004 80.3 92.85 92.016 80.297

3 113.895 115.475 106.078 113.895 115.486 106.077

4 176.308 178.704 170.06 176.308 178.713 170.06

5 215.823 223.325 208.901 215.822 223.346 208.902

6 243.673 244.632 235.13 243.672 244.647 235.131

7 339.762 344.724 334.356 339.762 344.738 334.357

8 437.712 431.677 426.055 437.712 431.695 426.055

gx 0.0408 0.0493 0.0367 0.0408 0.0493 0.0367
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gy 0.0826 0.1014 0.0877 0.0826 0.1014 0.0877

gz 19.1686 19.1802 19.0767 19.1686 19.1802 19.0767

4.4.5 Powder magnetisation isotherms

Figure 4.17: Plot of M vs. H isotherms for MnY6-Cl (6’). Lines connecting data
points serve as guides to the eye.
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3-Fe(NO3) 3’-Fe(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3) 2’-Mn(Cl)

1’-Cr(Cl)1-Cr(NO3)

Figure 4.18: Plots showing how variations in J1 affect the M vs. H models at 2 K.
All J2 parameters were kept fixed as the respective DFT values in Table 4.1.
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5-Al(NO3) 5’-Al(Cl)

4’-Co(Cl)4-Co(NO3)

3-Fe(NO3) 3’-Fe(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3) 2’-Mn(Cl)

1’-Cr(Cl)1-Cr(NO3)

Figure 4.19: Plots showing how variations in J2 affect the M vs. H models at 2 K.
All J1 parameters were kept fixed as the respective DFT values in Table 4.1.
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5’-Al(Cl)5-Al(NO3)

4’-Co(Cl)4-Co(NO3)

3-Fe(NO3) 3’-Fe(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3) 2’-Mn(Cl)

1’-Cr(Cl)1-Cr(NO3)

Figure 4.20: Plots showing how dipolar-only models without exchange coupling (i.e.
with J1 and J2 set to 0 cm−1) can still capture much of the experimental M vs. H
behaviour at 2 K.
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4.4.6 DC magnetic susceptibilities

Figure 4.21: Plot of χMT vs. T for MnY6-Cl (6’). Lines connecting data points
serve as guides to the eye.
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1-Cr(NO3) 1’-Cr(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3) 2’-Mn(Cl)

3-Fe(NO3) 3’-Fe(Cl)

Figure 4.22: Plots showing how variations in J1 affect the χMT vs. T models at 1
T. All J2 parameters were kept fixed as the respective DFT values in Table 4.1.
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1-Cr(NO3) 1’-Cr(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3) 2’-Mn(Cl)

3-Fe(NO3) 3’-Fe(Cl)

4-Co(NO3) 4’-Co(Cl)

5-Al(NO3) 5’-Al(Cl)

Figure 4.23: Plots showing how variations in J2 affect the χMT vs. T models at 1
T. All J1 parameters were kept fixed as the respective DFT values in Table 4.1.
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1-Cr(NO3) 1’-Cr(Cl)

2-Mn(NO3) 2’-Mn(Cl)

3-Fe(NO3) 3’-Fe(Cl)

4-Co(NO3) 4’-Co(Cl)

5-Al(NO3) 5’-Al(Cl)

Figure 4.24: Plots showing how dipolar-only models without exchange coupling (i.e.
with J1 and J2 set to 0 cm−1) can still capture much of the experimental χMT vs.
T behaviour at 1 T.
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4.4.7 Alternative value of J1 for 1’

1’-Cr(Cl)

𝐽1 = +0.36 cm-1

𝐽2 = −0.023 cm-1

1’-Cr(Cl)

𝐽1 = +0.36 cm-1

𝐽2 = −0.023 cm-1

1’-Cr(Cl)

𝐽1 = −0.08 cm-1

𝐽2 = −0.023 cm-1

1’-Cr(Cl)

𝐽1 = −0.08 cm-1

𝐽2 = −0.023 cm-1

Figure 4.25: Plots showing how the 1’-Cr(Cl) models for M vs. H at 2 K (left) and
χMT vs. T at 1 T (right) vary depending on the choice of J1, determined either by
fitting the low-field M vs. H experimental data (top, J1 = −0.08 cm−1) or by DFT
calculations (bottom, J1 = +0.36 cm−1).

Although the χMT vs. T model for 1’-Cr(Cl) is mostly insensitive to the value

of J1, the M vs. H model shows an important change: a large, ferromagnetic value

of J1 causes the model to overshoot the experimental data below 1.5 T. (At larger

fields, crystallite torquing causes the experimental data to exceed the model data

regardless of the values of J1 and J2; see also Figs. 4.18−4.20.) Conversely, a small,

antiferromagnetic value of J1 leads to good agreement between the M vs. H model

and the low-field experimental data. As such, we use J1 = −0.08 cm−1 for 1’-Cr(Cl)

throughout the main text.

Of the 16 exchange coupling constants calculated using DFT, the value of J1

for 1’-Cr(Cl) is the only calculated constant which disagrees with experimental
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data after accounting for crystallite torquing (see below), and is therefore the only

constant which we replace with a fitted value. Also note that the fitted value of

J1 = −0.08 cm−1 for 1’-Cr(Cl) agrees with the DFT value of J1 = −0.08 cm−1 for

1-Cr(NO3). Further investigation is required to determine why the DFT values of

J1 for 1-Cr(NO3) and 1’-Cr(Cl) are so different, whereas all other complexes have

similar calculated values for J1 and J2 between nitrate and chloride analogues (see

Table 4.1).

4.4.8 Analysis of crystallite alignment with applied fields

In the plots of magnetisation (M) isotherms against magnetic field (H) (Fig. 4.4

and Figs. 4.18−4.20) there is close to saturation at 2 K and 5 T with saturation

values (see Table 4.2) of Mexp = 34.47 (1), 36.70 (2), 38.72 (3), 34.38 (4), 34.87 (5),

35.86 (1’), 40.12 (3’), 35.54 (4’), 32.50 (5’) NµB. It is instructive to compare these

saturation values with fundamental theoretical expectations, and then with detailed

calculations. Because of the toroidal arrangement of the anisotropy axes, the max-

imal magnetisation that can be achieved in the {MIIIDyIII
6 } clusters is MTOROID ≤

(40 + gS) NµB, associated to the stabilisation in high fields of an onion magnetic

state (see Fig. 4.11 and Ref. 53), featuring the alignment of two magnetic moments

of 20 µB from each {Dy3} unit, ferromagnetically coupled to the spin S of the central

ion CrIII (S = 3/2) in 1/1’, MnIII (S = 2) in 2/2’, FeIII (S = 5/2) in 3/3’, CoIII (S

= 0) in 4/4’ and AlIII (S = 0) in 5/5’. In a single-crystal experiment, and with the

magnetic field perfectly aligned along one of the six sides of the two {Dy3} triangles

(i.e. one of the six easy axes perpendicular to the S6 symmetry axis, see Ref. 53),

this leads to the fully aligned saturation magnetisation MTOROID ∼ 43 (1/1’), 44

(2/2’), 45 (3/3’), 40 (4/4’), 40 (5/5’) NµB, which are seen to be upper bounds

to the saturation Mexp values. However, the experimental Mexp values in our case

were measured on powder samples. Upon powder averaging, MTOROID is reduced to

M̄TOROID:
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M̄TOROID . (12/4π)
∫ π/6

0
dφ
∫ π

0
dθMTOROID sin2 θ cosφ

= 3
4 (40 + gS)NµB, (4.5)

where we have used the six-fold symmetry of the cluster’s in-plane easy axes to sim-

plify integration. Interestingly, we find here that the true upper bound to the sat-

uration powder magnetisation M̄TOROID ∼ 32.25 (1/1’), 33.00 (2/2’), 33.75 (3/3’),

30.00 (4/4’), 30.00 (5/5’) is systematically overshot by the experimental Mexp val-

ues reported above, which instead (as expected) systematically undershoot the fully

aligned MTOROID values. The fact that we find M̄TOROID <Mexp <MTOROID, instead

of Mexp < M̄TOROID < MTOROID, suggests that at high fields a partial alignment of

the crystallites has occurred in the experiments, leading to larger saturation values

than what are expected from powder averaging. Since our simulated magnetic prop-

erties (both χMT vs. T and M vs. H) were calculated as powder averages assuming

completely random orientations of the crystallites, the partial alignment in the ex-

periment would seem to explain the systematic undershooting from our simulations

of the experimental data points in high magnetic fields observed in Fig. 4.4 and

Figs. 4.18−4.20, but also at higher temperatures in Fig. 4.5 and Figs. 4.22−4.25.

On the other hand, we note that our model calculations at 5 T and 2 K predict

Mtheo ∼ 31.82 (1), 31.99 (2) 33.58 (3), 28.37 (4), 28.45 (5), 31.65 (1’), 31.53 (2’),

33.47 (3’), 28.84 (4’), 28.56 (5’) which are systematically smaller but very close

to the theoretical upper bounds for powder magnetisation discussed above, hence

satisfying Mtheo < M̄TOROID < MTOROID.

It is also interesting to note that if {MDy6} had uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (all

six Dy(III) anisotropy axes parallel to each other), the maximal magnetic moment

in high magnetic fields parallel to the uni-axis would amount to (60 + gS) NµB, so

that one would have MUNIAX ∼ 63 (1/1’), 64 (2/2’), 65 (3/3’), 60 (4/4’), 60 (5/5’)

NµB. Upon powder averaging, these MUNIAX values would be reduced to M̄UNIAX

according to
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M̄UNIAX .
1

4π

∫ 2π

0
dφ
∫ π

0
dθMUNIAX sin θ cos θ tanh

(
∆ cos θ
2kBT

)

≈ 1
2 (60 + gS)NµB, (4.6)

where ∆� kBT is the gap to the first-excited magnetic state in an idealised two-level

model, for a large field along the uni-axis, at low temperatures. (The complexity of

the Zeeman spectrum for fields at an angle θ with the uni-axis is grossly approxi-

mated by this model, but neglected contributions would decrease M , hence M̄UNIAX

can be considered as an upper bound.) We thus note that despite the significantly

larger magnetic moment in high fields of the uniaxial configuration (∼ 60µB) with

respect to the toroidal configuration (∼ 40µB), the maximal powder saturation mag-

netisation for a uniaxial cluster M̄UNIAX does not differ significantly from that of a

toroidal cluster M̄TOROID; in fact we obtain M̄UNIAX ∼ 31.5 (1/1’), 32.0 (2/2’), 32.5

(3/3’), 30.0 (4/4’), 30.0 (5/5’) NµB, which suggests that, when probing powder

samples, evidence for toroidal arrangements of the magnetic axes can only be sought

for at low fields (and at low temperatures).
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4.4.9 AC magnetic susceptibilities

2-Mn(NO3)

3-Fe(NO3)

4-Co(NO3)

(Figure 4.26 continues below.)
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5-Al(NO3)

1’-Cr(Cl)

(Figure 4.26 continues below.)
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4’-Co(Cl)

5’-Al(Cl)

Figure 4.26: In-phase χ′M and out-of-phase χM” components of the AC susceptibil-
ities of 2, 3, 4, 5, 1’, 4’ and 5’, measured at various temperatures, AC-frequencies
and DC-field strengths. NB Although the in-phase components for 1’ and 5’ look
very similar, they are distinct plots.
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4.4.10 Ab initio computed magnetisation blocking barriers

Figure 4.27: Qualitative mechanisms for magnetic relaxation of Dy1 (left), Dy2
(middle) and Dy3 (right) in 3 (top), 4 (middle) and 5 (bottom). The energies (ver-
tical axis), magnetic moments (horizontal axis) and compositions of ground/first-
excited KDs (thick black lines) are shown. Numbers beside dotted arrows are the
mean absolute values of transition matrix elements connecting the KDs via QTM
(red arrows) or thermal excitations (blue/green arrows).
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4.4.11 MicroSQUID plots of hysteresis

0.002 T/s
0.004 T/s
0.008 T/s
0.017 T/s
0.035 T/s
0.070 T/s
0.140 T/s
0.280 T/s

c)

0.002 T/s
0.004 T/s
0.008 T/s
0.017 T/s
0.035 T/s
0.070 T/s
0.140 T/s
0.280 T/s

Figure 4.28: Single-crystal normalised magnetisation (M/MS) vs. applied field mea-
surements (microSQUID) for complex 2-Mn(NO3) at a) 0.03−1.0 K with a scan rate
of 0.004 T s−1; b) 0.03−1.2 K with a scan rate of 0.14 T s−1; with different field
sweep rates at c) 0.03 K and d) 0.4 K.
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Figure 4.29: Single-crystal normalised magnetisation (M/MS) vs. applied field mea-
surements (microSQUID) for complex 4-Co(NO3) at a) 0.03−1.3 K with a scan rate
of 0.002 T s−1; b) 0.03−1.3 K with a scan rate of 0.14 T s−1; with different field
sweep rates at c) 0.03 K and d) 0.5 K.
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 4.30: Single-crystal normalised magnetisation (M/MS) vs. applied field mea-
surements (microSQUID) for complex 5-Al(NO3) at a) 0.03−1.2 K with a scan rate
of 0.004 T s−1; b) 0.03−1.2 K with a scan rate of 0.14 T s−1; with different field
sweep rates at c) 0.03 K and d) 0.4 K; e) first derivatives dM/dH with different
field sweep rates at e) 0.03 K and f) 0.4 K.
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Figure 4.31: MicroSQUID magnetisation hysteresis data for 1’-Cr(Cl) at the tem-
peratures and scan rates shown.

Figure 4.32: MicroSQUID magnetisation hysteresis data for 2’-Mn(Cl) at the tem-
peratures and scan rates shown.

Figure 4.33: MicroSQUID magnetisation hysteresis data for 4’-Co(Cl) at the tem-
peratures and scan rates shown.
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4.4.12 Hysteresis simulations details

We proceed like in Ref. 53 to model the dissipative spin dynamics and thereby

simulate the magnetisation hysteresis. Thus, solving Eqs. (4.1)−(4.4) for the time-

dependent energies of each magnetic state of the metal ions (time-dependent adi-

abatic regime), we set up a master equation to calculate the populations of these

states. For the {CoIIIDyIII
6 } and {AlIIIDyIII

6 } complexes, we include all 26 = 64 states

of the six DyIII ions. For the {CrIIIDyIII
6 }, {MnIIIDyIII

6 } and {FeIIIDyIII
6 } complexes,

the numbers of states are much larger, due to the spin states of the central ions.

We therefore only include Dy6 states if they have a significant chance of becoming

populated at some stage − they must either be low in energy, or have total mag-

netic moments aligned approximately along the applied field direction, leaving only

24 states.

The 24 included collective Dy6 states consist of all the FT and AFT states, many

moderately magnetic states (e.g. derived from FT or AFT states by flipping one

Dy moment along the field direction), and some strongly magnetic ‘onion’ states

(derived from AFT states by flipping two Dy moments along the field direction). As

such, rather than using all 64× 4 = 256 states for {CrIIIDyIII
6 }, 64× 5 = 320 states

for {MnIIIDyIII
6 } and 64×6 = 384 states for {FeIIIDyIII

6 }, we actually use 24×4 = 96

states for {CrIIIDyIII
6 }, 24× 5 = 120 states for {MnIIIDyIII

6 } and 24× 6 = 144 states

for {FeIIIDyIII
6 }.

The time-dependent populations are as follows, with incoherent tunnelling and

spin-phonon coupling mediating transitions between the states, as per Ref. 53:

Ṗi (t) =
∑
j

[
W ph
j→i (t) + Ωtun

i↔j (t)
]
Pj (t)− Pi (t)

∑
j

[
W ph
i→j (t) + Ωtun

i↔j (t)
]
. (4.7)

The phonon-induced transition from state |i〉 to state |j〉 has the following rate,

phenomenologically modelled with an energy-dependence obtained from the Debye
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model,21 generalised to the time-dependent adiabatic regime:‡‡

W ph
i→j (t) = Γij

[Ej (t)− Ei (t)]3

exp {[Ej (t)− Ei (t)] /kBT} − 1 , (4.8)

where the pre-factor Γij depends on how many magnetic moments are required to flip

in order to transition from |i〉 to |j〉, see below. Likewise, the incoherent tunnelling

transition between states |i〉 and |j〉, in either direction, has the following rate:53

Ωtun
i↔j (t) = γij

λij

{[Ei (t)− Ej (t)] /~}2 + λ2
ij

, (4.9)

where the pre-factor γij and the broadening parameter λij depend on the choices for

|i〉 and |j〉, see below.

Numerically solving Eq. (4.7) at each point in time provides us with the in-

stantaneous populations of states. Using these populations as statistical weights,

we multiply by the magnetic moment of each state and thereby plot the dynamical

magnetisations of the {MIIIDyIII
6 } complexes.

We find that the main features of the experimental hysteresis curves can be

captured by only including one-flip processes in our model, and therefore set γij = 0

Hz2 and Γij = 0 Hz/(cm−1)3 if multiple Dy flips are required to connect states

|i〉 and |j〉.§§ The broadening parameters λij can be explicitly calculated44,52 as

time-dependent parameters, given by half the sum of all the (time-dependent) spin-

phonon transition rates out of states |i〉 and |j〉 at a given point in time (see e.g.

Ref. 53). However, we find that these computationally expensive calculations do

not significantly improve our models, so treat λij as being time-independent.

Though the precise calculation of the parameters in Table 4.10 is beyond the

scope of the current paper (see Ref. 53 for a discussion of how to estimate some

parameters), we do choose γM � γ1Dy-flip � γ2Dy-flips ≈ 0 for the tunnelling rates,

ΓM � Γ1Dy-flip � Γ2Dy-flips ≈ 0 for the spin-phonon rates, and weight the ΓM rates

‡‡For a more sophisticated discussion of spin-phonon coupling, see e.g. Ref. 45.
§§See Appendix B for a discussion of the various types of transitions possible between states,

and their relative intensities.
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Table 4.10: Values of dynamical parameters used in the hysteresis models.
M ion γM λM ΓM γ1Dy-flip λ1Dy-flip Γ1Dy-flip(

Hz2) (Hz)
(

Hz/
(
cm−1)3) (

Hz2) (Hz)
(

Hz/
(
cm−1)3)

Cr 1016 1011 105 5× 1011 1010 10−2

Mn 1016 1011 105 1012 5× 1010 10−2

Fe 1016 1011 105 1012 1011 100

Co N/A N/A N/A 5× 1012 1010 102

Al N/A N/A N/A 7× 1013 5× 109 102

by the squares of coefficients arising from ladder operators connecting the central

ions’ initial and final spin states: s±1 = (s∓m)(s±m+ 1)(2m± 1)2 and s±2 =

(s∓m)(s±m+ 1)(s∓m− 1)(s±m+ 2), where s is the spin of the central ion,

and m is the spin-projection along its main magnetic axis before the spin-phonon

transition takes place.

We found the effects of increasing (decreasing) the tunnelling rates γij could

mostly be cancelled out by decreasing (increasing) the corresponding broadening

parameters λij. The choice of paramagnetic central ion did not appear to affect

its transition rates, but did affect the single-Dy-flip transition rates, particularly

Γ1Dy-flip; the fitted values for Γ1Dy-flip were larger in complexes with diamagnetic

central ions (Co, Al) than in complexes with paramagnetic central ions (Cr, Mn,

Fe).
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4.4.13 Zeeman spectra

4’-Co(Cl)4-Co(NO3)

3’-Fe(Cl)3-Fe(NO3)

2’-Mn(Cl)2-Mn(NO3)

5’-Al(Cl)5-Al(NO3)

1’-Cr(Cl)1-Cr(NO3)

Figure 4.34: Zeeman spectra for all ten {Dy3MIIIDy3} complexes, using the same
colour code as in Fig. 4.10. The nitrate complexes are similar to their chloride
analogues. NB Unlike in Fig. 4.10, the spectrum for 4 shown here uses the original
model with Dy easy axes found by MOLCAS calculations (see Table 4.1).
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2-Mn(NO3) without ZFS 2’-Mn(Cl) without ZFS

Figure 4.35: Zeeman spectra for 2-Mn(NO3) and 2’-Mn(Cl) produced using models
without zero-field splitting (ZFS) in the MnIII ion. The key level crossings (in black
ovals) now occur at smaller magnetic fields, which would hypothetically lead to
narrower hysteresis profiles, possibly similar to that seen for 3’-Fe(Cl).

4.4.14 Alternative model for 4

Figure 4.36: Plots showing how the alternative model for 4-Co(NO3) using S6-
symmetric Dy easy axes with η = 14◦, φ = 0◦ replicates the experimental measure-
ments for M vs. H at 2 K (left) and χMT vs. T at 1 T (right). This alternative
model was also used to simulate the magnetic hysteresis (see Fig. 4.8), as the origi-
nal model (with MOLCAS Dy easy axes and a smaller net Dy moment in the AFT
states) led to a remnant magnetisation which was quite smaller than that observed
experimentally.
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4.5 Appendix B: Further analyses

Abstract

We report on the field-dependence of energy levels and subsequent thermal popula-

tions of states in two previously synthesised3,53 ‘double-triangle’ complexes {CrIIIDyIII
6

(OH)8(o-tol)12(NO3)(MeOH)5}·3MeOH (1) and {AlIIIDyIII
6 (OH)8(o-tol)12(NO3)

(MeOH)5}·4MeOH (5), o-tol = o-toluate. These compounds are notable for their

ground states, which were calculated3,53 to be ferrotoroidic: their con-rotating

toroidal moments result from inter-triangle dipolar coupling between DyIII ions with

magnetic moments approximately aligned along the in-plane tangential directions at

the triangular vertices. Here we discuss the symmetries, energies and populations of

states in 1 and 5, calculated at various temperatures and magnetic field strengths.

We are particularly interested in the complexes’ behaviour under strong magnetic

fields, as this was not addressed in Refs. 3 or 53.

4.5.1 Zero-field energy spectra

Without an external magnetic field, the various possible orientations of crystallites

in a powder sample become equivalent, and the fundamental ordering of energy

levels due to intramolecular effects can be investigated. The relevant Hamiltonians

have been previously reported as:3,53

Ĥdip = µ0

4π

All∑
p,q

[
Mp ·Mq

|Rpq|3
− 3(Mp ·Rpq) (Mq ·Rpq)

|Rpq|5

]
, (4.10)

Ĥexch = −J1

3∑
q=1

(Sq + Sq′) · SM − J2

3∑
p,q

(Sp · Sq + Sp′ · Sq′) , (4.11)

where Mp is the magnetic moment of ion p, Rpq is the vector from ion p to q

(vectors obtained from crystallographic data in Refs. 3 and 53), Sp is the true spin

moment of DyIII ion p (primed and unprimed indices refer to DyIII ions on different

triangles), SM is the true spin moment of the central ion M (SCr = 3/2, SAl =
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0), J1 is the coupling constant for the superexchange interaction between the DyIII

ions and the central ion (calculated using density functional theory as −0.08 cm−1

for 1;53 irrelevant for 5 because SAl = 0), and J2 is the coupling constant for the

superexchange interaction between DyIII ions within the same triangle (calculated

using density functional theory as −0.043 cm−1 for 1;53 fitted from low-field, low-

temperature powder magnetisation data as 0 cm−1 for 5).3

As in Refs. 3 and 53, we assume the ground |±15/2〉 Kramers doublets (KDs)

of the DyIII ions are thermally isolated from the |±13/2〉, |±11/2〉, etc. KDs. (This

approximation may not be valid at strong fields, vide infra.) We obtain the directions

of the DyIII easy axes from the ab initio calculations in Refs. 3 and 53. Due to the

large ratios of gzz/gxx and gzz/gyy, we treat the DyIII magnetic moments as purely

axial Ising moments with gxx = gyy = 0.

However, the approximation of using a non-collinear Ising model for the DyIII

moments may not be valid at very strong magnetic fields − for certain orientations

of the applied magnetic field, the contribution to a DyIII ion’s Zeeman energy from

small gxx and gyy components may become comparable to the contribution from the

large gzz component. This would reduce the accuracy of energy levels calculated

using gxx = gyy = 0. As such, the results of this brief investigation are intended to

be qualitative rather than quantitative.

The resulting zero-field energy spectra for 1 and 5, calculated using Eqs. (4.10)

and (4.11), are depicted in Fig. 4.37. The main eight manifolds shown are related

to each other as follows:

• Manifold 1 (one DyIII doublet), dark green: ferrotoroidic (FT) states, very

weakly magnetic, net DyIII moment ∼ 0.4 µB.

• Manifold 2 (one DyIII doublet), dark blue: antiferrotoroidic (AFT) states,

weakly magnetic, net DyIII moment ∼ 6.6 µB.

• Manifold 3 (six DyIII doublets), yellow: moderately magnetic states, net DyIII

moment ∼ 19.3 µB, obtained from manifold 1 via one DyIII-flip.
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Figure 4.37: Zero-field energy spectra of 1 (left) and 5 (right). There are eight
uniquely-derived manifolds (middle), split into 32 DyIII doublets (degeneracy from
time reversal symmetry) by distortions from the S6-symmetric double triangle struc-
tures and by deviations of the DyIII easy axes from the ideal in-plane tangential
directions. For 1, these 32 doublets are further split in energy into 128 DyIII + CrIII

doublets by dipolar and exchange coupling with the central paramagnetic CrIII ion.
This does not occur in 5 because the central AlIII ion is diamagnetic. The time
reversal symmetry may be broken by applying an external magnetic field, splitting
the doublets into 256 DyIII + CrIII singlets for 1 or 64 DyIII singlets for 5.

• Manifold 4 (six DyIII doublets), light green: moderately magnetic states, net

DyIII moment ∼ 19.5 µB, obtained from manifold 2 via one DyIII-flip.

• Manifold 5 (three DyIII doublets), purple: very weakly magnetic states, net

DyIII moment ∼ 0.4 µB, obtained from manifold 3 via a DyIII-flip on the ion

which is inversion-related to the pre-flipped ion.

• Manifold 6 (six DyIII doublets), orange: moderately magnetic states, net DyIII

moment ∼ 19.3 µB, obtained from manifold 4 via a DyIII-flip on an ion which
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is not inversion-related to the pre-flipped ion.

• Manifold 7 (six DyIII doublets), cyan: strongly magnetic states, net DyIII

moment ∼ 33.1 µB, obtained from manifold 3 via a DyIII-flip on an ion which

is not inversion-related to the pre-flipped ion.

• Manifold 8 (three DyIII doublets), red: strongly magnetic ‘onion’ states, net

DyIII moment ∼ 38.3 µB, obtained from manifold 4 via a DyIII-flip on the ion

which is inversion-related to the pre-flipped ion.

4.5.2 Types of energetic transitions

From the zero-field energy spectra depicted in Fig. 4.37, we expect there to be three

main types of energetic transitions which ought to be experimentally observable by

techniques such as electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), inelastic neutron scat-

tering (INS), or far-infrared (far-IR) absorption spectroscopy. Based on the energy,

intensity and temperature dependence of a given transition, it may be possible to

classify the transition into one of the three main types described below.

Type A (predicted to be observable in 1 only): CrIII-flip transitions, pre-

dicted to be very strong in intensity due to the large transition dipole moment

involved (∼ 2 µB between spin states whose MS quantum numbers differ by one

unit).53 The zero-field energy gaps with ∆MS = 1 may be as small as 0.75 GHz

within manifold 1 (small splitting due to small net DyIII moment ∼ 0.8 µB in 1)

or as large as 49.6 GHz within manifold 8 (large splitting due to large net DyIII

moment ∼ 38.6 µB in 1). Weaker ‘forbidden’ transitions with ∆MS = 2, 3 may also

be observed, with their zero-field energy gaps ranging from 1.50 GHz and 2.25 GHz

within manifold 1 to 99.2 GHz and 148.8 GHz within manifold 8. If an external

magnetic field were applied to a powder sample of 1, the CrIII energy gaps within

all manifolds would increase in magnitude: at 14 T the gaps could be as large as

398.0 GHz for ∆MS = 1, 796.1 GHz for ∆MS = 2, and 1194 GHz for ∆MS = 3

(vide infra). Due to the high intensity and broad energy range of type A transitions
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in 1, we expect that type B and type C transitions would not be experimentally

observable in 1.

Type B (predicted to be observable in 5 only): single DyIII-flip transitions

originating from ground manifolds, predicted to be weak in intensity due to

the small transition dipole moment involved (∼ 0.01 µB between two components

of the ground MJ ≈ ±15/2 Kramers doublet on each ion).3,53 In the absence of an

external magnetic field, the manifold 1 → manifold 3 energy gaps have a narrow

range from 106.9 GHz to 114.7 GHz. Likewise, the zero-field gaps between DyIII

doublets involved in the manifold 2→ manifold 4 transitions have a similarly narrow

range from 100.8 GHz to 109.7 GHz. However, if a 14 T external field were applied

to a powder sample, the sizes of gaps between ground DyIII singlets and first-excited

DyIII singlets would range from very small to very large, depending on the field

direction relative to the crystallite orientation (e.g. 12.1 GHz for a field along the

molecular z-axis, compared to 1986 GHz for a field along the molecular y-axis, vide

infra). Type B transitions should be observable in 5 at all temperatures, but with

greater intensity at lower temperatures due to the greater equilibrium populations

in the ground manifolds.

Type C (predicted to be observable in 5 only): single DyIII-flip transitions

originating from excited manifolds, similar in energy scale and intensity to type

B transitions at high temperatures. For example, the zero-field gaps range somewhat

narrowly from 93.1 GHz (manifold 3 → manifold 5) to 123.9 GHz (manifold 4 →

manifold 8). Similar to type B transitions, this narrow range would be significantly

broadened upon application of an external magnetic field − if a 14 T field were

applied to a powder sample, the lowest-energy absorptions out of the first-excited

DyIII singlets could range from 32.0 GHz (field along molecular z-axis) to 2007 GHz

(field along molecular y-axis, vide infra). The temperature dependence of type C

transitions would be the opposite to that of type B transitions, becoming weaker in

intensity at lower temperatures due to the reduced equilibrium populations in the

excited manifolds. This should serve as a means to distinguish transitions of types
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B and C.

In principle, there could be other transitions (type D) involving multiple simul-

taneous DyIII-flips, with zero-field energy gaps in 1 ranging from 191.0 GHz (ground

CrIII in manifold 2 → ground CrIII in manifold 8) to 250.2 GHz (ground CrIII in

manifold 1 → ground CrIII in manifold 5), and zero-field energy gaps in 5 ranging

from 200.6 GHz (manifold 1 → manifold 5) to 232.9 GHz (manifold 2 → mani-

fold 8). However, the corresponding intensities would be substantially weaker for

type D than for type A, B or C transitions, so we do not predict multi-DyIII-flip

transitions would be experimentally observable. Likewise, there could also be simul-

taneous DyIII-/CrIII-flips in 1 (type E), but these should be obscured by the larger

transition dipole moments of types A/B/C transitions.

Under very strong magnetic fields, KDs other than |±15/2〉 may become ener-

getically accessible, and transitions could occur between different KDs, in addition

to the type B/C transitions within the |±15/2〉 KD discussed above. Such transi-

tions (type F) could possibly be observed in both 1 and 5, if the transition dipole

moments between e.g. |±15/2〉 and |±13/2〉 KDs are strong enough. However, in

this brief investigation, we do not include type F transitions (vide infra).

4.5.3 Zeeman spectra along molecular axes

The Zeeman Hamiltonian required for inclusion of an external magnetic field is:3,21

ĤZee = −
All∑
q

Mq ·B, (4.12)

where B is the external magnetic field. Although the detailed study of the effect of a

magnetic field applied to a powder sample would require the analysis of a multitude

of Zeeman spectra with the field oriented along different directions for each possible

crystallite orientation, here we will focus on three key directions: the molecular x-,

y- and z-axes, which are approximately aligned with the moderate, easy and hard

axes of magnetisation, respectively.
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The associated Zeeman spectra along these three directions for 1 and 5 are

shown in Figs. 4.38 and 4.39, respectively. For both complexes, DyIII states from

manifolds 7 and 8 are the lowest in energy for moderate/strong fields along the x-

and y-axes, due to the large magnetic moments in those manifolds. For fields along

the molecular z-axis, DyIII states from manifolds 2 and 4 are low in energy, because

their smaller overall magnetic moments have larger projections along the z-axis.

(Figure 4.38 continues below.)
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Figure 4.38: Zeeman spectra for 1 with external magnetic fields applied along the
molecular x-axis (top panels), y-axis (middle panels) and z-axis (bottom panels).
For each field direction, two energy scales are shown: (top) the full range, to allow
comparison of the extents of Zeeman splitting along the moderate (x), easy (y) and
hard (z) axes of magnetisation; (bottom) energies within 350 GHz of the ground
state. The colour scheme for the main eight manifolds is the same as in Fig. 4.37,
but with patterned lines to distinguish the four eigenstates of the CrIII ion (ground
= solid, 1st excited = dashed, 2nd excited = dotted, 3rd excited = dot-dashed).
The angular momenta of the DyIII ions are depicted for selected low-energy states
(listed in descending order of their energies at 14 T) which we predict would be
involved in observable transitions: vertical black arrows show examples of type
A transitions; weaker type B and C transitions not shown; crossed arrows show
examples of forbidden type D transitions.

(Figure 4.39 continues below.)
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Figure 4.39: Zeeman spectra for 5 with external magnetic fields applied along the
molecular x-axis (top panels), y-axis (middle panels) and z-axis (bottom panels).
For each field direction, two energy scales are shown: (top) the full range, to allow
comparison of the extents of Zeeman splitting along the moderate (x), easy (y) and
hard (z) axes of magnetisation; (bottom) energies within 350 GHz of the ground
state. The colour scheme for the main eight manifolds is the same as in Fig. 4.37.
The angular momenta of the DyIII ions are depicted for selected low-energy states
(listed in descending order of their energies at 14 T) which we predict would be
involved in observable transitions: vertical black arrows show examples of type B
and C transitions; crossed arrows show examples of forbidden type D transitions.
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4.5.4 Thermal populations of states

Due to competition between excitation and relaxation processes, the intensities of

transitions are proportional to the difference in populations of the initial and final

states.43 Therefore, if we are to successfully predict the behaviour of powder samples

of 1 and 5, we must calculate the thermal (Boltzmann) populations of states. Using

Eqs. (4.10)−(4.11), we can calculate the energies of states for any field strength and

any choice of crystallite orientation in the powder sample (Figs. 4.38 and 4.39 only

show three choices of orientations with respect to the magnetic field). Averaging

over all orientations, we present the thermal populations at various temperatures

and field strengths for 1 and 5 in Figs. 4.40 and 4.41, respectively.

We expect Type A transitions between CrIII eigenstates would dominate the

behaviour of 1, particularly between states with ∆MS = 1. In Fig. 4.40, this

corresponds to transitions between populations labelled: 1 → 2 → 3 → 4. Because

signal intensities would be weighted according to differences in populations, the

strongest zero-field peaks observed at 2 K should correspond to transitions within

manifold 3 and within manifold 4, and weaker peaks should correspond to manifolds

1 and 2. This is because the DyIII ions in manifolds 3 and 4 couple more strongly

to the CrIII ion and split its populations to a greater extent than in manifolds 1 or

2, even though the latter manifolds are more populated overall.

Keeping the field at 0 T but increasing the temperature, the peaks from manifolds

1 and 2 would disappear as the CrIII eigenstate populations become almost equal.

The peaks from manifolds 3 and 4 would become weaker but still be present, and

new peaks would appear from manifolds 6, 7 and 8. Even though manifold 5 would

become populated at higher temperatures, the small net DyIII magnetic moment of

∼ 0.4 µB means the DyIII-CrIII coupling only negligibly splits the CrIII populations,

so no peak from manifold 5 would be observed.
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With an applied magnetic field, we need to consider the various possible orienta-

tions of crystallites in a powder sample, and do so using a Lebedev spherical quadra-

ture grid with 146 points.244 The ground manifold for moderate/strong fields would

usually be manifold 8, but sometimes manifold 7 (and on rare occasions manifold

2) could become the ground manifold depending on the orientation of a crystallite,

see also Fig. 4.38. As such, the main signals observed under moderate/strong fields

would be from CrIII transitions within manifold 8, particularly for low temperatures,

see Fig. 4.40. This would greatly simplify the analysis of hypothetical experimental

measurements, because rather than accounting for CrIII transitions within all 64

collective Dy6 states, the main behaviours could be captured by only including the

six collective Dy6 states within manifold 8.

The manifold populations for 5 resemble those for 1; the slight differences in

energy gaps discussed in Ref. 3 become less important at high temperatures and

large fields. Rather, the important difference from 1 lies in the types of transitions

we would expect to observe for 5, namely type B/C transitions (single DyIII-flips be-

tween |+15/2〉 and |−15/2〉) and possibly type F transitions (single DyIII excitations

between e.g. |+15/2〉 and |+13/2〉, or |−15/2〉 and |−13/2〉). In principle, type F

transitions could occur from any initial Dy6 state for any crystallite orientation, but

in practice, we would expect to only see such transitions if a strong applied field

had a large projection along the molecular z-axis, which could lower the energies of

KDs with |MJ | < 15/2 to experimentally detectable ranges.

However, it is more likely that a magnetic field would have a large projection

along the two-dimensional molecular xy-plane rather than along the one-dimensional

z-axis. This would be particularly true if crystallite torquing occurred, as it did in

Ref. 3, to stabilise magnetic states by aligning their moments (mostly in the xy-

plane) with the applied field. In this case, we would need to adjust the weightings

of points in the Lebedev quadrature grid (or use a pseudo-potential) to increase the

populations of magnetic manifolds, particularly 7 and 8. As such, we will focus on

type B/C transitions here.
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Returning to the analysis of Fig. 4.41, we must consider not only the differences

in populations between manifolds, but also, which manifolds can be connected via

a single DyIII-flip, see Fig. 4.42. This way, we can easily eliminate unimportant

transitions involving multiple DyIII-flips; for example, states in manifold 8 (most

populated for strong fields) can only transition via single DyIII-flips to states in

manifolds 4 or 7. States in manifold 7 (second most populated for strong fields) can

only transition via single DyIII-flips to states in manifolds 3, 6 or 8.

Figure 4.42: Diagram showing how different Dy6 manifolds are connected via single
DyIII-flips (type B/C transitions). For example, manifold 1 can only be obtained
through manifold 3, whereas manifold 4 can be obtained through any of manifolds
2, 3, 6 or 8.

4.5.5 Future work

To summarise the progress made thus far, we have found the energy gaps and

population differences as functions of the temperature, field strength and crystallite

orientation for all the states in 1 connected by single/multiple CrIII-flips, and for

all the states in 5 connected by single DyIII-flips. However, though the calculated

energy levels lead to good agreement between models and experimental data for

powder magnetisation/DC susceptibility/magnetic hysteresis measurements under

small-moderate fields,3,53 these experiments do not directly probe the energies of

states. Rather, if we were to simulate the complexes’ behaviour in EPR, INS or far-

IR absorption spectroscopy experiments, successful simulations would add further
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support to the existence of ground ferrotoroidic states.

The first step towards producing such simulations would be to calculate the

relative intensities of the many transitions possible. This would require ab initio

calculations for the magnitude and orientation of the transition dipole moment for

each relevant CrIII- or DyIII-flip. Then, we would need to calculate the projections

between the transition dipole moment and the applied magnetic field, and between

the transition dipole moment and the applied microwave/far-IR radiation field (if

present). These projections would need to be functions of the crystallite orientation,

and if a radiation field is present, the projections would also need to be functions

of the angle between the applied magnetic field and the applied radiation field (e.g.

parallel, perpendicular).

Next, for each choice of magnetic field strength (e.g. in steps of 0.01 T), we

would scan through each crystallite orientation (e.g. 146 points on a Lebedev spher-

ical quadrature grid) in search of transitions whose energy gaps fall within a (ho-

mogeneously broadened) Lorentzian distribution of a fixed energy, which would be

provided either by radiation or transferred from the kinetic energy of scattered

neutrons. (Alternatively, we could keep the magnetic field strength fixed and scan

through the crystallite orientations for incremental steps in the radiation’s frequency

or the kinetic energy lost by scattered neutrons.) Every time a molecule’s energy

gap matched the provided energy, a peak would be produced in the simulated spec-

trum with an intensity weighted according to: (i) the difference in the thermal

populations of the states involved, calculated as a function of temperature; (ii) the

projection between the transition dipole moment and the applied magnetic field; (iii)

the projection between the transition dipole moment and the applied radiation field,

if present; and (iv) how precisely the energy gap matched a Lorentzian distribution

for the provided energy.

These simulated peaks could also be broadened for aesthetic reasons to match

the experimentally observed spectra. This could be rationalised as accounting for

imperfections in the experimental setup (e.g. fluctuations in the magnetic/radiation
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fields’ strengths/orientations; inaccuracies in the initial or final kinetic energies of

neutrons). A more likely justification for broadening the simulated peaks to match

experimental results, would be to account for inaccuracies in the theoretical mod-

elling, which would fall into two categories − superficial or fundamental. Superficial

inaccuracies could be easily fixed by adjusting the many parameters at our disposal,

including:

• the number/weighting of points in the Lebedev spherical quadrature grid (pos-

sibly accounting for crystallite torquing in powder samples, or simply choosing

only one grid point in the case of single-crystal samples);

• the directions of DyIII ions’ easy axes;

• the strengths of DyIII ions’ ground state magnetic moments;

• the values of exchange coupling constants J1 and J2;

• the coordinates of paramagnetic ions in the crystal structures and their effects

on dipolar coupling;

• the magnitudes/orientations of transition dipole moments;

• whether or not to include type B/C transitions in the simulated spectrum for

1;

• the extent of broadening in the radiation’s frequency distribution or the neu-

trons’ kinetic energy distribution;

• the extent of broadening in the simulated peaks.

If the simulated absorption spectra did not match the experimental spectra, even

after superficial adjustments had been made, this would indicate that fundamental

inaccuracies were affecting our model, such as:

• it may be a poor assumption to model DyIII ions as non-collinear Ising moments

with gxx = gyy = 0, and the small non-zero values of gxx and gyy calculated
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using MOLCAS in Refs. 3 and 53 may need to be incorporated into the

molecules’ Hamiltonians;

• KDs with |MJ |< 15/2 may become energetically accessible for strong magnetic

fields and/or high temperatures, causing type F transitions to contribute to

the absorption signals;

• multiple-flip transitions (types D/E) might be more intense than expected,

and could contribute to the experimental spectra;

• the various molecular parameters measured/calculated in the absence of an

external magnetic field may not be accurate under strong magnetic/radiation

fields (e.g. the model assumes static molecular structures to calculate the

dipolar coupling, but far-IR radiation may couple to vibrational modes).

Although there are many other factors which would complicate the simulation of

EPR/INS/far-IR spectra and would need to be handled by sophisticated programs

such as PHI245 (e.g. hyperfine coupling, anisotropic EPR linewidths, impurities

in samples, non-Heisenberg exchange coupling, etc.), one of the goals of such an

investigation would be to test whether the fundamental assumptions above can or

cannot be applied to our specific family of double-triangle complexes. So, if our

initial simulated spectra did not match the experimental spectra, we would learn

something new, and could use this knowledge to improve the accuracy of our models.

In turn, this would also benefit any future studies of a similar nature to Refs. 3 and

53, where trends in many properties other than energetic spectra were investigated.
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als for future work

Though a large amount of work still needs to be done, toroidal moments show

great potential for applications in molecular spintronics123 and in multiferroic mate-

rials.74,76 The lack of dipole-dipole intermolecular interactions might provide SMTs

a distinct advantage over SMMs that outweighs the difficulties of addressing non-

magnetic states.68 As molecular nanomagnets are likely to be integrated into spin-

tronics circuits for data storage or processing, it is a natural next step to use spin

currents to control the populations of toroidal states rather than using extra ap-

paratus such as STM tips to produce electric/magnetic fields, as required by other

proposals.101–103,120,121,246

While many examples of toroidal ground states exist in molecules with strong

spin-orbit coupling,81,94 very few examples exist in molecules with weak or zero spin-

orbit coupling, and those toroidal moments may either be degenerate with dipolar

states,74 possess net dipole moments,122 or be dependent on external stimuli such

as oscillating electric/magnetic fields.103 By extending the possibilities for pure

(i.e. non-dipolar) toroidal states to include spin-frustrated molecules, in triangles

with either equilateral or isosceles exchange coupling, we have greatly increased the

number of candidate molecules which could be used in technological devices taking

advantage of the unique properties of toroidal moments.

By narrowing down the optimal energetic regimes and device geometries, we

have proposed strategies for experimentalists to improve the performance of spin-

tronic devices based on frustrated SMTs. While the actual construction of such
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devices might be beyond the grasp of today’s technology, by specifying the types

of molecules required for such devices, we have directed synthetic efforts towards

discovering new types of SMTs − a field of research which has grown significantly

over the last decade.81,94 By the time more spin-frustrated SMTs have been synthe-

sised and thoroughly characterised (some molecules already meet our criteria, e.g.

{GdIII
2 MnIV},205 {MnIII

2 GdIII},206 {FeIII
2 GdIII}),206,207 the methods to produce spin-

tronics devices may have become more efficient,166 and the difficulties of injecting

spin currents into molecules may have been overcome.185–187

Rather than hypothesising about ideal candidate molecules for toroidal moments

arising from spin-frustration, the second half of this thesis focused on optimising the

properties of SMTs which already exist. These double-triangle complexes are notable

for their FT coupling (which we discovered can also be tuned into AFT coupling),

a rare property which is relatively new to the field.53,99,223 By analysing the trends

leading to FT or AFT218 ground states, we have described the first ever examples of

toroido-structural correlations, which represent a special type of magneto-structural

correlations.

For powder magnetisation experiments on nanomagnets suspected to have toroidal

ground states, we have clearly demonstrated why both S-shaped and non-S-shaped

isotherms can be exhibited by toroidal systems, and why it is so important to develop

independent theoretical models which do not rely on fitting or scaling experimental

data which may be inaccurate. We also battled the misconception that a circular ar-

rangement of magnetic easy axes is enough evidence to claim the existence of toroidal

ground states − rather, detailed multi-ion calculations are required to prove that

the ground state possesses a toroidal configuration rather than a magnetic, ‘flipped’

configuration.

Furthermore, the simulations of magnetic hysteresis presented in Chapter 4 are

arguably the most detailed and comprehensive ever to be reported for a family of

lanthanide clusters. Our goal here was to set the standard for future works by other

researchers: to go beyond the analysis of Zeeman diagrams by actually simulating
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the hysteresis experiments, to provide more evidence for why certain relaxation

mechanisms are observed, and to avoid relying on comparisons to similar hysteresis

profiles produced by vastly different molecules.

We also propose further theoretical work to be carried out. In addition to the

experiments discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, we suggest that more research be done

to theoretically investigate the effects of changing the value of S3 in the isosceles

triangles. Crucially, the best spintronics performance was found for the hypothetical

and idealised case that |JH12|S > |JH3|S3 (which would be easier to obtain experi-

mentally if S > S3) despite also requiring Jex = λex (which would be very difficult

to obtain if S 6= S3).

However, these results were specific to the choice S3 = 1
2 , whereas it was shown

by A/Prof. Soncini and Dr. Rao that toroidal states also exist for general half odd

integer values of S3 = n+ 1
2 for integer n: in the A′ doublet (|Jex| > |λex|) if 2S ≥

n; in the B′ doublet
(
|λex|

8 < |Jex| < |λex|) if 2S ≥ n+ 1; and in the A′ + B′ quartet

(|Jex| = |λex|) if 2S ≥ n + 1.2 Therefore, it would be worthwhile to investigate

the spintronics performances of isosceles triangles with S3 = 3
2 , 5

2 , 7
2 ..., to split the

populations of toroidal states in either the A′ doublet, the B′ doublet or the A′ +

B′ quartet.

Once the properties of spin-frustrated triangular nanomagnets have been theo-

retically optimised to give the best spintronics performances, synthetic efforts can

be directed accordingly. As a hypothetical example, investigations of other choices

for S3 might show that JH12 6= JH3 and/or Jex 6= λex lead to the best population

splittings, say, despite also requiring S = S3 = 5
2 . In this case, experimental-

ists would then know to combine high-spin FeIII and MnII ions, which have equal

spins s = 5
2 yet would most likely have unequal exchange interactions. The ligands

could also be chosen purposefully to increase the chances that the triangles adsorb

onto the spintronics device in a favourable orientation, e.g. using π-π interactions

like in bis(phthalocyanine) terbium(III) to achieve a co-planar arrangement with a

graphene electrode.164
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Our findings also raise many other research questions which could be addressed

in future works, such as:

• Antisymmetric DM exchange interactions, caused by weak spin-orbit coupling,

can improve the spintronics performance of equilateral spin-triangles by lower-

ing the energies of toroidal states compared to dipolar states. How would the

spintronics performance of isosceles spin-triangles be affected by the inclusion

of weak spin-orbit coupling?

• Clockwise or anticlockwise toroidal magnetisations can be written onto the tri-

angular nanomagnets by choosing the direction of the bias voltage. In order for

this information to be stored and read out at a later time by monitoring a spin

current passing through the nanomagnet, the toroidal magnetisation would

need to remain unchanged. Although toroidal moments are less susceptible

than dipole moments to unwanted interactions with neighbouring molecules

or stray magnetic fields, the individual spins comprising the toroidal moment

can still be reversed by the usual mechanisms (e.g. QTM, spin-phonon cou-

pling, etc.) to produce excited magnetic states. The toroidal moment on a

triangular nanomagnet can therefore be reversed in a three-step process (or a

six-step process for the double-triangle complexes with FT coupling), and the

stored information will eventually be lost. So, how does the timescale of this

‘toroidic hysteresis’ compare to conventional magnetic hysteresis − does the

protected nature of SMTs enable them to compete with the record-holders for

slow magnetic relaxation in the more mature field of SMMs?38,40

• In a related topic, the steady-state, non-equilibrium populations of states in

Chapters 2 and 3 were calculated using a rate equation which does not include

the effects of coherences between states. Though this rate equation is often

used in other transport studies,123,147,201,202 coherences between states have

also been shown to cause QTM.44,52,53 It would therefore be interesting to

explore more sophisticated methods to calculate the populations of states in
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spintronics devices, as the steady-state population splitting may be reduced

by QTM arising from coherences between states.

• Now that toroido-structural correlations have been discovered in the family

of double-triangle complexes, how can the ferrotoroidic coupling or magnetic

hysteresis be improved further? If the central metal ion were removed in or-

der to reduce h/r and set SM and J1 to zero, this would in principle improve

the ferrotoroidic coupling, but the remnant magnetisation in hysteresis exper-

iments would be decreased if there were no ferromagnetic coupling to a central

paramagnetic ion. If the double-triangle complexes were investigated for po-

tential applications in molecular spintronics, what would be the ideal balance

between stable toroidal moments and slow magnetic relaxation?

Though intriguing, these questions were not the aim of this thesis, as we focused

instead on answering other questions related to expanding the number of known

SMTs, optimising the properties of previously synthesised SMTs, and scratching the

surface of their potential technological applications.

In conclusion, we believe this thesis constitutes a significant body of work which

contributes to the current literature knowledge of SMTs, including: (i) directing the

synthesis of new types of SMTs; (ii) proposing ways to optimise SMTs’ performances

in future spintronics devices; (iii) providing motivation to research ways to improve

the efficiency of spin-injection into molecules; (iv) demonstrating strategies to search

for trends in energetic, magnetic and structural properties; (v) discovering a new

type of magneto-structural correlations; (vi) performing world-class simulations of

powder magnetisation, DC susceptibility, and temperature-dependent magnetic hys-

teresis across a diverse family of lanthanide clusters, and; (vii) proposing strategies

to improve ferrotoroidic coupling and magnetic hysteresis. All of these discoveries

advance the scientific community’s fundamental understanding of toroidal moments

in molecular nanomagnets, and how they can be optimised for applications in tech-

nological devices.
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